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Abstract 
Modern manufacturing processes are strongly affected by part and process 
variations. Understanding the final shape of the assembly is a crucial task to be achieved 
during the design stage to reduce cost and production time. Typically, when parts are 
put together variations propagate part-to-part. This stack-up effect is strictly related to 
part deviations, assembly sequence, assembly constraints, part flexibility. All these fac-
tors combine into a non-linear way. Technical literature provides valid methodologies to 
analyze tolerance stack-up problems. In this contest, assemblies are usually classified 
into two main categories: rigid assemblies and compliant assemblies. In the first case, 
parts are assumed ideal-rigid and the additional variation due to elastic or plastic defor-
mation is not accounted. When the flexibility of parts is not negligible, as into manufac-
turing processes involving sheet-metal parts, its effect has to be accounted into numeri-
cal simulations. This dissertation provides a contribution to the modeling and the simu-
lation both of rigid and compliant assemblies.  
With respect to rigid assembly, a general methodology, called SVA-TOL (Sta-
tistical Variation Analysis for Tolerancing), is proposed. The methodology is based into 
two main steps. Tolerance specifications are modeled in the first step following Interna-
tional Standard rules. Variational features are so generated. Then, by using these varia-
tional features, assembly constraints are modeled as combination of elementary geome-
try entities: points, lines and planes. Two assembly solvers are illustrated: the sequential 
solver and the least squares solver.  
The sequential solver allows to analyze assembly constraints taking into account 
the assembly sequence. Specific mathematical tools, such as Screw Theory and Graph 
Theory, are here adopted to automatically calculate the list of degrees of freedom al-
lowed for a specific part being assembled.  
The least squares solver, instead, permits to analyze all assembly constraint si-
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multaneously by best fitting all mating conditions. Case studies have pointed out the 
field of applicability of proposed assembly solvers. 
With respect to compliant assembly, a general frame-work, called SVA-FEA 
(Statistical Variation Analysis & Finite Element Analysis), is presented. SVA-FEA al-
lows to statistically simulate single- and multi-station assembly processes under linear 
assumptions. A Global Sensitivity Matrix is introduced to link input part or process de-
viations and output assembly deviations. In this way, no Monte Carlo simulation is 
needed. The whole assembly process is based on the Place, Clamp, Fasten and Release 
(PCFR) cycle. Parts are positioned on fixturing frames, where are clamped and fastened. 
Then, they are released reaching their final assembly configuration. To numerically cal-
culate the sensitivity matrix two FEA runs, performed on the nominal geometry, are re-
quired. The first one calculates the fixturing and fastening forces, by applying the 
method of influence coefficients. These forces are then applied into the second FEA run 
to simulate the final elastic spring-back. SVA-FEA methodology has been implemented 
into a friendly MatLAB®’s GUI, allowing to define the whole assembly process, with 
its variability, and to visualize the final assembly deviations, in terms on mean and 
standard deviations. Two significant case studies have highlighted how SVA-FEA al-
lows to simulate both single- and multi-station assembly processes. Results have been 
compared with ones coming from commercial CAT software, showing a good numeri-
cal correlation.  
SVA-FEA assumes that input statistical deviations are independent among them. 
This means that no covariance effect is accounted. To overcome this weakness, a new 
non-linear methodology is also proposed. The non-linear methodology, to do variational 
analysis of compliant assembly, uses a Monte Carlo approach to statistically generate 
input free shape geometry. The methodology can be described as follows. For each 
Monte Carlo step, input geometry is generated according to an automatic morphing 
mesh procedure. Then, the PCFR cycle is simulated. The geometry is so updated for 
each phase of the PCFR cycle. To reach more realistic results, contact pairs, defined as 
surface-to-surface type, may be introduced into the numerical simulation. The morphing 
mesh approach allows to generated free shape parts starting from few control points, 
defined on the nominal geometry, and setting the tolerance error value. 
Finally, critical remarks are outlined, highlighting future directions of research 
in the field of tolerance analysis of rigid and compliant assembly processes.  
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Chapter 1. 
 
 
THESIS OVERVIEW  
 
Process and product quality control involve different engineering fields and 
knowledge, from statistical process control to robust design and tolerance design. 
This dissertation focuses on latter topic: tolerance design and methodologies for 
predicting, during the design stage, the amount of variation involved into real assembly 
processes. 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
It was reported that in aerospace and automobile industries 65-70% of all design 
changes and failures are related to dimensional or geometrical variation caused by lack 
of technology or knowledge for accurate prediction of process variation during the 
product design stage (Ceglarek, 2009). It is well recognized that geometrical accuracy 
and dimensional variations are two of the most influence factors in several manufactur-
ing processes.   
Generally speaking, when parts are put together, manufacturing and assembling 
errors affect final Key Characteristics (KCs). How to account and numerically simulate 
errors occurring into mechanical assembly processes is investigated in the present dis-
sertation. 
Two key words are here introduced: variation and tolerance. Variation is the 
physical deviation from the nominal size of a part due to manufacturing or assembling 
errors. Tolerance, instead, is the amount of variation which the designer may tolerate 
assuring a given KC (Whitney, 2004).  
In the mechanical assembly field, the process aiming to assign a tolerance value, 
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on a given set of features is called tolerance specification. Nowadays, the tolerance 
specification process is achieved taking into account International Standards, such as 
ISO-GPS (ISO, 2004) or ANSI-GD&T (ASME, 2004). 
During the tolerance design stage, two processes are typically involved: toler-
ance analysis, which allows to determine the amount of variation on specific KCs for a 
given set of tolerance specifications, and tolerance synthesis, which aims to evaluate the 
amount of variation of functional features assuring that KCs do not exceed target design 
values.  
Technical literature on tolerances is worth of methods about specification, mod-
eling and analysis of tolerances, and they mainly fall into two categories of assemblies: 
rigid body assemblies and flexible body assemblies. In the first category all parts are 
assumed rigid, so no variation occurs for part deformation; in the second case, instead, 
parts are assumed compliant - see sheet-metal components - and the additional effect 
due to part deformation during the assembly process is taken into account in the toler-
ance analysis. 
In this dissertation a general methodologies to accomplish tolerance analysis, 
both for rigid and compliant assemblies, from a statistical point of view, is discussed. 
Final results are expressed as displacements, in terms of mean and standard deviation, 
for a specific set of points or, generally speaking, for given functional features. 
 
 
1.2 Motivation 
Variation occurring during the manufacturing or assembling phases causes the 
assembly, or a set of functional features, to be a wrong shape or to be in a wrong posi-
tion and orientation with respect to a global reference frame. 
Considering all sources of variation, involved during an assembly process, is not 
a trivial task. All this is especially true for a general 3D tolerance stack-up, where varia-
tions propagate part-to-part into a non-linear way, and general constraint conditions 
among part being assembled are defined. Moreover, often, assemblies exhibit a flexible 
behavior and then their deformation should be introduced into the analysis. 
Over the years, researchers have addressed their attention on the tolerance 
analysis topic. The literature covers four main fields: 
 variational feature modeling;  
 tolerance analysis for rigid part assemblies;  
 tolerance analysis for compliant part assemblies; and, 
 tolerance analysis and simulation tools. 
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1.2.1 Variational Feature Modeling 
Tolerance analysis process begins with the definition and the assignment of 
variational features. Researchers have been focusing their efforts to define, into a 
mathematical way, 3D tolerance zone for each tolerance specification. Typically, shape 
errors are neglected and variational features are modeled by introducing small rotational 
and small translational parameters. These parameters describe all configurations of that 
feature within the tolerance zone. The rigid body motion theory is here applied to ac-
count such variational parameters. This issue is well known in literature, where two 
main mathematical approaches are adopted: the small displacement torsor proposed in 
(Bourdet, 1988) and the 4x4 matrix transformation method as in (Whitney, 1994). The 
main idea is to parameterize every variational feature with a set of parameters. Gener-
ally speaking, these parameters are dependent among them. How to account this is 
achieved with a parametric domain, enveloping all feature configurations within the tol-
erance zone. The domain method is then proposed in (Giordano, 2005a) to perform tol-
erance analysis on a given mechanical assembly. Based on the same principle, (Shah, 
2007) suggested to use the T-map space as a representation of all feature configurations. 
More sophisticated models were proposed into (Huang, 2002) or (Samper, 
2007), where shape errors were also accounted by using a modal decomposition analy-
sis based on real measurement data. 
 
 
1.2.2 Tolerance Analysis for Rigid Part Assemblies 
Traditionally, tolerance stack-up is solved under the hypothesis of ideal rigid 
parts. Variational features are used to simulate the accumulation of deviations during 
the whole assembly phase. Three main types of variability are here identified: tooling 
and fixturing variability, part variability and assembly sequence (Huang, 2007a; Huang, 
2007b). 
Typically, assembly processes are made in multi-station phases. For each phase, 
parts are positioned, joined, clamped and then released. Obviously, parts may deform 
and final assembly shape is influenced by flexibility of components. Under the hypothe-
sis of ideal rigid parts, different methodologies have been proposed. Researchers at 
Brigham Young University (USA) developed a robust method, called Direct Lineariza-
tion Method (DLM) and based on a Taylor’s series expansion (Chase, 1997). French 
researchers (Giordano, 2007), developed the domain method as a general methodology 
to do tolerance analysis. By using the small displacement torsor, feature domains were 
combined, accounting assembly features, and then the global assembly domain was 
compared with one related to functional requirements.  
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1.2.3 Tolerance Analysis for Compliant Part Assemblies 
Over the last decade, variational compliant assembly analysis has been becom-
ing a critical topic in those assembly processes involving parts highly deformable, such 
as sheet-metal parts, widely used in aerospace and mechanical applications. Due to part 
deformation, combined with process variability, final assembly shape cannot be pre-
dicted using rigid assembly methodologies. To overcome these limits, many valid 
methodologies, mainly based on FEA approach, have been suggested. 
At Brigham Young University, researchers developed a general framework, 
called FASTA (Flexible Assemblies Statistical Tolerance Analysis) allowing to stati-
cally predict variability for flexible assemblies starting from experimental measure-
ments (Mortensen, 2002). 
(Liu, 1997) developed a general methodology to numerical simulate part devia-
tions. The method of influence coefficient was there introduced: deviations at part level 
were related to deviations at assembly level by means of the so-called sensitivity matrix. 
Two FEA runs were required to numerically evaluate the sensitivity matrix. The method 
of influence coefficient was then extended to multi-station processes involving fixturing 
and tooling deviations (Camelio, 2004b). 
Since its origin, compliant variational analysis was based on linear assumption. 
Non-linear phenomena, such as part-to-part contacts, were not accounted. Recently, re-
searchers have shown how contacts between parts being assembled highly influence fi-
nal simulation results (Xie, 2007). Therefore, to achieve results closer as much as possi-
ble to real assembly processes, non-linear contact should be introduced into simulation 
models.    
 
 
1.2.4 Tolerance Analysis and Simulation Tools 
Tolerance analysis aims to numerically evaluate the amount of deviations when 
parts are assembled. Typically, two main approach are adopted: worst case simulation 
and statistical simulation.  
Many commercial CAT software, such as VisVSA® (by UGS Co.), eM-
TolMate® (by TecnoMatix/UGS Co.), CETOL 6σ® (by Sigmetrix LLC.), 3DCS® (by 
Dimensional Systems Inc.), Mechanical Advantage® (by Cognition Co.) and Sig-
mund® (by Varatech Co.), are available nowadays to do tolerance analysis of rigid part 
assemblies. Generally speaking, these CAT packages allow to do both worst case and 
statistical analyses. Instead, only three CAT tools to do tolerance analysis of compliant 
part assemblies are available: TAA® (by Dassault Systemes), 3DCS-FEA® (by Dimen-
sional Systems Inc.), VisVSA-FEA® (by UGS Co.). 
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1.3 Goals of Research 
The present dissertation, starting from the state of the art, provides a methodol-
ogy to numerically perform tolerance analysis both of rigid and compliant assembly, 
taking into account non-linear stack-up effects.  
For those assemblies which may be assumed rigid, the SVA-TOL (Statistical 
Variation Analysis for Tolerancing) methodology has been developed. The general 
SVA-TOL work-flow can be summarized as follows. Nominal assembly geometry is 
imported from a CAD system. Tolerance specifications are modeled for each part being 
assembled, according to ISO or ANSI specifications, and then assembly constraints are 
introduced among assembly features. Each constraint equation is considered as a com-
bination of point, line and plane entities. A numerical solution, based on iterative algo-
rithms and Screw Theory, for the assembly constraint problem is provided. In particular, 
Screw Theory is used to determine the list of Degree of Freedoms (DoFs) allowed to the 
part being assembled. 
When deformation needs to be accounted, the SVA-FEA (Statistical Variation 
Analysis & Finite Element Analysis) methodology is introduced. SVA-FEA allows to 
simulate single- and multi-station assembly processes, taking into account both part and 
fixture variations. Here, a Global Sensitivity Matrix is defined to calculate the influence, 
at assembly level, due to input deviations. This matrix is numerically evaluated per-
forming two consecutive FEA runs. All sources of variation are assumed statistical in-
dependent variables and the small displacement hypothesis is adopted. All these as-
sumptions preserve the linearity of the model.  
Assuming independent statistical variations does not allow to well-simulate the 
geometry’s real shape. This issue is known in literature as geometric covariance, which 
relates geometrically neighboring points on the same surface. Geometric covariance as-
sures surface continuity and smoothness. In the present dissertation, a morphing mesh-
based approach is used to generate variational shapes, according to deviations occurring 
in a small set of points defined on the nominal geometry. Having these variational parts, 
the assembly process is then simulated. 
 
 
1.4 Thesis Organization 
After an overview on the main methodologies available in literature, two chap-
ters focus on tolerance specification and on constraint analysis for rigid assemblies. 
Then, SVA-TOL and SVA-FEA methodologies are illustrated. The main weaknesses 
and limits of SVA-FEA are pointed out and then a morphing mesh procedure is de-
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scribed to overcome them. Finally, some applications show the applicability of pro-
posed numerical methodologies to real assembly case studies. Also, comparative studies 
with a commercial CAT package are described.  
The dissertation is arranged as follows: 
 Chapter 2 gives an overview of the proposed methods available in literature to do 
tolerance analysis of rigid and compliant assemblies; 
 Chapter 3 focuses on the tolerance specification topic, highlighting the need to 
have a global consistency specification;  
 Chapter 4 shows how to mathematically analyze constraints into assemblies by 
combining Screw Theory and Graph Theory; 
 Chapter 5 develops the SVA-TOL methodology, highlighting the main features 
and the limits;  
 Chapter 6 describes the SVA-FEA methodology, with a special reference to the 
Graphical User Interface (GUI), implemented into MatLAB® environment; 
 Chapter 7 shows the actual limit of SVA-FEA and provides a non-linear method-
ology to do tolerance analysis of compliant assemblies through a morphing mesh 
approach; and, 
 Chapter 8 remarks final conclusions and a critical discussion of future directions 
for the research in tolerance field. 
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Chapter 2. 
 
 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS 
 
In Chapter 1 four key topics have been identified as most relevant in the field of 
tolerance design: (I) variational feature modeling, (II) tolerance analysis for rigid part 
assemblies, (III) tolerance analysis for compliant part assemblies, and (IV) tolerance 
analysis and simulation tools. This Chapter revisits related works available in literature 
about these key topics. 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
When working with tolerance analysis, the main scope is to find out the func-
tional relationship between independent and dependent variables. From a mathematical 
point of view, all this may be expressed as in equation (2.1): 
 uz G  (2.1)
where z is the KC (dependent variable) aimed to evaluate, while u is the list of assigned 
deviations (independent variables). Function G accounts all phenomena which may oc-
cur during the assembly process: assembly constraints, assembly sequence, flexibility of 
parts being assembled, variability of fixturing and tooling systems, non-linear stack-up 
conditions. G is, in general, a non-linear function. 
During last years, researchers have addressed their attention on proposing meth-
ods to evaluate G. One of the most relevant framework to do tolerance analysis is the 
Stream-of-Variation (SOVA) methodology. SOVA is a general methodology to model 
and analyze into a systematic way complex rigid and compliant assemblies (Hu, 1998; 
Huang, 2004b; Huang, 2007a; Huang, 2007b; Huang, 2009; Ceglarek, 2009). The gen-
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eral framework includes: (I) Statistical Modal Analysis (SMA) methodology, which es-
tablishes a mathematical method to represent free shape form variability of a geometri-
cal feature; (II) mechanistic models for stream of variation analysis both for rigid and 
compliant assembly; and, (III) computational algorithms for statistical tolerancing, 
needed to overcome computational effort of Monte Carlo-based simulations. 
 
 
2.2 Variational Feature Modeling 
The allowable deviations from the nominal geometry and dimensions are speci-
fied during the design stage by defining tolerances on the functional features using In-
ternational Standards, (ISO, 2004) or (ASME, 1994)1.  
Traditionally, variational features dealt with parametric models to be included 
into CAD modeler (Requicha, 1986; Gupta, 1991; Chase, 1991): tolerances were 
viewed as a set of parameters. Strictly speaking, variations were introduced into varia-
tional CAD modelers (based on Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and feature-based 
approaches) to parameterize the whole geometry.  
The actual trend is to incorporate International Standard specifications into 
mathematical models able to simulate variational features (Pasupathy, 2003; Loose, 
2009; Kong, 2009).  
Generally speaking, tolerance specifications may be classified into two main 
groups: tolerances requiring a datum reference frame, and tolerances of form which do 
not require any datum reference frame (Meadows, 1997). Typically, for each tolerance 
specification a 3D tolerance zone is built. This zone defines the 3D region within which 
any feature may vary.  
 
 
2.2.1 TTRS Classification 
A very powerful methodology was developed by the researchers at SUPMECA 
(Institut Supérieur de Mécanique de Paris, Paris-France). Any feature and the related 
constraints, for a specific datum reference frame (Clément, 1998), may be accounted 
reducing the analyzed feature to a combination of elementary geometrical entities: 
point, line and plane. In this way, the so-called Minimum Geometrical Reference Ele-
ment (MGRE) is uniquely defined for each type of feature, allowing to define its posi-
tioning into the 3D space. 
Seven key features were then proposed: planar, cylindrical, revolution, spheri-
                                                 
1 It should be noted that there is no specific Standard referring to tolerance design for assemblies. 
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cal, prismatic, helicoidal and complex feature (Desrochers, 1999). This general classifi-
cation, called Topologically and Technologically Related Surfaces (TTRS), provides a 
methodology to manage complex parts by composing their simple elements while assur-
ing the coherence of geometrical tolerancing methods (Chiabert, 2004).  
One of the main applications of TTRS Theory is the mathematical definition of 
3D tolerance zones, established by geometrical tolerances. The main idea is that the po-
sition of each feature (or each MGRE) may be represented by means of small rigid body 
displacements. In order to simulate and manipulate these small displacements the torsor 
operator2 (Bourdet, 1988) was adopted. 
Starting from the TTRS Theory, Whitney (Whitney, 1994) suggested to model 
GD&T specifications introducing the concept of 4x4 variational  matrix. By using a no-
tation well-known in Robotics, he derived the 4x4 variational matrix under the hypothe-
sis of small rotational and translational displacements. What happens at the assembly 
level by modifying the nominal 4x4 matrices and introducing the variational matrices is 
so investigated. 
TTRS Theory became a reference for the ISO/TC-213 project, in the frame of 
the ISO-GPS Standard. This methodology was then successfully implemented into CA-
TIA® v5 CAD system to manage assembly constraints and tolerance annotations. 
TTRS Theory provides a valid representation and classification of functional 
features, but it does not allow to model free shape errors. In (Choley, 2007) this issue is 
managed by introducing the concept of feature association: the real feature, with shape, 
orientation and position errors, is associated to an ideal feature, parameterized with 
small rotational and translational parameters. 
 
 
2.2.2 Geometric Covariance 
Despite many efforts made into the field of variational modeling, one need is the 
representation of free shape errors. Free shape errors are often neglected. However, for 
certain assembly processes, such as those involving sheet metal parts, these kinds of er-
rors may strongly affect final assembly deviations. 
In the literature, free shape errors are treated by introducing the geometric co-
variance concept. The geometric covariance states the geometrical relation among the 
neighboring points on the same surface. Geometric covariance assures surface continu-
ity and smoothness.  
Researchers at Brigham Young University focused on this topic developing dif-
                                                 
2 Strictly speaking, the torsor operator is a screw operator (see Chapter 4), defined as [tr, rt], where tr 
and rt are the column vectors of translational and rotational parameters, respectively. 
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ferent methodologies. Merkley (Merkley, 1998) proposed to use bounded random Bé-
zier curves to model and numerically evaluate the covariance matrix, given the toler-
ance error. Shape deviations were parameterized by constraining the displacement of 
the control points of Bézier curves.  
  1T2σ  AAΣ   (2.2) 
In this way, he derived the covariance matrix, stated into equation (2.2), by us-
ing a least squares approach. σ is the standard deviation associated to the tolerance er-
ror3, while A is a rectangular matrix related to Bernstein polynomials, defining the 
Bezier curve. Σ is the covariance matrix.  
This method may be also extended to rectangular Bezier patches. However, for 
complex shapes the parameterization of the patch becomes not a trivial task, so this 
method may be inadequate for real implementation. 
Bihlmaier (Bihlmaier, 1999) extended the Merkley’s work, and proposed to 
model the variations of a surface as a finite summation of sinusoidal waves, each with a 
different amplitude and wavelength. In this way, any surface profile is modeled as a 
summation of sinusoids, having different wavelengths and amplitudes, represented in 
the frequency domain using the Fourier transform.  
A more general method was proposed in (Tonks, 2002). To account for the sur-
face variation, a hybrid method was used to model the surface covariance. Legendre 
polynomials were used to model the long wavelengths, and the frequency spectrum was 
used to model the shorter wavelengths. The hybrid method for geometric covariance 
was validated by means of experimental data. 
Starting from the Merkley’s work, Camelio (Camelio, 2002; Camelio, 2004a) 
discussed the effect of geometric covariance in the calculation of assembly variation of 
compliant parts. He combined the use of statistical Principal Component Analysis 
(PCA) and FEA in estimating the effect of part/component variation on assembly varia-
tion. PCA was used to extract deformation patterns from production data, decomposing 
the component covariance into the individual contributions of these deformation pat-
terns. FEA was adopted to determine the effect of each deformation pattern over the as-
sembly variation.  
Over the years, authors have also developed the main idea of modal error de-
composition to model the geometric covariance.  
Srinivasan (Srinivasan, 1997) introduced a mathematical association between 
free shape errors and fractals. He used fractal and wave theory (typically applied into 
signal processing), to reconstruct the principal deformation mode of any geometrical 
feature. He tested his theory on real case studies.  
                                                 
3 Typically, for normal assembly processes, one may assume T=6·σ, where T is the tolerance error. 
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Huang (Huang , 2002; Huang, 2004a) suggested to decompose the shape devia-
tion by using the DCT (Direct Cosine Transform) technique (DCT is typically used in 
image processing for filtering image purpose). The field of variation was divided into a 
set of independent defects. Huang defined the Statistical Modal Analysis as a general 
methodology to generate variational features starting from measurement data.  
Similar to DCT decomposition, another interesting approach is in (Samper, 
2007), where the modal decomposition analysis is presented. Firstly, the nominal CAD 
feature is meshed. By using an analogy with a mass-spring system, the following differ-
ential equation is solved for: 
0uu  KM    (2.3)
which expresses the dynamic equilibrium for a conservative mass-spring system (M and 
K are the squared mass and stiffness matrices, respectively). Solution to equation (2.3) 
is achieved evaluating eigenvectors and eigenvalues related to the matrix K-1·M. It may 
be shown that eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are linearly inde-
pendent. In this way, the orthogonal modal matrix (in which each column contains the 
related eigenvector) is built. This matrix is then used to extract the principal modal 
shapes. To reach more accuracy, during the modal decomposition a large amount of 
measurement data is needed. Moreover, a linear modal solver is required to calculate the 
orthogonal modal matrix.  
A similar method was proposed also in (Ungemach, 2009), where the first ei-
genvector mode, resulting from a preliminary buckling analysis, was adopted to gener-
ate the initial variational geometry to be used in an assembly process simulation.  
Both modal decomposition and buckling eigenvector analyses have no physical 
significance. However, they give a good approximation of the geometrical covariance. 
 
In summary, in the field of variational feature modeling, variational features 
may be modeled by combining rigid body motion and modal decomposition to account 
location, position and free shape errors. However, all proposed methods requires input 
measurement data. This means that variational matrix or covariance matrix may be con-
structed after parts have been produced and sampled, but it could not be done during 
designing phases.  
 
 
2.3 Tolerance Analysis for Rigid Part Assemblies 
Traditionally, tolerance analysis has been performed under the assumption of 
ideal rigid parts. Assembly deviations are so evaluated accounting variational features 
and constraints among the same parts. 
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Methodologies proposed in literature to accomplish tolerance analysis of rigid 
parts may be distinguished into (I) one-dimensional tolerance charts, (I) vector loop-
based tolerance analysis, (III) 4x4 chain transformation matrix, and (IV) tolerance do-
main analysis, as suggested also in (Shen, 2005), where a wide survey of the current 
computer based methods to capture tolerance zones is presented.  
 
 
2.3.1 One-dimensional Tolerance Chart 
One-dimensional tolerance chart is a manual procedure for 1D stack-up prob-
lems, typically used during the early design stage to understand the overall behavior of 
the assembly (Chase, 1991). 
 
 
2.3.2 Vector Loop-based Tolerance Analysis 
The vector loop-based tolerance analysis method is a well documented approach 
developed by researchers at Brigham Young University (Chase, 1995a; Chase, 1995b; 
Chase, 1996a; Chase, 1996b; Chase, 1997). Three types of variation are considered: di-
mensional, kinematic and geometric variations. In a vector loop representation, dimen-
sions are represented by vectors (the magnitude of each vector corresponds to the length 
of each dimensional variable). Kinematic variations are small adjustments between 
joints features, which occur at the assembly level in response to the dimensional and 
geometric variations. Geometric tolerances are considered by adding small degrees of 
freedom to specific joints. The methodology may be summarized in three main steps. 
First of all, one should create the assembly vector loops. The whole assembly is 
modeled with a graph representation, in which each edge correspond to a joining fea-
ture, while each vertex is a part being assembled.  
Then, equations are written for each independent loop. Assembly constraints for 
each vector loop may be expressed as a concatenation of homogeneous rigid body trans-
formation matrices, which results in a set of non-linear equations. These equations are 
linearized using Taylor’s series expansion (Direct Linearization Method - DLM).  
Finally, loop equations are solved for. The first order Taylor’s series expansion 
of the loop equations can be expressed into a matrix notation: the unknowns kinematic 
variables are here calculated. Then, the basic formulation of the DLM is: 
0ΔuαΔΔx  BFA   (2.4) 
where A, F and B are the Jacobian matrices related to dimensional variation, Δx, geo-
metrical variation, Δα, and kinematic variation, Δu, respectively.  
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Equation (2.4) may be solved for with respect to Δu, as into equation (2.5). Sx and Sα 
are the sensitivity matrices due to dimensional and geometrical variations. From equa-
tion (2.5) it should be clear that once dimensional and geometrical variations are de-
fined, the kinematic variable is univocally determined since Sx and Sα are constant. 






FBS
ABS
SS
1-α
1-
x
αx
-
-
αΔΔxΔu
 (2.5)
The DLM procedure allows to solve into a closed form any mechanical assem-
bly for a given set of tolerances: no Monte Carlo simulation is strictly required. How-
ever, 3D tolerance zones are not fully-integrated. In addition, it does not allow to simu-
late different assembly sequences: assembly constraints among mating features are 
modeled through equivalent joints, which do not consider the real behaviour at feature-
to-feature interface.  
Old versions of CETOL 6σ® were based on the DLM approach. Due to some of 
the above limitations, Sigmetrix has apparently switched to a parametric approach, inte-
grating also Screw Theory. 
 
 
2.3.3 4x4 Chain Transformation Matrix 
Whitney (Whitney, 1999; Whitney, 2004) adopted 4x4 homogeneous transfor-
mation matrices to model variational assemblies. The whole assembly is described as a 
chain of coordinate frames, attached to functional features, designed to deliver a spe-
cific KC.  
For a nominal assembly, the following 4x4 equation may be written: 
n1,-ni1,-i2,31,2n1, ...... TTTTT   (2.6)
where Ti,j is the transformation matrix defining the coordinate frame j into i one. In 
summary, equation (2.6) allows to refer the coordinate frame, attached to the feature n, 
to one attached to feature 1. Assembly constraints and feature-to-datum relationships 
are captured in this formulation. 
Equation (2.6) may be modified into equation (2.7) when tolerance deviations 
are considered. DTi-1’,i is the variational 4x4 transformation matrix, derived in the small 
displacement hypothesis. The triplets (α, β, γ) and (Δx, Δy, Δz) represent the small rota-
tional and translational variables, respectively.  
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(2.7) 
Multivariate joint probability density functions and direct Monte Carlo simula-
tions are then used to numerically perform tolerance analysis of assemblies. 
The Whitney’s method allows to parameterize the whole assembly as a set of 
variational features. However, it does not provide an efficient solution to handle closed 
loop assemblies. In addition, this method does not allow to take into account different 
assembly sequences.  
 
 
2.3.4 Tolerance Domain Analysis 
The tolerance domain-based method (Giordano, 2005a; Giordano, 2007) was 
developed by researchers at University of Savoie (Annecy-France).  
The main idea is to model any tolerance, related to a specific functional feature, 
and any mating joint by means of the small displacement torsor. Then, considering that 
any point of the feature must be inside the related tolerance zone, the components of the 
torsor operator are constrained each-other: in this phase inequalities are derived. These 
inequalities describes, into the 6D space4, the so-called hyper-domain. 
Once hyper-domains are derived for any feature and for any mating joint, they 
are combined to obtain the assembly hyper-domain. To numerically evaluate it, authors 
suggested to use the Minkowski sum operator5. However, the Minkowski sums are very 
complex to be numerically evaluated. 
Finally, the assembly hyper-domain is compared with the functional hyper-
domain, corresponding to a specific KC: if the assembly hyper-domain is completely 
included inside the functional hyper-domain, then that KC is satisfied. 
In an independent way, at Arizona State University (USA), researchers (Jian, 
2005; Shah, 2007) developed the Tolerance-Map (T-Map) model which reflects the hy-
per-domain approach. Generally speaking, T-Map is a hypothetical euclidean space, 
whose size and shape reflect all variational possibilities for a feature. A tolerance analy-
sis method utilizing T-Map is based on two phases. First of all, part variations, consider-
                                                 
4 It should be noted that the torsor operator is made of 6 components. 
5 In geometry, the Minkowski sum of two sets A and B, defined into Euclidean space, is the result of add-
ing every element of A to every element of B. 
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ing the interaction of all geometric deviations, are modeled. Then, deviations on a part 
or assembly are correlated. T-Map model satisfies all the requirements embedded in the 
ASME Standard: it incorporates the different classes of geometric tolerances, Rule #1, 
floating zones, bonus tolerances, and datum precedence assignment. 
 
In summary, in the field of tolerance analysis of rigid assemblies, mechanistic 
accumulation models are mainly based on non-linear hypotheses. To make easier their 
managing, simplified linear approach are often introduced. This assumption may be 
valid under the small displacement hypothesis. However, two important issues need to 
be still investigated. First of all, variational feature models should be fully-integrated 
into models for tolerance accumulation. Then, 3D joining conditions among parts being 
assembled should be investigated to reach numerical results closer as much as possible 
to real assembly processes. All this allows to analyze and simulate the behavior of dif-
ferent assembly sequences. 
 
 
2.4 Tolerance Analysis for Compliant Part Assemblies 
Mechanistic models for rigid assemblies may be inadequate when parts exhibit a 
high deformation. This is particularly true for products of some industries, such as 
automotive and aerospace industries, where sheet-metal parts are very common. The 
high flexibility of such parts may cause wide shape variations during assembly process 
combined with tolerances on parts and fixtures, so causing uncertainty to predicting the 
real shape configuration of the final released assembly. 
To analyze compliant part assemblies researchers have proposed, during last ten 
years, interesting methodologies, combining mechanistic models for rigid part assem-
blies and FE approaches (Caputo, 2006). Generally speaking, equation (2.1) is solved 
for including part deformation. 
 
 
2.4.1 PCFR Cycle 
Chang (Chang, 1997) proposed a methodology based on the so-called Place, 
Clamp, Fasten and Release (PCFR) cycle. In real assembly processes involving deform-
able components, parts are firstly placed onto the fixturing frame, then clamped, next 
fastened, and finally released. He calculated the final assembly deviation by combining 
elastic constitutive relations, geometric compatibility and force continuity. Constitutive 
relations are, for example, F=K·v, where F is the general force vector, v is the dis-
placement vector, and K the squared stiffness matrix. Chang used an assembly graph-
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based representation to analyze how errors accumulate. Linearity, rigid fixture, and no 
friction were assumed in his model. Linearity means that the constitutive equation is 
linear (K matrix is constant with respect to forces and displacements). 
 
 
2.4.2 Method of Influence Coefficients 
The milestone in the field of tolerance analysis of compliant assemblies is the 
methodology proposed by Liu and Hu (Liu, 1997) and based on the concept of the sen-
sitivity matrix. 
 Starting from the PCFR assembly cycle, Liu and Hu suggested a new method-
ology to simulate compliant part assemblies. Instead of using direct Monte Carlo simu-
lation, that requires many thousands of FEA runs for every random part shape configu-
ration within the tolerance specifications, they provided a method based on the concept 
of influence coefficients. The method of influence coefficient establishes, under linear 
hypotheses, a relationship between part deviations and assembly spring-back deviations. 
Only two FE runs are needed: one for the unit force responses of parts (from which the 
matrix of influence coefficients is derived), the other for the spring-back deviation of 
the assembly (from which the sensitivity matrix is derived). In this way the computa-
tional effort was strongly reduced. 
The suggested methodology may be summarized as follows. When parts are put 
together, the gap existing between mating features must be closed by applying tooling 
forces. The linear relationship between force and displacement may be written as: 
vKF  uu   (2.8) 
where Ku and v are the stiffness matrix and the deviation vector of parts before assem-
bling (unfastened parts), respectively. Fu is the general force vector supported by tool-
ing guns. Once parts are fastened, the elastic constitutive equation becomes: 
uKF  ff   (2.9) 
where Kf and u are the stiffness matrix and the deviation vector at assembly level (fas-
tened parts), respectively. Ff is the equivalent vector force related to spring-back phe-
nomena. 
Liu and Hu proposed, under the small displacement hypothesis, that Fu=Ff. 
Then, it is: 
vSu
vKKuuKvKFF

 u-1ffuuf  
 
 
(2.10) 
where S is the sensitivity matrix, linking part deviations, v, and assembly spring-back 
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deviations, u.   
The sensitivity matrix may be calculated once the stiffness matrices, Kf and Ku, 
are available. However, Liu and Hu noted that commercial FEA software often do not 
make available such as matrices. Therefore, he suggested a general procedure to calcu-
late the S matrix, which may implemented in any FEA solver, by using two consecutive 
FEA runs. 
Once the FE model of nominal parts has been created, in the first FEA run, unit 
forces are applied at deviation points. The matrix of influence coefficients, C, linking 
the unit force at j-th source of variation to the deviation at the i-th point is then derived 
as in equation (2.11). 
uFCv   (2.11)
The inverse of C gives the stiffness matrix Ku. Entries into the Ku matrix are the tooling 
forces related to input deviations, v. These forces are then applied to the assembled 
parts (Liu and Hu used MPC - Multi Point Constraint to joint parts) in the second FEA 
run. Displacements, calculated in the second FEA run, correspond to the entries of the 
sensitivity matrix. 
The Liu and Hu’s method is valid under the hypothesis of independent sources 
of variation. If dependences exist, a covariance matrix must be introduced but they did 
not specify it. Moreover, the suggested method is valid only for single-station assembly 
processes.  
The last release of VisVSA® offers an integrated FEA module which apparently 
implements this method. 
Starting from the same hypotheses of Liu and Hu, Sellem et al. (Sellem, 1998; 
Sellem, 1999; Sellem, 2001) developed a method accounting two of the most relevant 
source of variability: positioning and geometric deviation of parts being assembled. In 
addition, contacts among mating feature were assumed as not significant. 
The theoretical basis for the Sellem et al.’s method is represented by the so-
called influence matrix (similar to the sensitivity matrix), which represents how the as-
sembly deforms when a unit displacement is applied in a specific point. This method 
was then implemented into TAA® module, integrated in CATIA®6 v5 CAD system.  
By using TAA®, Sellem et al. tested the theoretical model on real sheet-metal 
part assemblies. Numerical results were well-correlated to experimental data. Their 
model allows to simulate multi-station assembly processes: the PCFR cycle is here 
adopted. 
 
 
                                                 
6 CATIA® is a trademark of Dassault Systemes 
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2.4.3 Flexible Beam Elements 
In (Shiu, 1997) an interesting simplified model of the assembly structure for di-
mensional control is described. The original structure is subdivided in beam elements 
according to some decomposition rules, strictly related to the assembly process (simpli-
fied 1D beams must be derived for 3D sheet-metal panels). Other principles are de-
scribed to connect those elements by beam-to-beam joints and to locate 
parts/subassemblies to each other. Based on this model a tolerance analysis study can be 
performed based on the knowledge of the statistical distribution of the part and assem-
bly tooling variability.  
This method well-works for simple structures, but it is quite hard to adopt for 
complex assemblies. Anyway, it allows to understand the overall behavior of the as-
sembly process very quickly. 
 
 
2.4.4 FASTA Framework 
Researchers at Brigham Young University extended the DLM approach to flexi-
ble assembly processes. A general overview of the Flexible Assembly Statistical Toler-
ance Analysis (FASTA) approach is in (Mortensen, 2002).  
The FASTA framework may be summarized as follows. Starting point is the 
nominal CAD model of parts. Measurements from real assemblies are collected to get 
statistical data. Also rigid body translations and rotations may be statistically evaluated 
as they add variability to the assembly geometry (see DLM approach). All these items 
statistically characterize the input deviations at part level. Parts are considered rigid dur-
ing this first step. In addition, FASTA focuses only on the gap at mating interface. 
Then, by using a FEA approach, the stiffness matrix of the assembly describing equilib-
rium conditions of the assembly gap is calculated (to speed-up the calculation the super-
element method is here adopted). Finally, combining FEA results and statistical data (in 
terms of mean and covariance) of the input deviations, the final assembly shape may be 
described in terms of mean and covariance. 
One of the main limitations of the FASTA method is the assumption that the fi-
nal state of deformation is independent of fixtures, as proposed in Stewart (Stewart, 
2004). Moreover, FASTA may be applied only for single-station assembly processes 
and contacts at mating features are not considered. 
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2.4.5 Multi-station Assembly Modeling 
Variation modeling and analysis for multi-station manufacturing processes has 
been developed mainly for rigid parts. However, in real industrial applications a large 
group of multi-station assembly processes consider non-rigid parts. For example, 37% 
of all assembly stations in automotive body structure manufacturing involve non-rigid 
parts (Ceglarek, 2009). Variation propagation analysis for a multi-station assembly 
process introduces new modeling challenges. In comparison to the single-station ap-
proach, it is necessary to define an appropriate variation representation in order to ac-
count the variation propagation station-to-station. 
Table 2.1 summarizes some of recent publications involving single- and multi-
station modeling both for rigid and compliant parts. 
 Rigid Parts Compliant Parts 
 
Single-Station 
Level 
 
 (Chase, 1991) 
 (Chase, 1995a) 
(Shiu, 1996) 
(Liu, 1997) 
 (Long, 1998) 
(Cai, 2006) 
  
 
Multi-Station 
Level 
(Shiu, 1996) 
(Mantripragada, 1999) 
(Jin, 1999) 
 
(Camelio, 2002) 
 
Table 2.1: recent publications in variation propagation 
Comparatively, few researches have been done in multi-station systems consid-
ering compliant, non-rigid parts. Generally speaking, assembly processes of compliant 
parts are based on the following steps: a part or sub-assembly is released from a generic 
station and then it is re-positioned into the next one. Here it is clamped and fastened to 
new parts or sub-assemblies. 
Camelio et al. (Camelio, 2002; Camelio, 2003; Camelio, 2004b) extended the 
Liu and Hu’s method, based on the sensitivity matrix, to multi-station assembly proc-
esses. They accounted part variation, fixturing variations and tooling guns variations. 
Moreover, starting from the concept of state space vector, originally introduced in 
(Mantripragada, 1999) for rigid part assemblies, they considered the variation propaga-
tion process as a linear-time varying discrete time system, where the variable time 
represents the generic station location. In this way, they defined a sensitivity matrix for 
each step of the state vector (Figure 2.1) by using a FEM approach. 
Originally, the state vector model was based on linear assumptions and all input 
variable were assumed independent each-other. In (Camelio, 2004a) the covariance ma-
trix was introduced to consider the dependency between deviation variables. Starting 
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from production data and adopting the principal component analysis, deformation pat-
terns were extracted and used for the multi-station assembly process simulation. 
Station 1 
 
Station k 
 
Station m 
 
Relocating 
phase FEM 
 
State Space 
Model 
Station k 
Multi-Station Model 
Assembly Line 
 
incoming parts 
variations 
 
estimated part variation 
station (k-1) 
 
Xk-1 Xk 
Tooling variation … … 
X0 
Final assembly 
variations 
 
Xk-1 
estimated part variation 
station (k) Xk 
Tooling variation 
 Parts and tooling 
configuration 
fixture 
configuration 
 
Figure 2.1: general work-flow of the state space model (Camelio, 2002) 
 
 
2.4.6 Including Non-Linear Effects 
Since its origin the tolerance analysis of compliant assemblies has been based on 
linear assumption. However, linear approaches do not provide adequate results when 
large deformations occur, or part-to-part contact conditions have to be taken into ac-
count. (Liao, 2007) and (Xie, 2007) showed how contact among parts being assembled 
highly influences final assembly shape. They proposed to use a non-linear FEA ap-
proach to solve the contact problem. Their methods are more accurate than a linear one, 
but they are very time consuming especially if combined with Monte Carlo-based simu-
lations. To overcome this lack, an interesting linear contact algorithm was proposed 
both in (Dalhlström, 2007) and (Ungemach, 2009), by combining a linear contact search 
and a contact equilibrium criterion. Their approaches were integrated with the method 
of influence coefficient proposed by Liu and Hu. 
 
In summary, in the field of tolerance analysis of compliant assemblies, mecha-
nistic accumulation models are mainly based on linear hypotheses. All this allows to 
quickly analyze the problem and to evaluate the influence of each source of variation.  
How to model multi-station assembly processes is still a need, which should be 
investigated. Moreover, to avoid part-to-part penetration contacts should be integrated 
within the propagation models. 
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2.5 Tolerance Analysis and Simulation Tools 
Tolerance analysis aims to numerically evaluate the amount of deviations when 
parts are put together. Typically, two main approaches are here adopted: worst case 
simulation and statistical simulation. In worst case approach each source of variation is 
assumed at its limits and, then, final assembly result gives information only on the 
maximum and minimum deviations. This kind of analysis is usually called deterministic 
tolerance analysis. On the other hand, statistical tolerance analysis aims to evaluate the 
amount of deviation, modeling each source of deviation as a random statistical variable 
(such as normal, uniform and so on). 
To perform a deterministic tolerance analysis few runs7 are required: each toler-
ance is assumed one time at its maximum and then at its minimum. Statistical tolerance 
analysis, instead, requires a more expensive simulation. Typically a Monte Carlo ap-
proach is used to randomly generate each source of variation. How to improve statistical 
tolerance analysis performances is still investigated in literature. For example, in 
(Huang, 2004a) an innovative and robust method, called Number-Theoretical net 
method (NT-net), is proposed and tested.    
Many commercial CAT packages, as discussed in Chapter 1, are available today 
to do tolerance analysis of rigid part assemblies. All those CAT packages allow to do 
both worst case and statistical analyses. On the other hand, only three CAT tools to ac-
complish tolerance analysis of compliant part assemblies are available: TAA® (by Das-
sault Systemes), 3DCS-FEA® (by Dimensional Systems Inc.), VisVSA-FEA® (by 
UGS Co.). 
                                                 
7 Generally speaking, if there are n contributing dimensions, 2n simulations are required. 
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2.6 Summary 
The actual literature covers the following key topics: (I) variational feature 
modeling, (II) tolerance analysis for rigid part assemblies, (III) tolerance analysis for 
compliant part assemblies, and (IV) tolerance analysis and simulation tools. Several 
limits and weaknesses have been pointed out. 
Relating to (I), a robust variational model is needed to generate variational fea-
tures without using production data. Moreover, Standard specifications, such as geomet-
ric tolerances, Rule #1, floating zones, bonus tolerances, material modifiers and datum 
precedence assignment have to be included into variational procedures. 
Relating to (II), assembly constraints must be investigated and correctly mod-
eled. All this allows to analyze different assembly sequence. 
Relating to (III), models for multi-station assembly process simulations need to 
be improved. Then, how contacts, defined at mating features, influence final assembly 
results should be verified. 
Relating to (IV), an integrated tool, taking into account all above critical aspects, 
able to do tolerance analysis both of rigid and compliant parts is not available today. 
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Chapter 3. 
 
 
GRAPH THEORY FOR TOLERANCING1 
 
In a design contest where tolerances have to be set to achieve crucial KCs, 
choosing the right tolerance specification scheme is not a trivial task, especially for in-
dustrial applications, where assemblies are made of many and many parts.  
This Chapter focuses on the main concept of global consistency and describes a 
general methodology to automatically detect the global consistency for a given assem-
bly. Proposed alghoritms are based on Graph Theory. The assembly is modeled as a set 
of vertices and edges. Vertices are parts or features while edges are joining conditions 
among parts or datum assignments among features.  
Two examples are illustrated and analyzed to show how the methodology 
works. 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Graph Theory is a very powerful tool used in engineering applications to model 
and manage real systems (West, 2001; Falgarone, 2006). In the tolerance mechanical 
field, Graph Theory is a support for the analysis and synthesis of dimensional and geo-
metrical specification.  
A very interesting application of Graph Theory for Tolerancing can be found in 
(Ballu, 1999; Giordano, 2005b) where a methodology, mainly based on “hyper-graphs”, 
                                                 
1 This Chapter is based on: Franciosa P., Patalano S., Riviere A., 3D Tolerance Specification: an Ap-
proach for the Analysis of the Global Consistency based on Graphs, Int. Journal on Interactive Design 
and Manufacturing, DOI: 10.1007/s12008-009-0067-7, 2009. 
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is proposed. Here, the assembly is an assumed a hyper-graph, where vertices are the 
sub-graphs related to parts. For each sub-graph, functional features are vertices, while 
datum assignments among features are edges. 
An approach based on Graph Theory is also in (Whitney, 2004). Whitney de-
fines the so-called Datum Flow Chain (DFC) as a directed acyclic graphical representa-
tion of an assembly, in which vertices represent the parts, while edges represent the 
mate conditions among them. The DFC is a general tool which may be used as support 
during the whole design stage. 
(Kandikjan, 2003) proposed a graph-based method to completely check the va-
lidity of a given set of geometric tolerances, while (Clément, 1999) suggested a mathe-
matical model, mainly based on the TTRS Theory, to check the global consistency of a 
set of dimensional and geometric specifications. 
Recently, some tools for tolerance specifications and annotations have been im-
plemented into parametric 3D CAD systems. FTA® module, available into the CAD 
system CATIA® V5, by Dassault Systemes, addresses the definition and the editing of 
tolerance specifications of 3D parts, based on the latest revisions of standards ISO-GPS 
(ISO, 2004; ISO, 2006) and ANSI-GD&T (ASME, 1994; ASME, 2004). This tool al-
lows to automatically verify the semantic association between functional features. How-
ever, no specific tool is available today to check the global consistency of tolerance as-
signment sets. 
Two key words are here introduced: adequacy and consistency. Adequacy al-
lows to address parts that influence each KC of the assembly. In this way, it is possible 
to tackle the complexity of the assembly focusing the subset of parts that influences the 
specific KC. Consistency focuses on tolerance assignment accounting datum and fea-
tures for a specific part, and assembly links among parts. Mistakes in tolerance specifi-
cation may be detected when tolerance specifications do not fulfill geometric rules.  
Starting from these key words, two kinds of graphs are considered: the Assem-
bly-based Graph (AGr) and the Part-based Graph (PGr). The first one is used to model 
and analyze the assembly in a functional point of view. The second one describes the 
tolerance-based links among features of a same part. 
 
 
3.2 Graph Definition and Manipulation 
3.2.1 Adequacy Analysis 
The aim of adequacy analysis is to detect parts that influence KCs. In this way it 
is possible to reduce the assembly graph, focusing the subset of parts that influences 
specific KCs. To perform this kind of analysis, the AGr is introduced. 
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In the AGr, each vertex represents a part, while each edge represents the assem-
bly link between two parts. Generally speaking, each edge may describe multi-joint 
conditions. For example, the j-th part may be linked to the i-th part by means of several 
joints, such as planar mating, axial alignment and so on. For the purpose of the present 
analysis multi-joint edges are reduced to single-edges – only the functional link between 
two parts is aimed to detect. 
Three kinds of parts are here defined: 
 target part: a part whose features are used to constrain another part; 
 object part: a part assembled according to the features of a target part; and, 
 datum part: a part having no target part. 
The AGr is assumed as a directed graph: the direction of each edge specifies 
which part (object part) is located by means of another part (target part). For example, 
in Figure 3.1, the part 2 is located with respect to the part 1; so a directed edge from part 
1 to part 2 is drawn. Moreover, part 1 is a datum part because it has no target parts. 
2 
i 
1 
4 
k 
N 
KC 
I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 
VI 
VII 
key characteristic 
assembly link  
Figure 3.1: Assembly-based Graph 
To easily evaluate all datum parts, one should find out those rows in the graph 
incidence matrix, I (see Annex D for more details on graph matrices), having all entries 
greater or equal to zero. Indices of those rows correspond to datum parts. 
Let (Vi, Vj) be the KC connecting vertices Vi and Vj. For each vertex defining 
the KC, the target chain is introduced and it is defined as the path connecting that ver-
tex with any datum vertex. Therefore, looking at Figure 3.1, with respect to the couple 
(i, k) - assumed as KC -, four target chains are counted: [I] for the vertex i and [I V], [II, 
III, VI], [I, IV, VI] for the vertex k. It is clear that part N does not belong to any target 
chains, so it may be removed from the AGr.  
Below the pseudo-code to automatically detect target chains inside the AGr. 
 
%- find all paths connecting vertex Vi to Vj into AGr 
function [pathedge,allpath,flag]=paths2graph(I,E,Vi,Vj,edgein,… 
                                             pathedge,allpath,flag) 
  
%- I: incidence matrix (for oriented graph) 
%- E: edge matrix 
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%- Vi: start vertex 
%- Vj: end vertex 
%- edgein: list of connected edges 
%- pathedge: local path variable 
%- allpath: list of all paths detected 
%- flag: boolean variable for cyclic loops detection 
 
%- check for cyclic loops 
for k=1:length(pathedge) 
    if edgein==pathedge(k); 
        flag=false; 
        return %- cyclic loop detected and return function 
    end 
end 
 
%- update locale path 
pathedge=[pathedge,edgein]; 
          
%- return path when Vi=Vj 
if Vi==Vj  
    allpath=[allpath,pathedge]; 
end 
  
%- update start vertex and edgein 
Viupdate=[]; 
edgein=[]; 
for j=1:size(I,2) %-count all vertices 
        if I(Vi,j)==-1 %- Vi is object with respect to edge j 
             edgein=[edgein,j];                 
             Viupdate=[Viupdate,E(j,1)]; %- E(j,1) is the target vertex 
        end 
end 
  
%- call function in a recursive way 
for i=1:length(edgein) 
       [tempe,allpath,flag]=paths2graph(I,E,Viupdate(i),Vj,edgein(i),... 
                                   pathedge,allpath,flag); 
      if flag==false 
          return 
      end 
end 
 
A recursive procedure is used. During each step, all vertices connected to Vi are 
evaluated. Here, Vi is assumed as a list of indices recursively updated. The first entry of 
this list is the starting vertex of the path (to do it a search within the incidence matrix, I, 
is performed). Then, the Vi index is updated in a recursively way and the path is re-
turned when the first entry in the Vi index becomes equal to Vj. The algorithm is 
stopped when all paths connecting Vi to Vj are detected. 
It should be noted that the proposed alghoritm allows to detect also cyclic loops 
inside the AGr. A cyclic loop is defined as an oriented path connecting, cyclically, a 
vertex with itself.  
Here, the target chain matrix, TC, (1xNe row vector - where Ne is the number of 
edges counted into the AGr) is introduced. This matrix is defined as follows: 
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eN1,2,...,i
     
otherwise 0
chain target  tobelongs i1i)(1,




TC
 
 
 
(3.1) 
 
For example, looking at Figure 3.1, the target chain matrix related to the KC 
linking vertex i to vertex k is TC=[1 1 1 1 1 1 0]. 
Once all target chains are detected, the assembly functional chain (AFC) may be 
calculated. AFC is union of the single target chain matrices, as stated in the relationship 
(3.2). 
e
N
1i
i
N
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otherwise 0
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KC
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


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



AFCAFC
TCAFC
TC
TC
TC

 
 
 
(3.2) 
 
Finally, the adequacy at assembly level aims to: 
 validate the AGr: cyclic loops have to be avoided; and, 
 reduce the AGr: all parts, which do not belong to the AFC, can be removed.  
Next, same examples will show how the proposed procedure works. 
 
 
3.2.2 Consistency Analysis 
The representation of geometric tolerances is based on the concept of Datum 
Reference Frame (DRF). Geometric tolerances related to a DRF are tolerances of posi-
tions, orientation, run-out, and, sometimes, profile. Tolerances of form (such as flatness, 
circularity and cylindricity) and profile do not require any DRF (Meadows, 1997). The 
DRF can be defined by using a combination of datum features, which are theoretically 
exact geometry, such as point, line and plane (Clément, 1998). The mathematical repre-
sentation of DRFs is addressed by means of a point, defining the origin of the frame and 
three unit vectors, orthogonals among them, defining the orientation of the same frame, 
with respect to an another one (see Annex A). 
Generally speaking, functional features of a part come in contact with the func-
tional faces of the mating parts or are used for mating conditions against fixtures, during 
manufacturing and inspection phases. The tolerance-based links among features are rep-
resented into a graph, called part-based graph. The part-based graph is a directed 
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graph, such as the AGr, in which vertices are the features, while edges are the tolerance 
links among them. For example, in Figure 3.2, the feature Fi-t is related to the feature 
Fi-s by means of the tolerance specification Ti-k: in this case the feature Fi-t is classi-
fied as object feature. Instead, the feature Fi-k is a datum feature. 
 
 
 
Fi-s 
Fi-t 
Ti-t 
i 
Fi-k 
Fj-s 
Fj-t 
Tj-t 
j 
Fw-s 
Tw-t 
w 
Fw-t 
Fi-z 
Ti-z 
related tolerance link 
 tolerance specification 
isolated tolerance link 
Tw-s 
AL1 
AL2 
ALi 
 
Figure 3.2: Exploded Assembly-based Graph 
Therefore, similarly to AGr, three kinds of features are here defined: 
 target feature: a feature used to relate an another feature; 
 object feature: a feature related to a target feature; and, 
 datum feature: a feature having no target features. 
The complete representation of all part-based graphs gives the so-called Ex-
ploded Assembly-based Graph, EAGr (Figure 3.2). It can be pointed out that multi-joint 
conditions are now introduced since the direct functional or assembly link between fea-
tures is now available. For example, in Figure 3.2 the part i has two assembly links with 
respect to part j: features Fi-s and Fi-t, for part i, and features Fj-s and Fj-t, for part j, 
achieve this. 
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(3.3) 
 
Alghoritms proposed for managing AGr are here again applied. In particular, the 
Hyper-Key Characteristic (HKC) is now introduced, as defined into relationship (3.3), 
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where NAL is the total number of assembly links. 
Target chains defined above may be extended into hyper-target chain, HTC. 
One can write: 
EAGre,N1,2,...,i
     
otherwise 0
chaintarget -hyper  tobelongs i1i)(1,




HTC
 
 
 
(3.4) 
 
where Ne,EAGr is the total number of edges counted into the EAGr. 
Once all hyper-target chains are detected, the exploded assembly functional 
chain (EAFC) may be calculated. EAFC is union of the single hyper-target chains, as 
stated in the relationship (3.5). 
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(3.5) 
 
where NHKC is the total number of HKCs. 
 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F7 
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F5 
F8 
 
Figure 3.3: parametric CAD model to check  
tolerance specification mistakes 
Finally, the consistency analysis aims to: 
 validate the EAGr: cyclic loops have to be avoided;  
 reduce the EAGr: all features, which do not belong to the EAFC, can be removed; 
and, 
 check mistakes for tolerance specification set. 
To check tolerance specification mistakes, the integration of specifications and 
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annotations into parametric CAD systems may be adopted. Geometric and dimensional 
constraints, used during the modeling phase of a preliminary CAD model, may be used 
to validate the geometric and dimensional tolerance specifications.  
For example, looking at Figure 3.3, the face F6 is parallel to F1, the face F7 is 
perpendicular to F1, the line F8 is parallel to F3 and it is oblique with respect to F1. 
Therefore, geometric rules can be derived in order to automatically detect toler-
ance specification mistakes, according to geometric and dimensional constraints avail-
able into CAD model. This strategy was implemented into FTA® module, integrated 
into CATIA® V5 CAD system. 
 
 
3.3  Implementation 
The discussed methodology was implemented into a GUI, developed in Mat-
LAB®2 environment (Figure 3.4). Vertices (which may represent a part or a feature) of 
the graphs can be manually created, by picking any point from the GRAPH MODEL 
interface. Links among vertices can be added. Moreover, user can set and modify 
(FLIP) their orientation (during this phase the graph edge matrix, E, is updated). As-
sembly links or tolerance-based links can be created, where necessary. 
 
Figure 3.4: Graphical User Interface  
Once hyper-key characteristics have been assigned among vertices, assembly 
adequacy or consistency is performed (RUN), by applying algorithms summarized in 
                                                 
2 MatLAB® is a registered trademark of MathWorks.   
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Section 3.2 . Parts (vertices) influencing each hyper-key characteristic are highlighted 
into the GRAPH MODEL interface. 
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3.4 Examples 
3.4.1 Two-part Assembly 
A two-part assembly has been analyzed. Figure 3.5 shows tolerance specifica-
tions and the EAGr. KC is the radial distance between pin and hole. 
FII-1 
FII-2 
FII-3 
 
FI-1 
FI-2 
FI-3 
FI-4 
  
 FI-1 FI-2 
FI-3 
FI-4 
 
FII-1 
FII-3 FII-2 
Part I 
Part II 
KC 
 
Figure 3.5: example. Tolerance specification and graph representation 
 
   
(a) (b) (c) 
  influencing vertex 
Figure 3.6: example. Analysis results 
Two hyper-features (HFI-1 and HFII-1 in Figure 3.6) are here introduces. For 
instance, with respect to Part I (the same may be said for part II), the axis of the pin and 
the cylindrical surface of pin are geometrically dependent. Therefore, groups (FI-1 – FI-
2) and (FII-1 – FII-2) are here introduced and called hyper-features. KC connects HFI-1 
to HFII-1. 
Simulations say, as expected, that the assembly graph and the tolerance links are 
correctly defined. Moreover, as depicted in Figure 3.6.a, only features HFI-1 and HFII-1 
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influence the specified KC. It is of interest changing the datum assignment. For in-
stance, feature HFII-1 becomes object feature with respect to FII-3 one and feature HFI-
1 is now object feature with respect to FI-3. Assuming the same KC of the previous 
analysis, simulation gives results shown in Figure 3.6.b. 
Finally, Figure 3.6.c shows influencing parts, when the KC is the angle between 
feature FI-4 and HFII-1. In this case, all features are classified as influencing features. 
 
 
3.4.2 Graph Managing 
This example show how the proposed methodology allows to detect cyclic 
closed inside the assembly graph. In order to make the example more general, a generic 
assembly graph (Figure 3.7) is proposed, with no reference to a specific assembly. 
 
Figure 3.7: example. Graph representation 
Two KCs are set: KC1 linking vertices VRT7 and VRT8, and KC2 linking ver-
tices VRT5 and VRT6.  
  
(a) -  vertices belonging to cyclic loop (b) -  influencing vertices 
Figure 3.8: example. Analysis results 
Graph analysis gives results depicted into Figure 3.8.a: vertices VRT3, VRT4, 
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VRT5, VRT9 belongs to a cyclic loop. If vertices are assumed as parts being assembled, 
then, a cyclic loop means that a part locates itself (the same conclusion may be reached 
for features-tolerance links). Flipping the orientation of the edge connecting VRT9 to 
VRT3, the graphs becomes consistent. In fact, Figure 3.8.b shows influencing vertices, 
with respect to KC1 and KC2.   
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3.5 Summary 
This Chapter presented a general methodology to analyze the global consistency 
of a given assembly graph. In this contest, an oriented assembly graph was used to 
model tolerance specifications. Generally speaking, each vertex corresponds to a func-
tional feature, while each edge is a functional link among features. Adequacy analysis 
was introduced, allowing to check the assembly graph from a global assembly point of 
view. Then, the more general consistency analysis was presented, allowing to check the 
assembly graph, accounting feature tolerance links and assembly links. 
To easily manage such graphs, a MatLAB®’s graphical user interface was illus-
trated. User can interactively create the assembly graph, set assembly or tolerance links 
and run the analysis. Not-adequate or not-consistent vertices are automatically drawn 
into the graphical interface. 
The proposed methodology for graph analysis may be a powerful support during 
the design stage, when designer should assign tolerance specifications on assembly 
made of many and many parts. To improve the efficiency of such methodology, geo-
metrical and functional links should be directly imported from a CAD modeler.  
Next Chapter develops the constraint analysis methodology, by partially using 
the same graph approach adopted for the global consistency analysis. 
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Chapter 4. 
 
 
ASSEMBLY CONSTRAINT ANALYSIS1 
 
This Chapter describes a general procedure to analyze constraints for a given as-
sembly combining Screw Theory, well-known in Kinematics and Robotics, and Graph 
Theory. 
Generally speaking, mechanical assemblies may be classified into (I) under-
constrained, (II), properly-constrained, and (III) over-constrained. Under-constrained 
assemblies are mechanism with some DoFs. In over-constrained assemblies, one or 
more DoFs are locked by different assembly features (redundant constraints are intro-
duced into the assembly). If an assembly is not under-constrained and it is not over-
constrained, it is properly-constrained (Whitney, 2008). It should be noted that the same 
assembly may be under- and over-constrained with respect to a specific DoF. 
The aim of this Chapter is to provide a numerical methodology able to automati-
cally detect the constraint state of a given assembly using geometrical information, im-
ported from any CAD system. 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
When working with assemblies with some mobility among parts, one may have 
interest to finding all the degrees of freedom (DoFs) of rigid body, and then looking at 
the under-constrained conditions of the whole assembly. In that contest, constraint 
                                                 
1 This Chapter is based on: Franciosa, P., Gerbino S., A CAD-based Methodology for Motion and Con-
straint Analysis According to Screw Theory, Proc. of the ASME-IMECE’09, Lake Buena Vista, Florida 
(USA), November 13-19, 2009. 
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analysis is used to find under-constraints. Moreover, constraint analysis, is also related 
to check of the over-constrained status of the assembly. While un-constrained DoFs 
may cause unwanted motions, over-constrained DoFs may make difficult assembling 
parts or induce dangerous mechanical stresses. Choosing the right assembly constraint 
scheme is a crucial task to be achieved to assure the success of the assembly (Whitney, 
1999).  
Over the years many procedures have been suggested. A wide overview on 
geometric constraint solving problems is in (Gogu, 2005). Graph-based approaches and 
algebraic methods are the most common used to solve geometric constraint problems, 
and are dominant in 2D CAD. They have been also extended more recently to 3D cases 
where handling constraints and finding solutions is much more complex. 
From 2D CAD point of view, the algebraic approach by D-Cubed, the so-called 
Dimensional Constraint Manager, DCM, is de-facto an industrial standard in constraint-
based sketching. The more recent 3D version of this software, 3D DCM, based on a fast 
non sequential solver, is used to constraint parts in assemblies and mechanisms. Similar 
solution is offered by Ledas Geometric solver, LGS 3D, a variational geometry engine 
used by several CAx systems. 
All these solutions recognize some over-constraints also allowing redundant 
constraints in 2D. But they do not evaluate, at 3D level, all the real over-constraint 
status from a mathematical standpoint. 
Screw Theory can be adopted since it allows to mathematically analyze all DoFs 
of an assembly and to model kinematic joints. 
Since its origin, Screw theory has been used to analyze mechanisms. Waldron 
(Waldron, 1966) firstly introduced the concept of twist and wrench matrices, and the 
series and parallel laws of instantaneous kinematics. In (Davies, 1971) an extension of 
the Waldron theory to analyze planar linkages with cross coupling was described, while 
Baker (Baker, 1980) proposed an algorithm to represent 3D assembly joints, but only 
for closed chain problems. Davies (Davies, 1981a; Davies, 1981b; Davies, 1981c ) used 
the similarity between joint loops and electrical circuits to apply the Kirchoff’s loop rule 
to analyze mechanisms in terms of relative velocities of assembly joints.  
Adams (Adams, 1999a; Adams, 1999b; Adams, 2001) gave a methodology to 
apply Screw Theory to perform constraint analysis of assemblies of rigid parts. Shukla 
(Shukla, 2001a; Shukla, 2001b) improved Adams’s approach, with a new method, able 
to be used both for open and closed chains, and based on an assembly graph representa-
tion. 
All the proposed methods still have some limits analyzing 3D assemblies of any 
complexity. A more general procedure can be found in the (Whitney, 2004), where Da-
vies’ approach, based on Kirchoff’s loop rule law, is generalized to analyze constraints 
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in any assemblies. 
This approach has been used in this dissertation to describe a methodology able 
to automatically analyze the constraint status of a given CAD assembly, combining 
Screw Theory and Graph Theory. 
 
 
4.2 Methodology Overview 
The proposed methodology may be summarized as follows. Starting from the 
assembly CAD model, assembly features are parameterized and the Exploded Graph-
based Assembly (EGrA) is created, accordingly. Constraint analysis is accomplished by 
manipulating the graph related to the EGrA. In this phase, kinematic equations are 
automatically written, for each loop detected into the graph.  
The methodology is mainly based on the following features: 
 4x4 homogenous transformation matrices are used to transform any screw matrix 
from a reference frame to another one;  
 a global coordinate frame, Ω0, and a feature coordinate frame, attached to any fea-
ture, ΩFi, are defined; 
 graphs are used to model assembly parts or features; and 
 parts are assumed rigid. Screw Theory can be applied only under the hypothesis of 
ideal-rigid parts. 
In the following the list of DoFs allowed for a given kinematic joint is given as 
[α, β, γ, Δx, Δy, Δz], where the triplet (α, β, γ) states the rotational DoFs, while (Δx, Δy, 
Δz) is related to the translational DoFs. 
Generally speaking, a screw matrix is a six-tuple that may represent either twist 
or wrench. A twist matrix is a screw that describes the instantaneous motion of a rigid 
body. One can write: 
 iii vωTS   (4.1)
where ωi is the angular velocity vector. vi is the linear velocity vector of that point on 
the body or its extension that is instantaneously located at the origin of the global coor-
dinate frame (Whitney, 2004).  
A wrench matrix is a screw that describes the resultant force and moment for a system 
force acting on a rigid body. One can write: 
 iii mfW   (4.2)
where fi the resultant force, while mi is the resultant moment calculated with respect to 
the origin of the global coordinate frame (Whitney, 2004). 
First Davies’s law states that the sum of wrenches exerted at any vertex, into the 
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motion graph, is equal to the net wrench exerted by that vertex (which corresponds to 
the first Kirchhoff’s law - at any vertex in an electrical circuit the sum of currents flow-
ing into that vertex is equal to the sum of currents flowing out of that vertex). 
Second Davies’s law states that changing in relative motion around any loop in a 
motion graph must be zero (which corresponds to the second Kirchhoff’s law - the sum 
of the electrical potential differences around any closed circuit must be zero). Therefore, 
one can say that twist is associated to electrical potential difference, while wrench is 
associated to electrical current. 
Both Davies’s laws are mainly based on equations written for each independent 
loop counted into the EGrA.  
To implement Davies’s laws one has to: 
 calculate independent loops into the EGrA; 
 evaluate twist matrix for each edge counted into the EGrA, with respect the global 
coordinate frame; 
 write Davies’s laws accounting twist matrices;  
 perform constraint analysis: solving constraint equations; and, 
 analyze results, critically. 
 
 
4.3 Exploded Graph-based Assembly 
Kinematic joints among mating parts are modeled with a graph. Here, the 
Graph-based Assembly is introduced. It consists in a set of vertices and edges among 
them (Matripragada, 1998a; Matripragada, 1998b). Each vertex represents a part, while 
each edge represents mating conditions between two parts. The GrA is assumed as a 
non-oriented graph (Figure 4.1.a). 
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additional vertex   
Figure 4.1.a: Graph-based Assembly  
representation 
Figure 4.1.b: Exploded Graph-based  
Assembly representation 
Generally speaking, each edge may describe multi-joint conditions. Part i may 
be referred to part j by means of several kinematic joints, such as planar mating, axial 
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alignment and so on. In these cases, the GrA is modified by introducing additional ver-
tices (see Figure 4.1.b). All this allows to define the Extended Graph-based Assembly. 
In this way, each edge of the EGrA represents a specific DoF related to a kinematic 
joint. For example, in Figure 4.1.b part j is linked to part i by means of two kinematic 
joints: [i, 1, 2, j] and [i, j] (1 and 2 are additional vertices). 
To easily manipulate the EGrA, the edge matrix, E, and the incidence matrix, I, 
are calculated (see Annex D for more details). E is a Nex2 rectangular matrix, where Ne 
is the total number of edges counted into the EGrA. I is a NvxNe rectangular matrix, 
where Nv is the total number of vertices counted into the EGrA. It should be noted that I 
is the incidence matrix for non-oriented graph. 
 
 
4.4 Graph-based Manipulation 
4.4.1 Path Detection 
It is of interest evaluating the path connecting a vertex Vi to vertex Vj into the 
EGrA. This task is well-known in combinatorial research, where the minimum path is 
aimed to be detected. To do it, the Dijkstra’s algorithm is usually applied (West, 2001). 
However, for the scope of the constraint analysis any path linking Vi to Vj can be calcu-
lated.  
Below the MatLAB® pseudo-code to find out all paths connecting Vi to Vj. 
 
%- find all paths connecting vertex Vi to Vj into EGrA 
function[pathedge,P]=evalPaths(I,E,Vi,Vj,edgein,pathedge,P) 
  
%- I: incidence matrix (for non-oriented graph) 
%- E: edge matrix 
%- Vi: start vertex 
%- Vj: end vertex 
%- edgein: list of connected edges 
%- pathedge: local path variable 
%- P: path matrix 
 
%- return only first path detected 
if size(P,1)==1 
     return  
end 
 
%- update locale path 
pathedge=[pathedge,edgein]; 
          
%- return path when Vi=Vj 
if Vi==Vj  
    allpath=[allpath,pathedge]; 
end 
  
%- update start vertex and edgein 
Viupdate=[]; 
edgein=[]; 
for j=1:size(I,2) %-count all vertices 
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        if I(Vi,j)==1 %- Vi is linked to edge j 
             edgein=[edgein,j];                 
             Viupdate=[Viupdate,E(j,1)]; %- E(j,1) is the target vertex 
        end 
end 
  
%- call function in a recursive way 
for i=1:length(edgein) 
       [tempe,P]= evalPaths(I,E,Viupdate(i),Vj,edgein(i),... 
                                   pathedge,P); 
      if flag==false 
          return 
      end 
end 
 
The proposed algorithm is similar to the “paths2graph” function adopted to de-
tect target chains into functional graphs (see Chapter 3). In this case, the non-oriented 
incidence matrix, I, is used and only the first path is returned. 
Here, the path matrix, P, (1xNe row vector) is introduced. The i-th entry is re-
lated to the i-th edge of the graph. The P matrix is defined as follows: 
eN1,2,...,i
     
otherwise 0
path the to belongs i1i)(1,




P
 
 
 
(4.3) 
 
 
The entry (1, j) is equal to 1 if the edge belongs to the path; zero otherwise.  
 
 
4.4.2 Loop Detection 
Detecting loops inside the EGrA is needed to implement Davies’s laws. The aim 
is to evaluate all independent loops.  A loop is a particular path connecting a vertex with 
itself through other vertices. 
Generally speaking, two loops, A and B, are assumed independent if their dif-
ference is not empty. The difference operator between two sets, A and B, is a set having 
the items of A which are not included in B. In other words, loops A and B are inde-
pendent if they differ in at least one edge. For instance, looking at Figure 4.1.a, four 
loops may be extracted: L1=[I II IV III], L2=[II VI V], L3=[IV VI VIII VII] and L4=[I V 
VIII VII III]. Obviously, loop L4 depends on the first three ones because the difference 
between this set and the union of the first three sets is empty, according to the previous 
definition. An efficient way to accomplish loop detection is to divide the assembly 
graph into two sub-graphs: the main graph and the secondary graph. The main graph is 
directly derived from the EGrA. It contains those edges connecting all vertices of the 
EGrA without redundancies (main graph is known in electrical network as spanning 
tree). The secondary graph, instead, is the difference set between the EGrA and the 
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main graph. 
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Figure 4.2: main graph and secondary graph 
For example, Figure 4.2 shows the main graph and the secondary graph of EGrA 
depicted into Figure 4.1.a. It should be noted that, for a given graph, the main graph is 
not univocally defined. However, for the aim of the present analysis any main graph is 
acceptable. 
Below the MatLAB® pseudo-code to evaluate the main graph and the secondary 
graph. 
 
%- find out main and secondary graphs 
function [maingraph,secgraph]=evalMainSecGraph(I) 
 
%-I: incidence matrix 
%-maingraph: list of edge belonging to main graph 
%-secgraph: list of edge belonging to secondary graph 
 
maingraph=[]; 
secgraph=[]; 
stnode=1; %-begin from vertex 1-seed vertex 
visitedSeed=1; %-visited vertex 
 
Flag=true; %-boolean variable to break loop 
while Flag==true   
         
   stnode=length(stnode); 
    for I=1:stnode  
     [tempseed,edge]=findSeed(stnode(I),I,visitedSeed); %-find new seed vertex 
         
     maingraph=[maingraph,edge]; %-update 
         
     visitedSeed=[visitedSeed,tempseed]; %-update list of visited vertex 
    end  
stnode=tempseed; %-update seed list   
       
if length(allseed)==size(I,1); 
     Flag=false; %-return when all vertices have been visited 
end       
end 
 
nEdge=size(1,2); 
secgraph=diffSet([1:nEdge],maingraph); %-return the secondary graph 
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A growing procedure is adopted. Initially, the list of visited vertices contains 
only the first node counted into the EGrA. In a iteratively way, for each item belonging 
that list, all connected vertices are calculated (do to it, a search within the incidence ma-
trix is performed - “findSeed” function). Then, the main graph list is updated, accord-
ingly. The algorithm is stopped when the number of visited vertices becomes equal to 
Nv. This assures that all vertices of the EGrA are counted into the main graph, without 
redundancies. 
Now, independent loops can be easily evaluated, by adding in main graph, step 
by step, edges of the secondary graph. For the i-th iteration, the i-th loop is calculated as 
the path connecting vertices belonging to the i-th edge of secondary graph. For example, 
looking at Figure 4.2, the main graph and the secondary graph are [II, III, IV, VI, VII, 
IX] and [I, V, VIII], respectively. With respect to the edge I, one possible path connect-
ing vertices i to 3 is [III, IV, II]. Thus, the loop becomes [III, IV, II, I]. 
Here, one can introduce the loop matrix, L, as a NloopxNe rectangular matrix, 
where Nloop is the number of independent loops. L matrix is defined as follows: 
eloop N1,2,...,j,N1,2,...,i
     
otherwise 0
thi loop the to belongs j1j)(i,




L
 
 
 
(4.4) 
 
 
It can be pointed out that all entries of matrix L are calculated taking into ac-
count the same approach used for the P matrix. 
 
 
4.5 Evaluating Twist Matrix 
Any assembly feature is parameterized through a feature coordinate frame, at-
tached to the same feature (Adams, 1998). Let T0,Fi be the 4x4 transformation matrix, 
allowing to express the feature coordinate frame into the global coordinate frame (see 
Annex A for details on how calculate it by using geometrical data). One can write: 



1Fi0, 0
dR
T  
 
(4.5) 
where R and d are the rotation matrix and the position vector of the origin of the feature 
frame with respect the global one.  
As it is, twist matrix is written into the feature coordinate frame. The aim is to 
express the same twist into the global coordinate frame. 
From the definition stated into equation (4.1), it has: 
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 FiFiFi vωTS   (4.6)
For rotational DoF one can write: 
   
  000T0T
T
0
TT
FiFiFi
...
...
ωdvvRωdR
dRωRdRωrωv


 
(4.7)
where r is the position of the origin of the global coordinate frame with respect the fea-
ture coordinate frame. 
Thus, the twist matrix for rotational DoF becomes: 
 000
00
Fi0 vωTSωdv
ωRω 




 (4.8)
while, for translational DoF, it has: 
 00
Fi0
0 v0TS
vRv
0ω 




 (4.9)
Therefore, given the rotation matrix, R, and the position vector, d, of the origin 
of the feature frame with respect to the global frame, equations (4.8) and (4.9) allow to 
completely define the twist matrix of any kinematic joint. 
It is of interest evaluating the Instantaneous Screw Axis (ISA) starting from the 
twist matrix, TS0. Here, the ISA is represented through a point, PISA, and a unit vector, 
NISA. By using the definition in (4.1), the first triplet of the twist matrix defines the NISA 
direction, while the second triplet is associated to the position of such axis.  





002
0
ISA00
0
0
ISA
1 vωωdPωdv
ω
ωN
 (4.10)
Thus, for rotational DoFs, one can use the relationship (4.10). Instead, for trans-
lation DoFs, it has: 





0
0
ISA
ISA
v
vP
0N
 (4.11)
The above parameterization has to be applied for any DoF, related to any kine-
matic joint, counted into the EGrA. Kinematic joints could be imported from a CAD 
feature-based assembly, via scripting. In this dissertation, the proposed alghoritm has 
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been implemented and tested in MatLAB® environment, where geometrical data are 
manually assigned.  
 
 
4.6 Davies’s Law and Constraint Analysis 
4.6.1 Motion Analysis 
Starting from the EGrA correctly defined, assembly twist matrix (Nex6 matrix), 
TS, can be introduced as in (4.12), where TS0,i is the twist matrix associated to the i-th 
edge (for instance, the i-th edge corresponds to the i-th DoF for a specific joint) of the 
EGrA and defined into the global coordinate frame, Ω0. 













Ne,0
i,0
1,0
...
...
TS
TS
TS
TS  
 
 
 
 
(4.12) 
Motion analysis is based on the second Davies’s law, stated above. Therefore, 
taking into account the loop matrix, L, and the assembly twist matrix, TS, one can 
write: 












6,...,2,1j
N,...,2,1i
0X)N,i()j,N(...      
...X)k,i()j,k(...      
...X)2,i()j,2(X)1,i()j,1(
loop
Ne,mee
k,m
2,m1,m
LTS
LTS
LTSLTS
 
 
 
 
 
 
(4.13) 
where Xm,k is the k-th unknown velocity magnitude. Equation (4.13) states that, with 
respect to the i-th loop, the net j-th component of velocity is zero.  
Equation (4.13) can be generalized in a matrix form as in equation (4.14), where 
Mm is the 6·NloopxNe assembly motion matrix, while Xm is a Nex1 vector containing the 
unknown velocity magnitudes. 
0XM  mm  (4.14) 
Solutions of the linear homogeneous system stated in (4.14) can be obtained by 
evaluating the rank, r2, of the rectangular matrix Mm (see Annex B for more details on 
                                                 
2 It should be noted that the rank of an m by n matrix is less or equal to min(m, n). 
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systems of linear equations and their managing). 
Therefore, if r=Ne then system (4.14) has only a trivial solution (Xm=0). In this 
case, the assembly has no motion. Thus, one can say that the degree of mobility, dm, of 
the assembly is zero (dm=0).  
Instead, when 0<r≤Ne system (4.14) is underdetermined and it has Ne-r solu-
tions. In this case, the number of unknowns is greater than the number of independent 
equations. The degree of mobility becomes dm=Ne-r, while the space of solutions is 
given by the reduced motion matrix, Xm,r (Nexdm rectangular matrix). To numerically 
calculate it, the nullspace of the motion matrix, Mm, must be evaluated. Any solver of 
system of linear equations may be adopted, such as the “null” function available in 
MatLAB®. The Xm,r matrix contains the magnitude velocities for each DoF allowed for 
a specific joint of the analyzed assembly. 
In mechanical field or Robotics, evaluating the motion of a part (object part) 
with respect to another one (target part) may be of interest. To do this, the twist matrix 
related the object part should be calculated. The procedure may be accomplished into 
two consecutive steps: (I) finding a path matrix3, P, linking the object part to the target 
one; (II) calculating the motion (if any) and the ISA of the object part.  
Therefore, with respect to the i-th degree of mobility, the j-th component of ve-
locity becomes: 
 













6,...,2,1j
d,...,2,1i
)i,N()N,1()j,N(...      
...)i,k()k,1()j,k(...      
...)i,2()2,1()j,2(...      
...)i,1()1,1()j,1(j,i
m
er,mee
r,m
r,m
r,mT,O
XPTS
XPTS
XPTS
XPTSU
 (4.15)
where UO,T(i,j) is the j-th component of velocity related to the i-th independent degree 
of mobility of the assembly for the object part with respect to the target one. UO,T is here 
called object motion matrix (dmx6 matrix). As stated above, starting from the so-
calculated object motion matrix, the ISA may be easily derived (see Section 4.5). 
It can be pointed out that, if no loop exists within the EGrA, then the Davies’s 
law cannot be applied. Typically, all this happens for serial linkages assemblies (a robot 
arm, for example). For such assemblies, motion analysis can be performed by applying 
the serial law, as proposed in (Shukla, 2001b), where a stack-up of twist matrices is 
used (union alghoritm for twist matrices). 
                                                 
3 To better understand this issue, the analogy between twist and potential difference for an electrical net-
work may be here adopted. 
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4.6.2 Constraint Analysis 
Constraint analysis aims to detect over-constraints existing from a part to an-
other and it is based on the first Davies’s law. Looking at the assembly motion matrix, 
Mm, the number of dependent rows gives information on the degree of over-constraint. 
Thus, one can introduce the degree of over-constraint, do, which is equal to 
6·Nloop-r. The degree of over-constraint is zero when all equations are independent 
among them (r=6·Nloop). In this case the assembly presents no over-constraint. Thus, one 
can say that an assembly with serial linkages (for which all kinematic equations are in-
dependent – no loop exists) exerts no over-constraint. Instead, a more general assembly 
with cross coupling linkages (for which loops may be detected) may present over-
constraints if at least two kinematic equations are dependent among them. 
As stated above for the assembly motion matrix, here, the assembly over-
constraint matrix, Mo (Nex6·Nloop), is introduced accordingly. One can write, briefly: 

 

T
mo
oo 0
MM
XM
 
 
 
(4.16) 
The space of solutions of the linear homogeneous system stated in (4.16) is called re-
duced over-constraint matrix, Xo,r (6·Nloopxdo rectangular matrix). 
Once the reduced over-constraint matrix is established, over-constraints trans-
mitted by a specific joint to a part (object part) can be calculated, by applying the first 
Davies’s law. The procedure is based on two phases: (I) all joints (over-constraint 
joints) related to the object part are determined (into the EGrA, all edges connected to 
the object vertex are evaluated); (II) for each over-constraint joint, relative over-
constraints are evaluated by adding or subtracting over-constraints for each loop 
counted into the EGrA.  
With respect to the i-th over-constraint joint, transmitted over-constraints can be 
calculated as (below “i:j” is a vector which ranges from “i” to “j” with unitary step) in 
equation (4.17), where WO,i is the over-constraint matrix (dox6 rectangular matrix) re-
lated to the i-th joint for the specific object part. WO,i corresponds to the wrench space 
according to the twist space stated into relationship (4.15). 







oint,jo
loopovlooploopr,o
ovr,o
ovr,oi,O
N,...,2,1i
)i,N(:),N6:5N6(...    
...)i,2(:),12:7(...    
...)i,1(:),6:1(
LX
LX
LXW
 
 
 
 
 
(4.17) 
Moreover, Lov is the sub-matrix extracted from the loop matrix, L. Lov contains col-
umns of  L with respect to the over-constraint joints, related to the part being analyzed. 
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Then, Lov is a NloopxNjoint,o matrix, where Njoint,o is the number of over-constraint joints 
for the specific object part. 
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4.7 Examples 
To better understand the proposed alghoritm, some numerical examples will be 
shown in this Section. All numerical analyses were performed in MatLAB®. 
 
 
4.7.1 Four-bar Assembly 
Figure 4.3 shows a four-bar planar assembly. Each assembly feature is a pin 
joint which allows only the rotation around the local Z axis (all feature coordinate 
frames have the same orientation of the global frame). Translation along global Z axis is 
locked. Bar sizes are: a=150, b=40, c=100 and d=90. 
a 
b 
c 
d 
Ω0 x 
y 
A B 
C 
D 
F1 
F2 F3 
F4 
 
Figure 4.3: example. Four bar assembly 
By using the described procedure, the edge matrix and the incidence matrix 
were automatically calculated (EGrA is made of 4 vertices and 4 edges). 
It is of interest evaluating the mobility of bar C, with respect to bar A. Numeri-
cal analysis give the following results: 







]0.0 159.76, 58.15,[
]1.0 0.0, 0.0,[
]0.0 58.15,- 159.76,  1.0 0.0, 0.0,[
ISA
ISA
A,C
P
N
U
 
 
 
 
 
 
The object motion matrix, UC,A, has a single row. This means that the assembly 
has only one degree of mobility. Moreover, the ISA of part C is located into point PISA 
and directed along NISA. This result completely agrees with theoretical considerations 
(assuming that the angle between bar B and A is 70° and the global coordinate frame is 
coincident with the frame related to feature F1). 
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Over-constraint analysis gives the following results (to make results more read-
able, the MatLAB® “rref” function has been applied): 

























010000
001000
000100
010000
001000
000100
3F,C
2F,C
W
W
 
where WC,F2 and WC,F3 are the over-constraint matrices transmitted by joints F2 and F3 
to bar C, respectively. This result shows that out-of-plane over-constraints exist for this 
mechanism (the degree of over-constraint is 3). In fact, the first row of WC,F2 (the same 
may be said for WC,F3) corresponds to a reaction force along the global Z axis, whereas 
the second and the third rows correspond to reaction moments along the global X and Y 
axes, respectively. Therefore, the translation along the global Z axis and the rotation 
around global X and Y axes are over-constrained in this assembly. This result may be 
extended for any planar single-loop mechanism with pin joints: out-of-plane DoDs are 
always over-constrained. 
 
 
4.7.2 Parallelogram Mechanism 
Figure 4.4 shows a planar parallelogram mechanism. In this case, the EGrA is 
composed of 6 vertices (6 parts) and 7 edges (7 pin joints - all feature coordinate frames 
have the same orientation of the global frame). Sizes of bars are: a=130 and b=75. This 
mechanism has two independent loops (see Figure 4.4 – EGrA representation). 
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Figure 4.4: example. Parallelogram mechanism and EGrA representation 
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Motion analysis performed on bar F, with respect to bar A, gives the following 
results: 




0.0 78.02,- 73.86,  1.0 0.0, 0.0,
0.0 13.02,- 73.86,  0.0 0.0, 0.0,
AF,U  
 
 
The object motion matrix has two rows: this means that the assembly has 2 in-
dependent pin joints (dm=2). In particular, the first row says that, with respect the first 
independent pin joint (the feature F1), bar F can translate along the global X and Y axes. 
Instead, the second row corresponds to the rotation of bar F with respect to pin F7. In 
this case the ISA becomes (assuming that the angle between bar B and A is 80°): 
PISA=[78.02, 73.86, 0], which exactly corresponds to the origin of the ΩF7 frame, as ex-
pected, and NISA=[0.0, 0.0, 1.0]. Obviously, if the object motion matrix is evaluated 
with respect to bar C, it has UF,C=[0.0, 0.0, 1.0 | 73.86, -78.02. 0.0]. This means that bar 
F has only one rotational DoF with respect to bar C. Moreover, bar F has no over-
constraint since it does not belongs to any loop. 
Bar E belongs to two independent loops. Thus, an over-constrained status is ex-
pected. First of all, under-constraint analysis of bar E relative to bar A, gives: 
 0.0 6.51,- 36.93,  0.0 0.0, 0.0,AE, U   
This means that bar E can translate along global X and Y axes. From over-constraint 
analysis, it has (the same result is reached for the joint F5): 









000100
96.3600001
010000
001000
2F,EW  
 
This means that both joints F2 and F5 transmit to bar E moments around global X and Y 
axes and forces along global X and Z axes. 
 
 
4.7.3 Landing Wheel Mechanism 
Figure 4.5 shows a landing wheel mechanism, used in retractable aircraft sys-
tems. Cylinder E is connected to piston F by means of a cylindrical joint (translation 
and rotation DoFs are allowed). All other joints are revolute pin joints. 
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Ω0 
y 
z 
x 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
F1 
F2 
F3 
F4 
F5 
F6 
F7 
 
Figure 4.5: example. Landing wheel mechanism 
The degree of mobility and the degree of over-constraint are 1 and 4, respec-
tively. Assuming frame A as fixed part, motion analysis gives the following results for 
bar C and cylinder F: 







]224.14 0.0, 437.93,[
]0.00 1.0,- 0.0,[
]1.27- 0.0,- 0.65,   0.0- 0.0029,- 0.00,[
ISA
ISA
A,C
P
N
U
 







]312.50 0.0, 550.00, [
]0.0 1.0,- 0.0,[
]0.44- 0.0, 0.25,   0.00- 0.0008,- 0.0,[
ISA
ISA
A,F
P
N
U
 
 
It is of interest evaluating the over-constraints related to cylinder F. Constraint 
analysis gives (the same result is reached for joint F7): 









100000
010000
001000
000010
2F,FW  
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This means that both pin joint F2 and cylindrical joint F7 transmit translational over-
constraints along the global Y axis and rotational over-constraints around global X, Y 
and Z axes.  
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4.8 Summary 
This Chapter presented a general numerical methodology do to motion and con-
straint analysis starting from geometrical data available from a CAD assembly.  
Assembly features are detected and the Exploded Graph-based Assembly is in-
troduced to model kinematic joints among mating parts. Then, graphs manipulations are 
performed to detect loops. By using the analogy between electrical and mechanical 
graphs, proposed by Davies, kinematic equations are written for each loop extracted 
from the EGrA. The degree of mobility and the degree of over-constraints of the ana-
lyzed assembly is calculated by evaluating the null space of a system of linear equa-
tions. Finally, three assembly CAD models were described and analyzed. Simulation 
results gave information on the state of constraint of assemblies. All alghoritms were 
tested and implemented in MatLAB® environment, where input geometrical data were 
manually assigned.  
To improve the efficiency and to make fully automatic the proposed methodol-
ogy, geometrical data should be directly imported from a CAD modeler.  
Next Chapter develops the SVA-TOL methodology to perform tolerance analy-
sis of rigid assemblies. Constraint analysis, illustrated here, will be used to detect the 
constraint status and to simulate the assembly process. 
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Chapter 5. 
 
 
RIGID ASSEMBLIES1 
 
This Chapter describes a general procedure to do tolerance analysis of rigid part 
assemblies. The methodology, called SVA-TOL (Statistical Variation Analysis for Tol-
erancing), aims to (I) model variational features, according to GD&T or ISO specifica-
tions, and (II) simulate 3D assembly joints.  
4x4 homogenous transformation matrices are adopted to capture geometrical 
rules, provided by Standards. Once variational features are generated, assembly con-
straints among variational parts are introduced.  
Two solvers for assembly constraints are proposed: the sequential solver and the 
least squares solver. The first one solves one-by-one assembly joints. All this allows to 
simulate different assembly sequences. The least squares approach, instead, solves all 
assembly constraints simultaneously. 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
During assembly phase, variations propagate part-to-part. This propagation is 
strictly related to the constraint state of the assembly (see also Chapter 4). 
From a mathematical point of view, the assembly model is obtained by specify-
ing assembly joints and solving for the specified assembly constraints to find out the 
relative positions of parts (Kim, 2004; Kim, 2005a; Kim, 2005b). 
                                                 
1 This Chapter is partially based on: Franciosa P., Gerbino S., Patalano S., Variational Modeling and As-
sembly Constraints in Tolerance Analysis of Rigid Part Assemblies: Planar and Cylindrical Features, Int. 
Journal of Advanced Manufacturing Technology, DOI: 10.1007/s00170-009-2400-5, 2009. 
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Several methods have been proposed over the years related to the assembly con-
straint problem. The modified Newton-Raphson method or the Levenberg-Marquardt 
method allows to solve for non-linear assembly equations in a simultaneous way by us-
ing iterative algorithms. Other approaches are based on algebraic procedures (Turner, 
1992; Tanaka, 2001), in which each assembly constraint is subdivided into a sequence 
of rotation and translation operations by using a reduction of DoFs.  
Specific commercial software, such as Working Model® and Adams®, provides 
a joint mating method that uses joint mating constraint to define relations between com-
ponents and solve for constraint equations (Kramer, 1992). Nowadays, the modern 
CAD systems integrate motion-based solver to perform the assembly motion analysis, 
mainly based on an assembly constraint solver. 
In the tolerance analysis field, the evaluation of geometric feature variations, for 
given assembly constraint sets, is of interest. Typically, in the field of rigid part assem-
blies, only small rotational and translational displacements of features being assembled 
are considered. 
As noted in Chapter 2, one urgent need is the modeling of variational features 
accounting GD&T or ISO specifications. In addition, mating joints between variational 
features have to be correctly introduced. The present Chapter gives a contribution to the 
solution to all of these needs. 
 
 
5.2 Methodology Overview 
The general SVA-TOL work-flow is based on two main steps. In the first step, 
variational features are modeled; then, assembly constraints among variational features 
are introduced. 
Starting from the nominal assembly geometry, imported from a CAD modeler, 
tolerance specifications are modeled for each part being assembled, according to GD&T 
or ISO rules. By using 4x4 homogenous transformation matrices, each functional fea-
ture is parameterized into a local reference frame, attached to the feature, using the 
geometrical parameters of the same feature. Variational transformation matrices are 
then introduced to consider small translational and rotational displacements. These dis-
placements are dependent among them. The envelope of all small displacement parame-
ters is described through a hyper-domain, which is - generally speaking - a domain of 
the Rn parametric space and represents all sources of variation. Given this domain, 
variational features can now be generated. To do it, a Monte Carlo simulation is 
adopted. 
Once variational features have been defined, assembly constraints among mat-
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ing parts are introduced. By using point, line and plane entities and their combinations, 
kinematic joints are modeled. The proposed assembly model allows to take into account 
different assembly sequences. The best fit alignment among mating features is per-
formed by using iterative optimization algorithms. 
 
 
5.3 Variational Feature Modeling 
5.3.1 Feature Modeling 
The proposed variational feature methodology is based on the following hy-
potheses: 
 any feature preserves its original shape, so planar faces remain always planar, cy-
lindrical faces remain always cylindrical; and, 
 small displacements are assumed, that is in accordance with the tolerance specifi-
cation phase in which small deviations are usually considered. 
In this dissertation, 4x4 homogeneous transformation matrices are used to com-
pletely define the location of a part or a feature, with respect to the global coordinate 
frame. For instance, by using the notation of Annex A, the homogeneous matrix, T0,j, 
from the frame Ωj to Ω0 one, can be expressed as in (5.1), where d is the 3x1 position 
vector, while R is the 3x3 rotation matrix. 



1j0, 0
dR
T  
 
(5.1) 
 
As shown in Figure 5.1, three main features are introduced: 
 nominal feature: as described above, the nominal feature is coincident with the as-
sociated feature and it is imported directly from the CAD model; 
 actual feature: it is the “perturbed” feature, according to tolerance deviations; and, 
 derived feature: it is the one derived from the actual datum feature (“A” in Figure 
5.1), with respect to the specified tolerance (“&” in Figure 5.1). “&” is any toler-
ance specification, which requires a datum reference frame. 
Obviously, for form tolerance, which does not require any datum reference 
frame, the derived and the actual features are coincident each-other. 
In addition, each elementary feature is parameterized by means of: 
 geometric parameters: radius and height of a cylinder, width and length of a 
plane, and so on; 
 variational parameters: small displacements due to small deviations between the 
actual and the derived features. These parameters depend on the local reference 
frame attached to the feature. TTRS classification is here used; and, 
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 datum constraints: the derived feature is constrained to the datum features, if as-
signed. 
 
Nominal Feature 
Actual Feature 
Derived Feature 
Ω0 
Ωi 
Ωj 
Ωai Ωaj 
Ωdj 
ζ
ζ Paj 
Pj 
 
Figure 5.1: variational feature modeling 
In the next, j is the actual feature, while i is the datum feature. Looking at Figure 
5.1, the aim is to define any point, Paj, belonging to the actual feature Ωaj, into the global 
frame Ω0, taking into account geometric parameters, variational parameters and datum 
constraints. It should be noted that the point Paj is initially defined into the global frame 
Ω0 (CAD geometry is referred to that frame). Since the point Paj corresponds to point Pj, 
defined into frame Ωj (nominal feature), then one can write: 
0j
1
jaj j0, PTPP    
 
(5.2) 
where P0j, is the point Pj defined into the global frame, Ω0.  
Given these assumptions, the global variational 4x4 matrix (see Annex A for 
composition of transformations) can be expressed as in equation (5.3): 
ajdj,djai,aii,i0,aj0, TTTTT    (5.3) 
where Ti,ai and Tdj,aj are the variational matrices related to the feature Ωj and to the da-
tum feature Ωi, respectively. The transformation Tai,dj is equal to Ti,j one (it should be 
noted that rigid transformations are considered). Thus, it can be written: 
j0,
-1
i0,djai,j0,i,0ji,djai, TTTTTTT   
 
(5.4) 
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Equation (5.4) states the geometrical relationship between the analyzed feature and the 
datum feature. 
Finally, considering equations (5.2), (5.3) and (5.4) it is: 
0j0,00j0j
1
ajdj,j0,
1-
i0,aii,i0,
0j
1
aj0,ajaj0,0j
j0,
j0,
...
...
PTPPTTTTTT
PTTPTP




 (5.5)  
thus: 
1
ajdj,j0,
-1
i0,aii,i0,0,0 j0,
 TTTTTTT  (5.6)
where T0,0 is the global variational 4x4 matrix which transforms any point, belonging to 
the feature j and initially defined into Ω0, into frame Ω0, taking into account geometric 
parameters (T0,i and T0,j), variational parameters (Ti,ai and Tdj,aj) and datum constraints 
( j0,
-1
i0, TT  ). 
When no datum is assigned (tolerance of form), the global variational matrix, 
expressed in (5.6), becomes: 
1
ajj,j0,0,0 j0,
 TTTT  (5.7)
Variational matrices are defined by using the Whitney’s notation. Then, one can 
write: 












1000
zΔ1αβ
yΔα1γ
xΔβγ1
FFF
FFF
FFF
ajj,T  (5.8) 
 
where Tj,aj is the generic variational matrix, from feature Ωaj to Ωj. In addition, ΔF=(ΔxF, 
ΔyF, ΔzF) and ΘF=(αF, βF, γF) are the small translational and small rotational vectors2, 
respectively. TTRS Theory provides an exhaustive classification of variational parame-
ters, by combining elementary geometrical entities (point, line and plane). In the present 
approach, by using the TTRS classification, variational matrices may be evaluated for 
any functional feature. 
Feature variational parameters are dependent among them. In fact, if all parame-
ters are at their maximum value, a portion of the feature would be outside the geometri-
cal tolerance zone. Therefore, for each tolerance zone, variational parameter constraints 
must be derived. Generally speaking, variational parameter constraints may be calcu-
lated by evaluating the small displacement, DPj, of the j-th point, Pj, belonging to the 
                                                 
2 ΔF and ΘF are called torsor parameters into TTRS Theory. 
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analyzed feature. To do it, one can write: 
jjajj,Pj - PPTD    (5.9) 
and by using the notation of Annex A, it has: 
jj
FF
FF
FF
FPj -
1αβ
α1γ
βγ-1
PPΔD 









  
 
 
(5.10) 
 
which may be re-written as: 
jFFPj PΘΔD    (5.11) 
Variational parameter constraints should be derived for any feature. In this dis-
sertation, two particular cases are considered: planar and cylindrical features. 
Derived Plane 
y 
z 
x 
BP 
AP 
Pi 
PP 
NP 
 
Figure 5.2.a: planar feature 
A planar feature is parameterized through a vector, Np, a point, Pp, the length, 
Ap and the width, Bp, (Figure 5.2.a). Then, the mathematical representation of a planar 
feature becomes: 
  0:Plane ppi  NPP   (5.12) 
Equation (5.12) states that any point Pi belongs to the plane (Np, Pp) if the above condi-
tion is satisfied. It can be pointed out that the plane (Np, Pp) corresponds to the derived 
feature, which may vary within the tolerance zone. 
General speaking, planar features may have no rectangular boundary. The rela-
tive bounding rectangle is here associated for any planar feature. In addition, this rec-
tangle is oriented along the local Y and Z directions (see Figure 5.2.a). Thus, in the fol-
lowing, each planar feature will be assumed as a rectangular planar feature.  
For planar features, translational and rotational small displacement parameters 
become ΔF=(ΔxF, 0, 0) and ΘF=(0, βF, γF), respectively. 
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Derived Line 
y 
z 
x 
Lc 
Pi 
Pc 
Nc 
 
Figure 5.2.b: cylindrical feature 
A cylindrical feature is defined by a vector, Nc, and a point, Pc and the height, Lc 
(Figure 5.2.b). The parametric representation is: 
cci t)t(:Line NPP   (5.14)
where “t” is the axis parameter, which represents any point belonging to the cylindrical 
feature’s axis.  
For cylindrical features, translational and rotational small displacement parame-
ters become ΔF=(0, ΔyF, ΔzF) and ΘF=(0, βF, γF), respectively.  
Choosing the position and the orientation of the frame attached to the feature is 
a critical task. Generally speaking, the local X axis is always coincident with the normal 
unit vector of the plane, Np, or the cylinder axis, Nc. 
The following may happen: 
 if the local X axis of the first datum feature (Xd) is orthogonal to the X axis of the 
analyzed feature, then, the local Y axis of the analyzed feature corresponds to Xd. 
The local Z axis is the cross vector between X and Y; 
 if no datum is assigned or the above condition is not satisfied, then the Y local 
axis is any vector belonging to the plane, normal to the same X axis. 
In the latter case, the geometrical condition may be written as: 
0ΨX  (5.16)
where Ψ is any vector of the plane having X as normal vector. The solution to equation 
(5.16) is achieved by evaluating the null space of vector X (see Annex B). Assuming X 
as 1x3 row vector, the null space is a 3x2 matrix. The two columns of such matrix are 
orthogonal among them and correspond to the Y and Z local directions. 
Finally, the position of the local frame is the area centroid of the planar feature 
or the middle point of the cylindrical feature’s axis. Then, assuming Pm as the position 
point of the local frame, the 4x4 transformation matrix T0,j becomes: 
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 






ZYXR
0
PR
T
,,
1
m
j,0  
 
 
 
(5.17) 
Annex E illustrates how to mathematically describe tolerance zones related to 
planar and cylindrical features. In addition, a graphical representation is accomplished 
by means of hyper-domains. Hyper-domains envelop all variational feature configura-
tions, according to tolerance specifications and geometrical parameters. Generally 
speaking, each point inside the hyper-domain corresponds to a specific determination of 
ΔF and ΘF vectors.  
Therefore, having the rotational and translational parameters, the global varia-
tional 4x4 matrix, expressed into equation (5.6), is univocally determined.  
Next Section provides a numerical procedure to statistically sample points inside 
the hyper-domain. 
 
 
5.3.2 Statistical Simulation 
The proposed numerical procedure allowing to statistically sample points inside 
the hyper-domain is based on the following steps (reject method): 
 evaluating the bounding hyper-box, including the hyper-domain; 
 assigning statistical sampling law; 
 generating points inside the bounding hyper-box; and, 
 rejecting those points which do not belong to the hyper-domain. 
Hyper-box is evaluated by calculating the minimum and maximum extends along the 
parameter space axes. For example, for the cylindrical tolerance zone (see Figure E.2 
and Table E.1) the hyper-box is depicted into Figure 5.3.  
It should be noted that rotational and translational parameters become independ-
ent when related to the hyper-box. 
Having the bounding hyper-box, points are sampled by using a Monte Carlo ap-
proach. Depending on the adopted statistical law, each Monte Carlo step calculates a 
point inside the bounding box. If this point belongs also to the hyper-domain, then it is 
stored. This procedure is stopped when the number of sampled points inside the hyper-
domain becomes equal to the number of Monte Carlo simulations3. 
This dissertation focuses only on uniform and gaussian distributions (however, 
other statistical laws may be easily implemented using the proposed procedure).  
 
                                                 
3 This dissertation does not focus on the efficiency of the reject method. 
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ΔzF 
βF γF
 
Figure 5.3: hyper-box and hyper-domain (shaded) 
for cylindrical tolerance zone 
For uniform distribution one can write (Rotondi, 2005): 
 




FFFFFFF
min,Fmax,Fmin,FF
γ,β,α,zΔ,yΔ,xΔη
ηηξηη
 (5.18.a)
while for gaussian distribution it is: 

 
 
FFFFFFF
FF
γ,β,α,zΔ,yΔ,xΔη
ηd)η(fξ
 (5.18.b)
where ξ is any random value belonging to [0, 1] interval and f(ηF) is the gaussian prob-
ability density function with zero mean and standard deviation equal to: 





FFFFFF
n
i,HB
i
γ,β,α,zΔ,yΔ,xΔi
T
Lσ
 (5.19)
where Tn is the natural tolerance range4, while LHB,i is the i-th edge length of the hyper-
box along the i-th parametric space dimension. For example, for the cylindrical toler-
ance zone, it is: 





n
cγβ
n
zΔyΔ
T
L/T2σσ
T
Tσσ
FF
FF
 
Equation (5.18.b) is solved for by using the “randn” MatLAB® routine. Moreover, ran-
                                                 
4 Typically, for normal assembly processes, one may assume T=Tn·σ, where T is the error and σ the stan-
dard deviation. 
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dom values, ξ, are generated by using the “rand” function.  
Once all features have been parameterized, the assembly can be made up by de-
fining constraints among parts. In this contest, the assembly modeling is accomplished 
into two main steps. In the first one, a DoFs analysis is performed. In the second step, 
assembly constraints among parts are introduced, accordingly. 
Next Section gives details of the proposed methodology to model and simulate 
assembly constraints among variational features. 
 
 
5.4 Assembly Constraint Modeling 
In general, during assembly operations an Object Part (OP) must be moved to 
satisfy constraints of Target Parts (TP), which are assumed fixed. 
In this dissertation, two particular assembly joints are considered: mate and fit 
alignments (the following definitions have been derived from (Kim, 2005b)).  
Mate condition holds between two planar features and requires that features 
come in contact. This condition is accomplished by constraining the two unit normal 
vectors to be opposite each other, and a point of the object plane to belong to the target 
one (see Figure 5.4).  
Fit condition, instead, holds between two cylindrical surfaces. This constraint is 
accomplished by imposing that target and object axes are parallel, and a point on the 
object axis belongs to the target one (see Figure 5.5). 
Above definitions are valid for ideal mating features. If variational features are 
introduced, a contact search algorithm has to be adopted. 
In fact, looking at Figure 5.6 the mating joint plane-to-plane II (full plane-to-
plane constraint) becomes a line-to-plane constraint in the variational assembly. 
 
ΩTP 
ΩOP 
Ω0 
 
 
ΩTP 
ΩOP 
Ω0 
 
Figure 5.4.a: mate assembly joint. 
Before assembling 
Figure 5.4.b: mate assembly joint. 
After assembling 
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ΩTP 
ΩOP 
Ω0  
 
ΩTP 
ΩOP 
Ω0  
Figure 5.5.a: fit assembly joint. 
Before assembling 
Figure 5.5.b: fit assembly joint. 
After assembling 
 
ΩTP 
ΩOP 
plane-to-plane I 
plane-to-plane II 
 
 
ΩTP 
ΩOP 
Plane-to-plane I 
line-to-plane II 
 
Figure 5.6.a: ideal mating features Figure 5.6.b: variational mating features 
Therefore, an automatic alghoritm able to detect how each constraint updates, 
when variational features are introduced, is needed.  
Generally speaking, in the proposed approach mate and fit constraints are con-
sidered as combination of elementary geometry entities (points, lines and planes). Table 
5.1 summarizes the five constraint conditions derived as combination of such entities. In 
this classification, the first and the second features are the object and the target features, 
respectively. For example, for the line-to-plane joint, line is the object while plane is the 
target.  In addition, twist matrices are written, accordingly, using the notation intro-
duced in Chapter 4. 



1
AA
OPjoint, 0
dR
T  
 
(5.20) 
 
The relative location of the object part, with respect to the target is represented by a 4x4 
transformation matrix, as in equation (5.20), where Tjoint,OP is the assembly transforma-
tion matrix (in the next Section the meaning of subscripts will be clarified). 
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Joint Type Twist Matrix  Constraints 
plane-to-plane 
y 
z 
x 
P NP 
π 
Ωjoint 
 
 
 





zF,
yF,
xF,
F
v0
v0
0ω
TS
 
 





π
1P
P
Nx
 
line-to-plane 
y 
z 
x 
P 
NP 
π 
NL Ωjoint 
 
 









zF,
xF,
yF,
xF,
F
v0
v0
0ω
0ω
TS
 
 






L
1P
1
L
P
Ny
Nx
 
point-to-plane 
x 
y 
z 
P 
NP 
π 
Ωjoint 
 
 











zF,
yF,
zF,
yF,
xF,
F
v0
v0
0ω
0ω
0ω
TS
 
 
 





π
1P
P
Nx
 
line-to-line 
y 
z 
x 
P 
NL Ωjoint 
 
 
 



xF,
xF,
F
v0
0ω
TS
 
 
 





L
1L
P
Nx
 
point-to-line 
y 
z 
x 
P 
NL Ωjoint 
 
 









xF,
zF,
yF,
xF,
F
v0
0ω
0ω
0ω
TS
 
 
 





L
1L
P
Nx
 
Table 5.1: joint definition 
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In the small displacement hypotheses, equation (5.20) is rearranged as in equation 
(5.21): 












1000
zΔ1αβ
yΔα1γ
xΔβγ1
AAA
AAA
AAA
OPjoint,T  
 
(5.21) 
 
where the triplets ΔA=(ΔxA, ΔyA, ΔzA) and ΘA=(αA, βA, γA) are the small translational 
and small rotational vectors at assembly level, respectively. Here, one should note an 
analogy with equation (5.8), defined at part level. 
Triplets ΔA and ΘA are initially unknown and depend on the six rigid small mo-
tion parameters (three rotations and three translations).  
This dissertation presents two different procedures allowing to determine the 
unknown assembly parameters: a sequential solver and a least squares solver. In first 
approach, constraint conditions are solved one-by-one into an iterative way. Instead, all 
constraints are solved for simultaneously in the second approach. The two procedures 
are analyzed separately in the next. 
 
 
5.5 Sequential Solver 
5.5.1 Procedure Overview 
Look at Figure 5.7. With respect to the joint “i” (Njoint is the total number of 
joint conditions), a 4x4 transformation matrix, T0,joint,(i-1), is calculated, following the 
joint classification adopted in Table 5.1.  
T0,joint,(i-1) expresses the local coordinate frame, attached to the target joint fea-
ture “i-1”, Ωjoint,(i-1), into the global coordinate frame, Ω0. In addition, an initial list of 
degrees of freedom, DoFi-1, allowed for the object part, is known with respect to the 
frame Ωjoint, (i-1). Once the 4x4 assembly transformation matrix, Tjoint,(i-1), OP, is solved, 
one can write: 
OP1),-(ijoint,1)-(ijoint,0,OP0, TTT   (5.22)
Equation (5.22) states that any point, Pj, defined into frame ΩOP is transformed into 
frame Ω0, accounting the assembly joint constraint. 
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Ω0 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
object part 
target part 
features for joint “i” 
features for joint “i-1” 
Pj 
 
(a) before assembling 
Nominal Feature 
Actual Feature 
Ω0 
Ωjoint,(i-1) ΩOP Pj 
 
(b) after assembling 
Figure 5.7: assembly constraint modeling for sequential solver 
Since the point POP,j corresponds to point Pjoint,(i-1),j, defined into frame Ωjoint,(i-1) 
(before assembling – see Figure 5.7.a), then one can write: 
0j
1
j1),-(ijoint,jOP, 1)-(ijoint,0, PTPP    
 
(5.23) 
and taking into account the global variational 4x4 matrix, T0,0: 
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0j0,0
1
j1),-joint(ijOP, 1)-(ijoint,0, PTTPP    (5.24)
Finally, considering equations (5.22) and (5.24) one can write: 
0,0
1
OP1),-(ijoint,1)-(ijoint,0,0,0 1)-(ijoint,0, TTTTT    (5.25)
Equation (5.25) represents the global 4x4 transformation matrix which takes into ac-
count: (I) joint operation sequence (T0,joint,(i-1)), (II) joint constraint (Tjoint,(i-1),OP), and 
(III) part variability (T0,0).  
repeating from 1 to Njoint 
solving for Tjoint,(i-1),OP 
updating DoFs list updating T0,joint,(i-1) matrix 
 
Figure 5.8: sequential solver work-flow 
Given equation (5.25), the whole object part geometry may be now transformed 
and the list of degree of freedom, DoFi, is updated. Figure 5.8 summarizes the proposed 
procedure. Next Sections focus on how calculating the Tjoint,(i-1),OP matrix and how up-
dating the list of DoFs. 
 
 
5.5.2 Solving Mate Joints 
Looking at Figure 5.9, the aim is to best align the object plane (defined by 
means of the normal vector NOP and the point POP) with respect to the target one (de-
fined by means of the normal vector NTP and the point PTP).  
Initially, object geometry is expressed into frame Ωjoint,(i-1). The proposed proce-
dure calculates the assembly parameters separately. In the first step rotational parame-
ters, ΘA, are solved. Then, translational parameters, ΔA, are calculated. 
  
  OPTPAAAmate
AAAmateγ,,βα
γ,β,αJ
γ,β,αJmin
AAA
NN 
 (5.26)
With respect to the rotational parameters, two planes are best aligned if the rela-
tive angle is minimum. The metric in (5.26) is adopted to account the angle between 
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vectors NTP and NOP. The unit vector NOP is iteratively updated by means of: 



















OPz
OPy
OPx
AA
AA
AA
OP
N
N
N
1αβ
α1γ
βγ1
N  
 
 
(5.27) 
In the mate joint, target and object vectors are opposite each other. Thus, equation 
(5.26) states that the relative angle is minimum when the norm of the resultant vector 
between NTP and NOP becomes minimum. Moreover, the function Jmate, defined in 
(5.26), is a scalar function of three variables, αA, βA, γA. MatLAB®’s “fminunc5” rou-
tine is here adopted to find out the minimum of that function. 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
NOP 
NTP 
POP 
object plane 
target plane 
PTP 
 
Figure 5.9: mate joint condition 
In the second phase, assembly translational parameters are calculated by evalu-
ating on object plane the point POP,j closest to target plane.  
 
 
map
jTP
jTP
A
TP
TPj,OPTP
j
N1,...,j ,,,i
    
dmin0i
dmax0i
i
i
d








ZYX
N
NΔ
N
NPP
 
 
 
 
 
(5.28) 
 
                                                 
5 Generally speaking, this MatLAB®’s routine finds out the minimum of an un-constrained scalar func-
tion of n variables. 
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Ωjoint,(i-1) 
PTP,j 
PTP,t 
POP,j 
POP,t 
target plane object plane 
dt 
NTP 
NOP 
dj 
 
Figure 5.10: mapped mesh for the evaluation of assembly 
translational parameters in the mate joint condition 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
NTP 
NOP 
dj 
 
NTP 
NOP 
dj 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
 
NTP 
NOP 
dj 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
 
(a) No intersection (b) Complete intersection (c) Partial intersection 
Figure 5.11: target and object planes for different initial configurations 
For this calculation, a mapped mesh is created on object plane (see Figure 5.10). 
Each point of this mesh is projected on the target plane along the i-th coordinate (i=X, 
Y, Z). If point PTP,j belongs to the bounding rectangle of target plane, then the i-th trans-
lation parameter is obtained by equation (5.28), where Nmap is the total number of points 
of the mapped mesh belonging to the object plane, and dj is the oriented distance from 
POP,j to the target plane.  
This procedure assures no intersection between the two planes. In fact, if planes 
are initially not intersecting each other (Figure 5.11.a), then the oriented maximum dis-
tance is negative. Instead, for completely or partially intersecting planes (Figures 5.11.b 
and 5.11.c, respectively), the oriented maximum distance corresponds to a positive dis-
tance. Once both rotational and assembly translational parameters have been calculated, 
the assembly transformation matrix, Tjoint,(i-1),OP, is known. 
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5.5.3 Solving Fit Joints 
Now the aim is to align the object axis on the target one (Figure 5.12).  
POP 
NTP NOP 
PO 
PT 
PTP 
dline-line 
target line 
object line 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
 
Figure 5.12: fit joint condition 
As proposed for the mate alignment, the rotational assembly parameters can be 
calculated by applying relationship (5.26). Similarly, one can write: 
  
  OPTPAAAfit
AAAfitγ,,βα
γ,β,αJ
γ,β,αJmin
AAA
NN 
 
 
 
 
(5.29) 
In this case, vectors NOP and NTP define object and target axis directions, respec-
tively. 
Assembly translational parameters are calculated by evaluating the minimum 
distance between two axes. Then, by using the axis definition given into equation 
(5.14), one can write: 




TPtTPT
OPoOPO
t
t
NPP
NPP
 
 
 
(5.30) 
and the distance becomes: 
  TOtolineline t,td PP    (5.31) 
The minimum value of the scalar function in (5.31) can be found out by calcu-
lating partial derivatives with respect to to and tt, as proposed in (Lengyel, 2003). 
Once to and tt are calculated, assembly translational parameters become: 
     ZYXPPΔ ,,i i,tti oOtTA    (5.32) 
Equation (5.32) states that assembly translational parameters are the components, along 
the joint coordinate frame, of the vector PT(tt)-PO(to). 
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5.5.4 Updating Joint Matrix 
At the beginning (when no joint is assigned), the 4x4 transformation matrix, 
T0,joint,(i-1), is an identity matrix. Then, step-by-step, that matrix is updated by consider-
ing the number of contact points between the object and the target planes (for mate con-
ditions), or between the object and target lines (for fit joint conditions). 
With respect to the mate joint, at maximum three not aligned points are counted. 
In particular, for the point-to-plane condition there is a single point contact. Whereas, 
two points and three points may be counted for the line-to-plane and plane-to-plane 
joint conditions, respectively. 
In order to calculate the contact points, Pcnt, between the object and target plane, 
the following equation is checked for: 
  mapTPj,OPTPcnt N1,...,j ,ε:  NPPP  (5.33.a)
where ε6 is a small error allowed to account numerical errors into calculation. It is clear 
that the size of the mesh, belonging to the object plane, could influence final results. To 
reach more accuracy a finer mesh is needed.  
With respect to the fit joint, at maximum two not aligned points are counted. In 
particular, one point and two points for the point-to-line and line-to-line joints, respec-
tively. 
If object and target lines are parallel and coincident each-other, then, the two 
contact points are defined as: 
 0,1t  ,t TPTPcnt  NPP  (5.33.b)
whereas, for two non-parallel lines the geometric relationships stated into equations 
(5.30) and (5.31) are here used. For instance, one can write: 
  TOcntTOtolineline εt,td PPPPP   (5.33.c)
Once contact points have been calculated, the geometric rules expressed into 
Table 5.1 are here applied to determine the 4x4 joint matrix. 
 
 
5.5.5 Updating DoFs List 
DoFs allowed for the object part are updated step-by-step by performing a mo-
tion analysis as illustrated in Chapter 4. Therefore, Screw Theory is here used to find 
out the DoFs allowed for the object part. Generally speaking, with respect to the joint 
                                                 
6 Typically, ε is equal to 10-6 or less. 
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“i”, the Graph-based Assembly is made of i-1 independent loops (see Figure 5.13.a). 
Looking at Figure 13.b, the proposed procedure is based on the following steps: 
 writing twist matrices for all joints from 1 to “i”; 
 expressing above twist matrices into coordinate frame Ωjoint,(i); 
 performing motion analysis by using the numerical procedure described into 
Chapter 4 (getting the object motion matrix, UO,T); and, 
 updating list of DoFs by analyzing the UO,T matrix. 
 
 
 
 
target part 
object part 
joint 1 … joint i-1 joint i 
 
Ω0 
Ωjoint,(i-1) 
Ωjoint,(i) 
object part 
target part 
(a) Graph-based  
Assembly 
(b) coordinate frames attached to the actual joint (“i”)  
and to the previous ones (“i-1”) 
Figure 5.13: graph and definition of coordinate frames for updating DoFs 
A critical task is the analysis of the motion matrix, UO,T, to automatically obtain 
the list of independent DoFs. Generally speaking, UO,T is a 6x6 square matrix, as ex-
pressed into equation (5.34). Each row corresponds to a specific DoF. 













i3
i2
i1
i3
i2
i1
T,O
v0
v0
v0
0ω
0ω
0ω
U  
 
 
 
 
 
(5.34) 
where ω1i, ω2i, ω3i, and v1i, v2i, v3i are the directions around and along which the object 
part can move, respectively. Generally speaking, these directions do not coincide with 
those of the coordinate frame.  
Therefore, a rotation matrix, here called canonical rotation matrix, Rjoint,(i),c, 
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must be calculated. First of all, the maximum number of independent directions, V, is 
extracted form the UO,T matrix. If this number is equal to three, then the canonical rota-
tion matrix becomes: 
 321c),i(int,jo ,, vvvVR   (5.35)
where vj it the j-th independent direction. When the number of independent directions is 
less than three (this means that the rank of V is less than three), than the canonical rota-
tion matrix can be calculated by evaluating the null space of V. 
The transpose of the canonical rotation matrix allows to express the motion ma-
trix UO,T into the so-called canonical coordinate frame. Formally, one can write: 
TO,)i(int,jo,ccT,O, URU   (5.36)
where UO,T,c is the canonical motion matrix. 
Below the MatLAB® pseudo-code to calculate the canonical matrix and the list 
of DoFs starting from any motion matrix. 
 
%- find the list of DoFs and the canonical matrix 
function [DoF, Rjoint_c]=DoFfromMotion(U) 
                
%- find the V matrix 
          V=[]; 
          for I=1:size(U,1) 
               if any(U(I,1:3)~=0) %- rotational 
                     if rank([V;U(I,1:3)])==size([V;U(I,1:3)],1) 
                         V=[V; U(I,1:3)]; 
                     end 
               else %- translational 
                     if rank([V;U(I,4:6)])==size([V;U(I,4:6)],1) 
                         V=[V; U(I,4:6)]; 
                     end 
               end    
          end 
               
%- create the 3x3 canonical rotation matrix  
          if size(V,1)==3 
              Rjoint_c=V';  
          else                                   
              nullSpace=null(V); 
                   
              Rjoint_c=V; 
              Rjoint_c=[Rjoint_c; nullSpace’]; 
              Rjoint_c=Rjoint_c’; 
          end 
                            
%- transform the motion matrix into the canonical frame 
          Uc=getcanonicalU(U, Rjoint_c); 
 
%- get list of DoFs into the canonical frame  
          DoF=getDoF(Uc);  
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5.6 Least Squares Solver 
The aim is to determine the best assembly configuration of the object part with 
respect to all assembly joint constraints. Therefore, an optimization algorithm is used. 
The objective function is built up by evaluating the distances of object plane and object 
axis with respect to target plane and target axis, respectively. 
Looking at Figures 5.9 and 5.12, distances from object and target planes are: 
  3,2,1i,plane object   istd i,OPTPi,OPTPimate,  PNPP   (5.37) 
whereas, distances from object and target axes are: 
  2,1i,line object   istd i,OPTPi,OPTPifit,  PNPP   (5.38) 
With respect to equation (5.37), the three selected points on the object plane must not be 
aligned. 
The point POP,i, belonging to object plane or object axis, is iteratively updated by 
means of relation (5.39). 



















1
P
P
P
1000
zΔ1αβ
yΔα1γ
xΔβγ1
i,OPz
i,OPy
i,OPx
AAA
AAA
AAA
iOP,P  
 
 
 
 
(5.39) 
Thus, in the least squares sense, the assembly objective function may be written as in 
equation (5.40), where Nfit and Nmate are the number of fit and mate joint conditions, 
respectively. 
   



 matefit
N3
1j
2
jmate,
N2
1i
2
ifit,AAAAAAover distdistzΔ,yΔ,xΔ,γ,β,αJ  
 
 
(5.40) 
Equation (5.40) takes into account simultaneously all small motion parameters. 
This function can be minimized by using any non-linear least squares routine, such as 
the MatLAB®’s “lsqnonlin”. 
 
 
5.7 Data Structure for Tolerance Analysis Software 
As mentioned above in the dissertation, all numerical procedures have been 
tested and implemented in MatLAB® environment. This Section shows the general 
structure to manage input data and store simulation results. One efficient way to handle 
such a data in MatLAB® is by using structured array. 
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5.7.1 Variational Features  
Figure 5.14 shows the main structure to manage input data needed to generate 
variational features. For each part (“part i”), “plane” and “line” are given in input.  
P0 
… … part i 
plane j 
Vertex VertexBR Size ST 
pdf Tn 
GD&T 
datum T FV 
T0j TvertexBR T00 TP0 
… … line j 
TN0 N0 
 
 
 
feature 
input 
output 
Figure 5.14: data structure for variational feature generation 
Then, for each feature (Figure 5.14 depicts the structure just only for “plane” features; 
the same structure may be drawn for “line” features) input and output fields are avail-
able. They are: 
 N0: feature unit vector (normal vector to the plane of line vector) - input; 
 Vertex: list of vertices - input;  
 pdf: probability density function used to perform the statistical analysis - input; 
 Tn: tolerance natural range - input; 
 datum: list of datum - input; 
 T: tolerance value - input; 
 FV: list of feature variational parameters (ΔF and ΘF) - input; 
 VertexBR: list of vertices of the boundary rectangle (only for planar features) - 
output; 
 P0: point defining the location of the feature - output; 
 Size: feature sizes - output; 
 T0j: 4x4 transformation matrix defining the frame attached to the feature into the 
global one - output; 
 T00: global 4x4 variational transformation matrix - output; 
 TvertexBR: list of “VertexBR” transformed by means of T00 matrix - output; 
 TN0: N0 transformed by means of T00 matrix - output; and, 
 TP0: P0 transformed by means of T00 matrix - output. 
As example, below a MatLAB® code defining a planar feature, with unit nor-
mal vector directed along global Z axis, four input vertices and a datum assignment, is 
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shown. The name of the feature is “PL1”, while the related datum name is “LN1”. This 
feature belongs to the part identified with the integer “1”. 
 
%- MatLAB® code for feature definition 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.N0=[0 0 1]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.VERTEX=[0 0 0;100 0 0;100 100 0;0 100 0]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.PDF=’Normal’; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.TN=3; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.DATUM='LN1'; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.TOL=0.5; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.FV=[1 0 0 0 1 1]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.VERTEXBR=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.P0=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.SIZE=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.T0j=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.T00=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.TVERTEXBR=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.TN0=[ ]; 
InputData(1).PLANE.PL1.TP0=[ ]; 
 
 
 
5.7.2 Assembly Constraints  
Figure 5.15 shows the main structure to manage input data to perform the as-
sembly simulation.  
… … joint i 
IDTrg IDObj FTRTrg FTRObj TYPE TPJoint T0joint 
 
Figure 5.15: data structure for assembly constraint simulation 
With respect to the joint “i”, the following fields are defined: 
 IDTrg: identification number for target part - input; 
 IDObj: identification number for object part - input; 
 FTRTrg: feature name for target part - input; 
 FTRObj: feature name for object part - input; 
 TYPE: mate or fit joint - input; 
 TPJoint: joint type calculated following the classification of Table 5.1 - output; 
and, 
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 T0joint: 4x4 transformation matrix defining the frame attached to the joint to the 
global one - output. 
As example, below a MatLAB® code defining a fit joint between the features 
“LN1” (belonging to part “1”) and “LN2” (belonging to part “2”) is shown. The joint is 
identified with the integer “3”. 
 
%- MatLAB® code for assembly constraint definition 
AssemblyData(3).IDTrg=1; 
AssemblyData(3).IDObj=2; 
AssemblyData(3).FTRTrg='LN1'; 
AssemblyData(3).FTRObj='LN2';   
AssemblyData(3).TYPE=’Fit’;  
AssemblyData(3).TYPEJOINT=' ';  
AssemblyData(3).TOJOI=[ ];  
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5.8 Examples 
5.8.1 Sequential Solver: Three-mate Joints 
Figure 5.16.a shows a two-part assembly. Three mate joints are defined.  
object part 
target part 
joint 2 joint 3 
joint 1 
X 
Y 
Z 
Ω0 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.16: example. Three-mate joints 
The aim of this example is to show how the proposed sequential solver allows to 
simulate different assembly sequences. Table 5.2 shows the six feasible assembly se-
quences. 
ID Joint Order 
I joint 1+joint 2+joint 3 
II joint 1+joint 3+joint 2 
III joint 2+joint 1+joint 3 
IV joint 1+joint 3+joint 1 
V joint 3+joint 1+joint 2 
VI joint 3+joint 2+joint 1 
Table 5.2: three-mate joints. 
Feasible assembly sequences 
Mating features on object part are supposed ideal (no input variation is as-
signed), while the GD&T tolerance scheme for the target part is drawn in Figure 5.16.b. 
Only one Monte Carlo simulation was performed. This means that just only one 
variational geometry configuration was adopted. Figure 5.17 depicts final assembly ge-
ometry for all six assembly sequences (only mating features are drawn for target parts). 
It should be noted how final results are strongly different each-other, as expected.  
It is of interest analyzing step-by-step what happens for a specific assembly se-
quence. Figure 5.18 shows the three configurations related to the sequence “V”. It can 
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be noted that joint 3 is a plane-to-plane type, while joint 1 and 2 becomes line-to-plane 
and point-to-plane types, respectively. In addition, the contact at mating features inter-
faces is assured: no penetration is allowed.  
   
(I) joint 1+joint 2+joint 3 (II) joint 1+joint 3+joint 2 (III) joint 2+joint 1+joint 3 
   
(IV) joint 2+joint 3+joint 1 (V) joint 3+joint 1+joint 2 (VI) joint 3+joint 2+joint 1 
Figure 5.17: three-mate joints. Assembly geometry for different assembly sequences. 
Variation scale factor = 100 
 
joint 3 
joint 3+joint 1 
joint 3+joint 1+joint 2  
Figure 5.18: analysis of assembly sequence “V” 
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5.8.2 Sequential Solver: Mate and Fit Joints 
Figure 5.19.a shows a two-part assembly. One fit and one mate joint are defined.  
object part 
target part 
joint 2 
joint 1 
X 
Y 
Z 
Ω0 
P1 
P2 
P3 
P4 
P0 
 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.19: example. Fit and mate joints 
Mating features on object part are supposed ideal (no input variation is as-
signed), while the GD&T tolerance scheme for the target part is drawn in Figure 5.19.b. 
   
(a) initial geometry (b) joint 1 (c) joint 1+joint 2 
Figure 5.20: fit and mate joints. Assembly geometry configurations. 
Variation scale factor = 20 
First of all, Figure 5.20 shows the only one feasible assembly sequence: joint 
1+joint 2, with respect to one specific Monte Carlo simulation. It can be noted that parts 
are initially intersecting each other (see Figure 5.20.a). Once the fit joint 1 is introduced, 
axes of pin and hole are best aligned and then the joint becomes a line-to-line type (see 
Figure 5.20.b). Moreover, the mate between the two planar features is updated accord-
ingly into a point-to-plane type (see Figure 5.20.c). 
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Figure 5.21: fit and mate joints. Analysis of points P0 and P1 
when object part rotates around the ISA axis 
 
P1=[70 70 15] μ=15.1431 σ=0.1191 P2=[-70 70 15] μ=15.1443 σ=0.1239 
  
P3=[-70 -70 15] μ=15.1422 σ=0.1211 P4=[70 -70 15] μ=15.1411 σ=0.1236 
Figure 5.22: fit and mate joints. Histograms of frequencies.  
1000 Monte Carlo simulations 
The motion matrix, UO,T, is not empty for this combination of joints. Therefore, 
it is of interest analyzing what happens when the object part rotates around the ISA axis 
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(corresponding to the target axis). Figure 5.21 depicts the displacements of two points, 
having nominal position P0=[0 0 15] and P1=[70 70 15], along the global Z direction. 
“α” is the object part rotation angle. 
It can be pointed out that in order to avoid penetration between target and object 
mating planes, the object part translates along the ISA axis. For example, the point P0 
moves from a minimum of 0.21 mm to a maximum of 0.32 mm. The point P1 moves 
from a minimum of 0.13 mm to a maximum of 0.41 mm. This result is an important is-
sue when the KC to be delivered is directed along the global Z axis of the assembly. 
Finally, a Monte Carlo analysis, with 1000 simulations, has been performed (no 
object part rotation has been assumed). Figure 5.22 shows the histograms related to the 
four corners P1, P2, P3 and P4 (see also Figure 5.19.a). 
 
 
5.8.3 Least Squares Solver Example 
The least squares solver has been tested on a two-part assembly. The object part 
has three pins fitting the related holes on the target part. Moreover, a mate joint among 
planar surfaces has to be satisfied (Figure 5.23.a).  
 
object part 
target part 
joint 2 
joint 1 
Ω0 X Y 
Z 
 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.23: example. Least squares solver application 
The aim of this example is to fit simultaneously the tree pins into the related 
holes. Obviously, the sequential solver is now inadequate.  
Since the assembly is over-constrained with respect to translations and rotations 
along and around global X and Y axes, respectively, the least squares solver gives only 
the best fit configuration. In addition, assembling features may intersect each-other. 
Two assembly configurations have been analyzed. In first one (I) the object part 
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has initially all six DoFs allowed. Instead, in configuration (II), object part may trans-
late only along the global Z direction. Moreover, holes present a position error with re-
spect to the related datum as in Figure 5.23.b. 
 
(a) initial geometry 
 
(b) assembly configuration “I” (c) assembly configuration “II” 
Figure 5.24: least squares solver application. Assembly geometry configurations. 
Variation scale factor = 20 
Figures 5.24 show the final assembly configurations. It can be highlighted that 
parts may penetrate each other. Generally speaking, all this is true for all over-
constrained assemblies. To reach results closer to real phenomena, compliant of compo-
nents should be introduced into the numerical model. 
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5.10 Summary 
This Chapter presented a methodology, called SVA-TOL, to do tolerance analy-
sis of rigid part assemblies. The methodology is based on two main steps.  
In the first one, variational features are modeled according to GD&T or ISO tol-
erance specifications. In this way the whole assembly is modeled as a set of parameter-
ized variational features. In particular, the focus is on two specific features: planar and 
cylindrical.  
Once variational features have been created, constraints among assembly fea-
tures are introduced. In this dissertation mate and fit joints have been modeled among 
planar and cylindrical geometries, respectively. A sequential solver and a least squares 
solver have been illustrated.  
With respect to the sequential solver, each assembly constraint is solved for ac-
cording to DoFs allowed to the object part. Best alignment among object and target fea-
tures is performed in two consecutive steps: firstly, assembly rotational parameters are 
calculated by minimizing a scalar function; then, assembly translational parameters are 
evaluated by using a linear contact algorithm. The list of DoFs allowed to the object 
part is automatically updated by performing a motion analysis by means of Screw The-
ory. The linear contact detection alghoritm requires the definition of a mesh on the ob-
ject feature. Results may be affected by the user-selected mesh size. To reach more ac-
curacy a finer mesh is required. Obviously, finer meshes are much more expensive in 
terms of simulation run-time. This procedure, here applied only for planar features, 
could be extended to any 3D complex surface. Triangular or mixed mesh could be gen-
erated in that case. 
With respect to the least squares solver, all constraint equations are solved si-
multaneously. This approach may allow penetration of part being assembled. The least 
squares solver is typically used for those assemblies having at least one over-
constrained direction. To get results closer to real phenomena also flexibility of parts 
should be included into the model. 
Chapter 6 will show the SVA-FEA methodology do to tolerance analysis of 
compliant assembly. Moreover, the concept of variational feature will be applied also in 
Chapter 7 to model and generate free shape features. 
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Chapter 6. 
 
 
LINEAR ANALYSIS OF COMPLIANT 
ASSEMBLIES1 
 
The general hypothesis of ideal rigid-part assembly may be inadequate when 
parts exhibit a wide flexibility. All this is especially true for real assembly processes 
involving sheet-metal parts, as in aerospace or automobile applications.  
  This Chapter focuses on the topic of tolerance analysis of compliant part as-
semblies and provides a methodology, called SVA-FEA (Statistical Variation Analysis 
& Finite Element Analysis), aiming to simulate both single- and multi-station assembly 
configurations, accounting flexibility of components. 
Two FEA runs are required to solve each assembly sub-station. In particular, in 
the first one fastening and fixturing forces are calculated. Then, these forces are applied 
into the second run to simulate the final elastic spring-back. 
Two significant case studies are presented. Results are compared with ones 
coming from a commercial CAT package, working on the same assemblies. 
 
                                                 
1 This Chapter is based on: 
(I) Gerbino S., Patalano S., Franciosa P., Statistical Variation Analysis of Multi-Station Compliant As-
semblies based on Sensitivity Matrix, Int. Journal Computer Applications in Technology, Vol. 33, No. 1, 
pp. 12-23, 2008. 
 
(II) Franciosa P., Gerbino S., Patalano S., Variation Analysis of Compliant Assemblies: A Comparative 
Study of a Single-Station Assembly, Proc. of the XX Int. INGEGRAF, Valencia (Spain), June 4-6, 2008. 
 
(III) Franciosa P., Gerbino S., Patalano S., Variation Analysis of Compliant Assemblies: A Comparative 
Study of a Multi-Station Assembly, Proc. of the Int. ADM-INGEGRAF, Lugo (Spain), June 10-12, 2009. 
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6.1 Introduction 
As stated more than once in the present dissertation, during assembly phase, 
variations propagate part-to-part. This propagation is strongly related to the constraint 
state of the assembly. Chapter 4 and 5 pointed out that over-constraint configurations 
are dangerous because they make difficult assembling parts or they induce stresses and 
deformations into parts being assembled. 
However, in real industrial applications over-constraints are often needed for 
those parts exhibiting high flexibility (see sheet-metal parts). In fact, just the gravity 
load may deform parts when located on fixturing frames. Over-constraints are so neces-
sary to force components to their nominal configuration. 
On the other hand, it was reported (Camelio, 2004b) that fixturing variability 
highly influences final assembly deviations. Therefore, well-understanding what is the 
final behavior of the final assembly during the early design stage, accounting any con-
straint scheme and part deformation, is a crucial task to be achieved. 
This Chapter focuses on the modeling of single- and, more in general, multi-
station processes involving sheet-metal parts, taking into account part and process vari-
ability and flexibility of parts being assembled. The latter need is accomplished through 
a FEM approach: forces and elastic displacements are calculated by solving for a linear 
FE model. 
Starting from the classical Stream of Variation approach, the aim is to numeri-
cally evaluate what happens into a specific assembly station considering the propagation 
of variability from one station to another. 
Each assembly station is solved by means of two consecutive FEA runs. The 
first one calculates the forces at fixturing and fastening points, while the second run 
simulates the elastic spring-back.  
 
 
6.2 Methodology Overview 
The general SVA-FEA work-flow is depicted into Figure 6.1. Starting from the 
nominal assembly geometry, imported from a CAD modeler, the FE model is created 
accordingly: shell elements with bending and extensional behavior are created. Let V 
and F be the matrix of nodes and elements, respectively; V is a Nnx3 rectangular matrix, 
where Nn is the total number of nodes.  
For each sub-station, assembly operations have to be defined. In particular, four 
sets of Key Points (KPs) are identified: fixturing points to model fixture tools; fastening 
points to model fastening operations; contact points to model the contact between parts 
to avoid part-to-part penetrations; and, inspection points to model the fixture frame used 
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to do final measurements on the assembly. For each sub-station, these points must be 
assigned, accordingly. Moreover, statistical input data are provided in terms of mean 
and standard deviation.  
Once input data are correctly assigned, output data, in terms of statistical dis-
placements, are given by solving two consecutive FEA runs. It should be noted that the 
final spring-back at assembly level, in terms of mean and standard deviations, is calcu-
lated in a closed-form without using the expensive Monte Carlo simulation: in the pro-
posed approach, input data are linearly related to output data. 
The whole software architecture is based on MatLAB® environment which 
drives, in background mode, the MSC NASTRAN®2 solver. 
The assembly process adopted in this dissertation is the classical PCFR cycle, 
proposed also in (Chang, 1997). With respect to the specific assembly station, parts are 
positioned onto the fixture frame, then they are clamped and fastened and, finally, they 
are released, reaching the final sub-assembly configuration. 
Nominal CAD/FE Model 
 
Assembly Process 
 
Key Points 
 
Assembly Operations 
 
Fixturing Points 
 
Fastening Points 
 
Contact Points 
 
Inspection Points 
 
Inspection Frame 
 
Fixturing Frame 
 
Fastening Sequence 
 
Solution 
MSC NASTRAN® 
 
Input Data: MatLAB®’s GUI 
Output Data 
MatLAB®’s GUI 
  
Figure 6.1: general work-flow of the methodology 
As described in Chapter 2, one actual need is the station-to-station modeling: 
analyzing and correctly modeling what happens when parts are released from one sta-
                                                 
2 MSC NASTRAN® is a trademark of MSC Software Corporation. 
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tion and positioned in the next one is a critical task. This Chapter gives also a contribu-
tion to this aspect. 
In addition, the proposed methodology assumes the following hypotheses: 
 all phases of the assembly processes are assumed linear: elastic materials and 
small displacement hypotheses are adopted; 
 fixtures are assumed rigid with respect to parts being assembled; 
 friction among parts is neglected;  
 multiphysics effects, such as local thermo-structure interaction or thermo-
electrical-structure interaction, are not considered. Only a local thermal load, as 
deterministic load, may be applied at fastening points; 
 input statistical variabilities are assumed independent among them. This means 
that no statistical covariance effect is considered; and, 
 KPs are defined at mesh node level. This means that the mesh must be created ac-
cordingly in order to fit the location of KPs. 
Generally speaking, the elastic constitutive law, linking displacements and 
forces, may be expressed as into equation (6.1), where u and F are the vectors of dis-
placements and forces, respectively, while K is the squared stiffness matrix. Under lin-
ear hypotheses, K is constant and depends only on the nominal geometry and the mate-
rial assignment.  
uKF    (6.1) 
 
 
6.3 Assembly Process 
This Section focuses on the definition of KPs and how to model assembly opera-
tions. The MSC NASTRAN® syntax is also provided (see also Annex G for further de-
tails) for a quick implementation. 
 
 
6.3.1 Fixturing Point Modeling 
In SVA-FEA approach kinematic constraints are modeled by means of their 
relative DoFs. This means that real 3D mating conditions among mating features are not 
accounted: just an equivalent point is considered and the related DoFs are associated. 
For example, for a pin-hole joint, the middle point of the pin/hole axis, having as DoF 
the rotation around that axis, is associated. Such constraints may be defined into MSC 
NASTRAN® as Single Point Constraint (SPC).  
For example, assuming that the point location is given by P=[10.0, 20.0, 10.0] 
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and the related DoF is the rotation around the global Z axis, one can write the following 
MSC NASTRAN®’s code : 
 
$- creating the GRID entry (point P) 
GRID, 1, , 10.0, 20.0, 10.0 
$- creating the SPC (rotation around global Z axis) 
SPC, 1, 1, 12345, 0.00 
 
It should be noted that fixturing constraints may be seen as kinematic joints act-
ing between parts and fixtures. The latter ones are locked and rigid. 
 
 
6.3.2 Fastening Point Modeling 
Real assembly processes involve different fastening operations: welding, bolt-
ing, riveting, gluing.  
Generally speaking, this dissertation treats the fastening points as kinematic 
joints acting between two parts. In particular, their behavior, and thus the relative DoFs, 
depends on the history of the assembly process. For instance, they are assumed as ki-
nematic joints, allowing some DoFs, before their acting, and as elastic or rigid beams 
once they have been applied. Looking at Figure 6.2, the plane-to-plane joint may be 
used to model welding (lap or butt joints) and gluing operations; the hole-to-hole and 
hole-to-slot joints, instead, may describe bolting operations. The related DoFs are speci-
fied with respect to the local coordinate frame attached to each joint. By substituting the 
3D mating features with equivalent points, belonging to mating parts, SPCs may be de-
fined to constraint those points before the effective fastening operation. Once the fasten-
ing joint has been realized, an elastic or a rigid beam, connecting the two equivalent 
nodes, is introduced. To do this, CWELD or MPC elements, available in MSC 
NASTRAN® are used to model elastic and rigid joints, respectively.  
For example, assuming that a welding operation is assigned between points 
P1=[0.0, 0.0, 0.0] and P2=[10.0, 0.0, 0.0], the following MSC NASTRAN® code may 
be written: 
 
$$- before welding operation 
$- creating the GRID entry (point P1) 
GRID, 5, , 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3 $- “3” is the local coordinate frame 
$- creating the GRID entry (point P2) 
GRID, 6, , 10.0, 0.0, 0.0, 3 
$- creating the SPC for point P1 
SPC, 1, 5, 156, 0.00 $- DoF=234 
$- creating the SPC for point P2 
SPC, 1, 6, 156, 0.00 $- DoF=234 
 
$$- after welding operation 
$- solution 1: CWELD entry 
CWELD, 1, 1, , ALIGN, 5, 6 
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$- solution 2: MPC entry 
MPC, 1, 5, 1, 1.00, 6, 1, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 5, 2, 1.00, 6, 2, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 5, 3, 1.00, 6, 3, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 5, 4, 1.00, 6, 4, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 5, 5, 1.00, 6, 5, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 5, 6, 1.00, 6, 6, -1.00 
 
The need to separate the behavior of fastening points before and after their act-
ing will be clarified later when the multi-station assembly model will be illustrated. 
Joint Type Before  
assembling  
After  
assembling 
plane-to-plane 
Ωjoint 
x 
y z 
 
 
 





Δz0
Δy0
0α
DoF  
 
 
 
elastic/rigid 
beam 
hole-to-hole 
Ωjoint 
x 
y z 
 
 
 





00
00
0α
DoF  
 
 
 
elastic/rigid 
beam 
hole-to-slot 
Ωjoint 
x 
y z 
 
 
 
 





00
Δy0
0α
DoF  
 
 
 
elastic/rigid 
beam 
Figure 6.2: fastening modeling 
 
6.3.3 Contact Point Modeling 
To avoid part-to-part intersection, contact points must be defined. This Section 
provides a simplified model to take into account such contact points.  
A special feature of MSC NASTRAN® has been here adopted. Linear contacts 
may be implemented in a linear static analysis (SOL 101 solver) by using MPCs to de-
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fine the gaps3. Because MPCs are used, there is no gap stiffness. In addition, friction is 
not available. MPCs are solved for through an iterative technique that is built into SOL 
101. The solution converges when there is no penetration of MPCs and there are no ten-
sile forces. 
X 
Y 
usl 
ums 
ug 
 
Figure 6.3: linear contact modeling 
Looking at Figure 6.3, the following equation may be written: 
gslms uuuS   (6.2)
where ums and usl are the displacements related to the master and slave nodes, respec-
tively. ug is the initial gap distance between the two nodes. 
The following may happen: 

 tindependen are  and :b
:a
slmsg
slmsg
uuuS
0uuuS


 (6.3)
If the condition a) is satisfied than the displacements ums and usl are dependent and 
equal each-other. Otherwise, the two nodes become independent. 
Equation (6.2) may be rearranged as into relationship (6.4): 
0uuuS  gslms  (6.4)
which corresponds to the canonical form of the MPC condition (see also Annex G). Ob-
viously, equation (6.4) should be specified for every DoF related to the master and slave 
nodes. 
The general formulation stated into equation (6.4) allows to simulate: (I) parts 
initially in contact (ug=0); parts initially intersecting each-other (ug<0); and, (III) parts 
initially non in contact (ug>0).  
Typically, ug is a user input value. When contact points are used to simulate the 
assembly process, ug should be set for each assembly station. However, this value de-
pends on the deformation state, in terms of statistical mean and standard deviation, of 
parts related to that specific station. Because the statistical deformation is calculated af-
                                                 
3 Generally speaking, when working with contact pairs, iterative numerical procedures are needed. More 
realistic results are reached when surface-to-surface pairs are introduced. This Chapter provides a linear 
solution to the contact problem through a point-to-point contact definition. A more sophisticated model 
will be presented in Chapter 7.  
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ter performing the FEA run, the ug value is here assumed equal to zero: this means that 
parts are already assumed to be initially in contact, when contact points are defined. 
Another significant aspect to be accounted is the changing in the constitutive 
law when contact points are introduced. Looking at Figure 6.4, a positive force, Fj, ap-
plied in the j-th node produces a displacement ui at the i-th node; instead, the same i-th 
node does not move if a negative force is applied at the j-th node. 
X 
Y 
ui 
Fj 
Fj 
 
Figure 6.4: constitutive law for linear contact modeling 
Therefore, the linear constitutive relationship between force and displacement 
becomes: 






uKF0F
uKF0F
 
 
 
(6.5) 
where, K+ and K- represent the stiffness matrices due to positive and negative contribu-
tions. 
 
 
6.3.4 Statistical Input Data 
Generally speaking, considering only the variability at point level, two main 
sources of variability may occur when assembling compliant parts: variability due to 
form defects of parts, and variability due to positioning errors of fixtures and fastening 
tools (such as weld guns). 
Figure 6.5 shows four combinations of such variability. In the cases (a) and (b) 
only form defects on parts are considered, whereas fixturing and fastening tools act in 
the nominal position. In the cases (c) and (d) parts are nominal and positioning errors 
occur in fixtures and fastening tools. 
In this dissertation, only variability at point level corresponding to the cases (a) 
and (c) is modeled. For these points, statistical data must be defined in terms of mean 
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and standard deviation: statistical data may be acquired from real measurements data. 
In the next, fastening variability point will be named as FSV, while fixturing 
variability point as FXV. The total number of FSV and FXV are NFSV and NFXV, respec-
tively. 
 
(a) form defects at fastening points (part error) 
 
(b) form defects at fixturing points (part error) 
 
(c) fixturing tool variability (process error) 
 
(d) fastening tool variability (process error) 
Figure 6.5: combination of form defects and positioning errors 
 
 
6.3.5 Assembly Operation 
An efficient way to model assembly operations is by using a graph representa-
tion. As depicted into Figure 6.6, each vertex of the graph corresponds to a part or, more 
generally, to a specific sub-station assembly, while each edge is a station-to-station 
connection. 
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The mathematical representation of such graph may be achieved by evaluating 
the incidence matrix, for oriented graph (see also Annex D). In this way, with respect to 
specific sub-station, previous and next stations can be easily evaluated (the alghoritm to 
solve this task is formally equal to “paths2graph” presented into Chapter 3). For exam-
ple, looking at Figure 6.6, with respect to the “station i”, “station 1” and “station NS” are 
the previous and next stations, respectively. NS is the total number of assembly stations. 
station 1 
part 1 part 2 part i part NP … … 
station i 
station NS 
 
Figure 6.6: assembly operation modeling 
In the following, the previous and next stations are shortly named as PSt and 
NSt, respectively. In addition, ASt is the actual station. 
 
 
6.4 Solution 
6.4.1 The Global Sensitivity Matrix  
The assembly process simulation is based on the mechanistic variation simula-
tion methodology developed by Liu and Hu (Liu, 1997).  
The linear relationship between variations at part level, u, and deviations at as-
sembly level, v, can be formally written as follows: 
uSv    (6.6) 
where u is a Nvarx1 vector while and v is a Nnx3 (three translations for each node4) vec-
tor. S is the global sensitivity matrix for displacement evaluation.  
In the same fashion, the global sensitivity matrix for force evaluation, R, can be 
defined as: 
uRf    (6.7) 
                                                 
4 It should be noted that for shell elements every node is characterized with six DoFs: three translations 
and three rotations. In the proposed approach, only translations are considered.   
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where f is the Nnx6 (three translations and three rotations for each node) vector of 
forces.  
Generally speaking, one can write: 
   






S
PSt
N
1i ivar,var
i FXVFSV
N
1k kFXVFSVivar,
NN
N2N2N2N2N
 (6.8)
where NFSV,i and NFXV,i is the total number of FSVs and FXVs acting into station i-th, 
respectively. NPSt is the total number of PSt influencing the station i-th. Moreover, in 
relationship (6.8) each source of variation is counted twice: the elastic behavior of the 
structure must be evaluated both for positive and negative displacements at critical 
nodes as stated above in Section 6.3.3 (obviously, if contact points are not defined, each 
source of variation is counted once). 
Moreover, global sensitivity matrices S and R can be decomposed into NS sub-
matrices, as described into relationship (6.9). 
 
 



NS21
NS21
,...,,
,...,,
RRRR
SSSS
 (6.9)
Statistical distributions of displacements and forces, at assembly level, can be 
carried out by relationships (6.6) and (6.7). Applying the expected operator, μ, formally, 
one can write: 




uf
uv
μRμ
μSμ
 (6.10)
In addition, by applying the standard deviation operator, σ, it is: 





2
u
2
f
2
u
2
v
σRσ
σSσ
 (6.11)
with obvious meaning of adopted symbols. 
Finally equation (6.10) and (6.11) allow to statistically calculate, in terms of 
mean and standard deviation, final assembly reaction forces, acting on fixturing and fas-
tening tools, and node displacements. 
How to numerically calculate the sensitivity matrices will be presented in next 
Sections.  
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 6.4.2 Method of Influence Coefficient 
As seen in Chapter 2, several authors proposed to evaluate the elastic behavior 
of the parts by means of the Method of Influence Coefficient (MIC).  
Generally speaking, in the present dissertation the influence coefficient matrix α 
is defined as a square matrix whose element αij represents the reaction force at the i-th 
node due to a unit displacement applied at the j-th node. For instance, the MIC is here 
used to evaluate the stiffness of the parts or sub-assemblies (in the literature, this issue 
is also called material covariance (Merkely, 1996)). 
Moreover, as noted in Section 6.3.3, when contact points are defined MIC must 
be applied both for positive and negative unit displacements. 
 
 
6.4.3 Calculating the Sensitivity Matrix 
Figure 6.7 depicts the general work-flow to perform the evaluation of the global 
sensitivity matrices.  
previous stations 
 
applying MIC 
actual and next fixturing frames 
I FEA run 
 
applying reaction forces 
next fixturing frames 
II FEA run 
 
station i-th 
next stations 
 
 
Figure 6.7: general work-flow for sensitivity matrix evaluation 
The i-th station, which influences the next station, may be influenced by the 
previous ones. Two consecutive FEA runs are required. Generally speaking, the first 
FEA run is used to evaluate the fixturing and fastening forces (in this way, it is used to 
simulate the positioning and clamping phases). Then, these forces are applied into the 
second FEA run to simulate the final elastic spring-back. 
  
 
Calculating the Sensitivity Matrix: First FEA Run 
Generally speaking, with respect to the first FEA run, at the i-th station the fol-
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lowing KPs may be defined: 
 actual fastening points; 
 actual fixturing frame; and 
 next constraint frame. 
The actual fixturing frame is made of ideal and variable (FXV) fixturing tools. 
At the next constraint frame belongs: 
 next fixturing frame; 
 inspection frame; 
 next fastening points; and, 
 next contact points. 
The constraints applied to the next fastening and contact points lock only the 
DoFs related to the fastening or contact elements (see fastening and contact models). 
ideal actual fixturing frame 
FI  
(a) no FXV defined 
 
next constraint frame 
variable actual fixturing frame (FXV) 
FI 
ideal actual fixturing frame 
 
(b) FXV defined 
Figure 6.8: constraint configurations for the first FEA run 
As depicted in Figure 6.8, when FXVs are defined during the first FEA run also 
the next constraint frame is assigned; otherwise, only the actual fixture frame is set. 
By using the MIC, reaction forces are calculated for each KP above defined (FI 
forces into Figure 6.8). In addition, if FXVs are defined also node displacements are 
evaluated. To understand all this, one should think that, under the hypotheses stated into 
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Section 6.3.4, fastening guns force parts at their nominal position (the displacement 
field is then zero), while FXVs may deform parts when they are applied (thus, the dis-
placement field has to be calculated). 
In order to perform this calculation by using the same FEA run, sub-cases are 
used into the main structure of the bdf file (see also Annex G). For example, assuming 
that only one FSV and one FXV are defined, the bdf file structure looks like this: 
 
$- sub-case entry for FSV: 
SUBCASE 1 
SPC = 1 
MPC = 1 
LOAD = 1 
SPCFORCES(SORT2, REAL) = 1 $- only forces are calculated 
 
$- sub-case entry for FXV: 
SUBCASE 3 
SPC = 1 
MPC = 1 
LOAD = 3 
SPCFORCES(SORT2, REAL) = 1 $- forces and displacements are here calculated 
DISPLACEMENT(SORT2, REAL) = ALL 
 
$- SPC entry for MIC 
SPCD, 1, 10, 2, 1.00 $- applying positive unit disp. along Y  
SPCD, 2, 10, 2, -1.00 $- applying negative unit disp. along Y 
SPCD, 3, 15, 3, 1.00 $- applying positive unit disp. along Z 
SPCD, 4, 15, 3, -1.00 $- applying negative unit disp. along Z 
 
In this example, FSV and FXV are associated to nodes “10” and “15”, respec-
tively. Moreover, FSV acts along the global Y direction, while FXV along the global Z 
direction. 
Output data of the first FEA run can be rearranged and stored as follows:  
 
 
S
II
iIPSti
INSt
iIPSti
FXVI,i
N,...,1i
,defined FXV no
,defined FXV










FR
RRR
RR
RRR
SS
 
 
 
 
 
 
(6.12) 
The local sensitivity matrix, Si, is updated with the actual sub-assembly dis-
placements (SI) due to unit displacements acting at FXVs. Moreover, reaction forces 
related to all KPs are stored into the local Ri matrix (one can note that RPSt,i was already 
calculated for the previous station).  
Reaction forces are also monitored for all those points belonging to the next 
constraint frame and they are stored into RNSt. 
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Calculating the Sensitivity Matrix: Second FEA Run 
The second FEA run simulates the elastic spring-back. Only the next constraint 
frame is here assigned. In addition, fastening elements are introduced. 
Looking at Figure 6.9, two configurations must be analyzed: in the first one 
(Figure 6.9.a), the influence of actual variability (by means of RI) is evaluated (SII). 
Previous variability is accounted (SPSt) into the second configuration (Figure 6.9.b) 
through reaction forces RPSt. Once again, reaction forces at next constraint frame are 
monitored (FII). 
 
next constraint frame 
RI 
FII 
fastening element 
 
(a) spring-back due to actual variability (SII) 
 
next constraint frame 
RPSt 
FII 
fastening element 
 
(b) spring-back due to previous variability (SPSt) 
Figure 6.9: constraint configurations for the second FEA run 
Output data of the second FEA run can be rearranged and stored as follows:  
 
S
IIII
FXVI,IIPSti
IIINSt
N,...,1i
,






FR
SSSS
RRR
 (6.13)
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It can be pointed out that this mechanism allows to simulate the variability 
propagation from one station to the next one. 
 
 
6.5 Data Structure for Tolerance Analysis Software 
This Section shows the main structure to manage input data to simulate the 
whole assembly process. 
Figure 6.10 shows the main structure to manage input data needed to assign 
KPs.  
… 
… 
part i 
Nodes 
DoF 
T 
Elements 
FIXTURE 
FASTEN 
CONTACT 
NodeIDf 
Type 
DoF 
T 
NodeIDsrc 
Type 
NodeIDdst 
UCS 
DoF 
NodeIDsrc 
NodeIDdst 
UCS 
MAT 
 
Figure 6.10: data structure for key point definition 
For each part (“part i”), six fields are available: 
 MAT: material properties and shell thickness; 
 Nodes: coordinates of mesh nodes;  
 Elements: shell elements; 
 FIXTURE/FASTEN/CONTACT: input assignment for fixturing, fastening and 
contact points. 
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With respect to the latter fields, the following sub-fields are available: 
 DoF: list of DoFs; 
 UCS: local coordinate frame definition; 
 NodeIDf: node identification for fixturing point assignment; 
 NodeIDsrc / NodeIDdst: source and destination node identification; 
 Type: integer value equals to “0” or “1”, meaning ideal or variable assignment; 
 T: statistical input value in terms of mean and standard deviation; 
 
 
6.6 Implementation 
The SVA-FEA methodology was implemented into a friendly MatLAB®’s GUI 
allowing to interactively define input data, assembly process and visualize final results 
(Figure 6.11). 
 
Figure 6.11.a: SVA-FEA Graphical User Interface. Main GUI 
Input mesh file is imported in bdf format5. Parts are automatically recognized 
through a growing alghoritm. 
                                                 
5 The supported input bdf format is the free field format, where data are separated by blanks. The comma-
separated format is not available. On the other hand, output bdf file are automatically written into comma-
separated format. 
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The MatLAB®’s GUI drives the user to define input data, such as fixturing 
points (CONSTRAINT menu), fastening points (FASTEN menu) and their variability 
(FASTEN and CLAMP Variability menus), contact point (CONTACT menu), and to cre-
ate the assembly process (Assembly OPERATION interface). 
 
Figure 6.11.b: SVA-FEA Graphical User Interface. Main menus 
When fastening or contact points are defined, user must select source and desti-
nation parts6 and pick, from the main GUI, the point location, with respect the source 
part: the destination node is automatically calculated and assigned.  
Once all input data have been correctly defined, sensitivity matrices are auto-
matically calculated. In this phase, the MCS NASTRAN® solver is run in background 
mode. For every FEA run, the related bdf file is automatically generated and parsed in 
input to the solver. Then, output files, coming from the solver, are post-processed and 
results are stored. In order to speed-up all these operations, compiled c++ source (mex 
file) codes have been here adopted (see also Annex C for more details on mex file defi-
nition).  
Final results can be easily analyzed from the POST-PROCESS main GUI: de-
formed or un-deformed assembly (or sub-assembly) can be visualized; contour plots of 
                                                 
6  In this contest, source and destination parts are assumed equivalent to master and slave parts. 
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mean or standard deviation values are available. Final results can be exported into EX-
CEL®7 format, to quickly create graphs and diagrams. 
                                                 
7 EXCEL® is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation. 
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6.7 Examples 
This Section shows the results of two case studies. In both cases a comparative 
analysis with the TAA® module of CATIA® CAD system was performed. 
 
 
6.7.1 Single-station Simulation 
The SVA-FEA variation assembly methodology was tested on an assembly of 
two aluminum sheet-metal parts (Young’s Modulus E=70.000 N/mm2; Poisson’s ratio 
ν=0.346; uniform thickness T=2.0 mm), shown in Figure 6.12. 
 
MS 1 
monitoring points 
MS 7 
MS 13 
MS 14 
MS 20 
MS 26 
part A 
part B  
Figure 6.12: two-part assembly and monitoring points 
The overall dimensions of the assembly are 200x200x60 mm. Simulation results 
were performed on the monitoring points shown in Figure 6.12: points 1 to 13 are re-
lated to part A, 14 to 26 to part B.  
 weld points Mean X (mm) Std Dev X (mm) 
 
Part A 
 
 
initial zero deviation 
FT1 -0.3 1.0 
FT2 1.0 1.5 
FT3 -0.6 1.0 
 
 
Part B 
FT4 1.0 1.0 
Table 6.1: statistical input variability 
Mid-surfaces were extracted from the CAD model and then meshed with shell 
elements. Global mesh size was equal to 5 mm. Figure 6.13 shows the SVA-FEA and 
TAA models. 
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fastening points fixturing points 
FT1 
FT2 FT3 
FT4 
 fastening points fixturing points 
(a) SVA-FEA model (b) TAA model 
Figure 6.13: SVA-FEA and TAA models 
    
(mm) 
 
(mm) 
 
(a) SVA-FEA results (b) TAA results 
Figure 6.14: contour plot for mean displacements along global X axis 
Each fixturing point was modeled as a spherical joint: only translations are con-
strained. Fastening points were modeled as elastic connector elements. Local input vari-
ability was applied at fastening points in the global X axis. Table 6.1 shows the adopted 
statistical values. Part A was considered with an initial variation equal to zero. 
The TAA® model was based on the following features: 
 mesh elements were imported from SVA-FEA model; 
 fastening joints were modeled as spot welding points; 
 local input deviations were applied at fastening points; and, 
 additional fixturing points were added to fastening points during the positioning 
phase. In this way, during the positioning phase, fastening and fixturing tools 
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were closed to their nominal position. 
Figures 6.14 shows the assembly mean deformation evaluated in SVA-FEA and 
TAA® environments. The assembly configuration is related to the releasing phase of 
fastening guns.  
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Figure 6.15.a: mean results along global X axis 
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Figure 6.15.b: standard deviation results along global X axis 
It is of interest evaluating the influence of fastening points. Therefore, four 
kinds of configurations were analyzed: fastening point FT1, fastening points 
(FT1+FT2), fastening points (FT1+FT2+FT3), and fastening points 
(FT1+FT2+FT3+FT4). Figures 6.15 shows the output deviations, related to monitoring 
points (see also Figure 6.12), in terms of mean and standard deviation, respectively. The 
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results show that final assembly deviations are highly influenced by the number of fas-
tening points. Moreover, SVA-FEA and TAA® results are highly correlated, as shown 
in Table 6.2. 
Configuration 
Correlation 
(Mean) 
Correlation 
(Std Dev) 
FT1 0.995 0.988 
FT1+FT2 0.989 0.965 
FT1+FT2+FT3 0.998 0.979 
FT1+FT2+FT3+FT4 0.988 0.952 
Table 6.2: correlation indexes 
In order to estimate the numerical error between SVA-FEA and TAA® results, 
an RSS (Root Sum Square) index error was adopted. Table 6.3 shows the RSS index 
both for mean and standard deviation values. In the configuration 
(FT1+FT2+FT3+FT4) numerical error, related to standard deviations, is about 5.5%. 
This is mainly due to the different way to model fastening points in SVA-FEA and 
TAA®. 
Configuration 
RSS% 
(Mean) 
RSS% 
(Std Dev) 
FT1 0.464 2.021 
FT1+FT2 2.188 4.877 
FT1+FT2+FT3 1.221 3.713 
FT1+FT2+FT3+FT4 2.826 5.486 
Table 6.3: percentage RSS errors 
Simulations performed on the assembly allow part-to-part intersection. In order 
to prevent the penetration between parts, contact points were added both in SVA-FEA 
and TAA® models. 
Figures 6.16 depict final results in terms of mean and standard deviation. The 
analyses are related to the assembly configuration (FT1+FT2+FT3+FT4).  
 Mean Std Dev 
Configuration no-contact contact no-contact contact 
RSS% 2.826 2.863 5.486 2.590 
Table 6.4: percentage RSS error.  
Contact vs no-contact analysis 
The comparison shows that there are significant differences between the simula-
tion with and without contact model in terms of mean and standard deviations. More-
over, numerical error between SVA-FEA and TAA® results decreases with the contact 
model. Table 6.4 shows the RSS index errors. In particular, the RSS error is less than 
3% when the simulations were performed using contact points. 
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Figure 6.16.a: mean results along global X axis. Contact vs no-contact analysis 
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Figure 6.16.b: standard deviation results along global X axis. Contact vs no-contact analysis 
 
 
6.7.2 Multi-station Simulation 
The analyzed assembly is depicted in Figure 6.17. The assembly is made by four 
aluminum sheet-metal parts (Young’s Modulus E=70.000 N/mm2; Poisson’s ratio 
ν=0.346, uniform thickness T=2.0 mm). The overall dimensions of the assembly are 
500x250x100 mm. Global mesh size was equal to 10 mm. The mesh was created by us-
ing the AMT (Advanced Meshing Tool) module integrated into CATIA® CAD system 
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and then imported into SVA-FEA to start with the same mesh model. Simulation results 
were performed on monitoring points shown in Figure 6.17: points 1 to 7 are related to 
Part A, 8 to 15 to Part B, 16 to 20 to Part C, and 21 to 26 to Part D. 
 
MS1 
MS4 
MS7 
MS11 
MS16 
MS24 
MS26 
monitoring points 
part A 
part B 
part C 
part D 
MS15 
MS20 
MS21 
MS8 
 
Figure 6.17: four-part assembly and monitoring points 
Figure 6.18 shows the models as seen in SVA-FEA and TAA® environments. 
Each fixturing point was modeled as a spherical joint (translational displacements are 
constrained). Fastening points were modeled as weld spot points both in SVA-FEA and 
TAA®. 
FT1 
fastening points fixturing points 
FT2 FT5 
FT6 
FT4 
FT7 
FT8 
FT11 
FT9 
FX-D 
FX-C 
FX-D 
FX-C 
FX-B 
FX-A 
FX-A 
FT3 
FT12 
FT10 
 fastening points fixturing points  
(a) SVA-FEA model (b) TAA model 
Figure 6.18: SVA-FEA and TAA models 
Input variabilities were assigned at fastening points in the global Z axis direc-
tion. Table 6.5 shows the statistical values adopted. Part B and C were assumed with an 
initial zero deviation. 
All the following contour plots are related to mean displacements; euclidean 
norm is adopted and the used deformation scale is equal to 10. 
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 weld points Mean Z (mm) Std Dev Z (mm) 
 
Part B/C 
 
 
initial zero deviation 
FT1 1.0 0.8 
FT2 0.5 0.8 
FT3 -0.5 0.1 
 
 
Part A 
FT4 -0.2 1.2 
FT9 1.0 0.1 
FT10 1.0 0.1 
FT11 1.0 0.1 
 
 
Part D 
FT12 1.0 0.1 
Table 6.5: statistical input variability 
 
 
(mm) 
 
(mm) 
 
Figure 6.19: initial deviations of part A calculated in SVA-FEA 
 
(mm) 
 
 
(mm) 
 
Figure 6.20: initial deviations of part D calculated in SVA-FEA 
Figures 6.19 and 6.20 show the initial mean deviations of part A and D, respec-
tively, according to statistical deviations in Table 6.5, and with reference to the fixturing 
frames FX-A and FX-D (see Figure 6.17). No gravity effect and contact points were 
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assumed. Two assembly configurations were analyzed (see Table 6.6). In the first con-
figuration (I), part A and B are assembled in the first station (fixturing frame is FX-
A+FX-B); part C and D are assembled in the second station (fixturing frame is FX-
C+FX-D); finally, sub-assemblies (A+B) and (C+D) are joined in the third station. In 
the second assembly configuration (II), parts are assembled into a single-station. For 
both assembly configurations the releasing fixturing frame is FX-A+FX-D. 
 Station I Station II Station III 
(I) (A+B) (C+D) (A+B)+(C+D) 
(II) (A+B+C+D) 
Table 6.6: assembly configurations 
 
(mm) 
 
(mm) 
 
releasing phase in the first station (first assembly configuration) 
(mm) 
 
(mm) 
 
releasing phase in the second station (first assembly configuration) 
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(mm) 
 
positioning phase in the third station (first assembly configuration) 
(mm) 
 
(mm) 
 
releasing phase in the third station (first assembly configuration) 
Figure 6.21: SVA-FEA results in the first assembly configuration 
(mm) 
 
 
 
(mm) 
 
Figure 6.22: TAA results in the first assembly configuration. 
Releasing phase in the third station 
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Figure 6.21 shows the SVA-FEA results, related to the releasing phases of sta-
tions I, II and III, with respect to the first assembly configuration. It can be pointed out 
that in the station I, part B is positioned and then fastened with respect to part A, which 
presents an initial shape deviation. Therefore, when the sub-assembly (A+B) is re-
positioned in the third station, and here fastened to sub-assembly (C+D), it preserves 
previous geometrical deviations: part B and C are not aligned in the final assembly 
spring-back phase.  
Figure 6.22 shows the final assembly deformations as calculated into TAA® 
with respect to the first assembly configuration. 
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Figure 6.23.a: mean deviations at monitoring points. Euclidean norm is adopted. 
First assembly configuration. d=5 mm 
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Figure 6.23.b: standard deviations at monitoring points. Euclidean norm is adopted. 
First assembly configuration. d=5 mm 
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Figures 6.23 plots the output deviations, related to monitoring points, in terms of 
mean and standard deviations. 
In order to estimate the numerical error between SVA-FEA and TAA® results, 
the correlation and the RSS indexes were adopted. Tables 6.7 and 6.8 show those in-
dexes both for mean and standard deviations. It can be highlighted a good correlation 
among results. 
Assembling phase 
Correlation 
(Mean) 
Correlation 
(Std Dev) 
PLACE I 0.999983 0.999987 
RELEASE I 1.000000 1.000000 
PLACE II 0.999997 0.999997 
RELEASE II 1.000000 1.000000 
RELEASE III 0.988294 0.939633 
Table 6.7: correlation indexes. 
First assembly configuration 
 
Assembling phase 
RSS% 
(Mean) 
RSS% 
(Std Dev) 
PLACE I 0.006078 0.005618 
RELEASE I 0.000000 0.000000 
PLACE II 0.006835 0.000930 
RELEASE II 0.000000 0.000000 
RELEASE III 0.998097 0.840581 
Table 6.8: RSS errors.  
First assembly configuration 
However, a relative high RSS error both for the mean and standard deviations, 
with respect to the final releasing phase (RELEASE III) in the station III, is observed. 
All this is due to the different ways to model spot weld joints. In SVA-FEA they were 
assumed as elastic beams, characterized by their beam diameter, d; instead, rigid kine-
matic joints (planar, revolute or spherical) are implemented in TAA®.  
To better understand this issue, what happens, when the stiffness of the weld 
spots in SVA-FEA increases (by varying the weld spot diameter), is shown in the Table 
6.9. 
Weld spot  
diameter 
RSS% 
(Mean) 
RSS% 
(Std Dev) 
d = 5 mm 0.998097 0.840581 
d = 10 mm 0.774957 0.893082 
d = 20 mm 0.400250 0.664372 
Table 6.9: RSS errors.  
Influence of spot weld diameter. 
First assembly configuration 
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When the weld spot diameter increases (the stiffness of the weld spot element 
increases) the RSS error reduces, accordingly. 
Figures 6.24 plots the output deviations, related to monitoring points, in terms of 
mean and standard deviations, for the second assembly configuration (II). 
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Figure 6.24.a: mean deviations at monitoring points.  
Euclidean norm is adopted. Second assembly configuration  
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Figure 6.24.b: standard deviations at monitoring points.  
Euclidean norm is adopted. Second assembly configuration 
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Here, in order to show the influence of the spot weld diameter, three values were 
adopted: 5, 20 and 100 mm. Whit respect to TAA® results,  mean and standard devia-
tions of the monitoring points MS15 and MS16, which correspond to the fastening point 
FT9, are equal among them. In SVA-FEA, instead, only when the spot weld diameter is 
100 mm (the stiffness of the spot weld increases) the difference among deviations of 
points MS15 and MS16 decreases and the RSS error reduces, accordingly. 
(mm) 
  
(mm) 
 
Figure 6.25: SVA-FEA results in the second assembly configuration (final releasing).  
Spot weld diameter is 100 mm 
(mm) 
 
 
 
(mm) 
 
Figure 6.26: TAA results in the second assembly configuration (final releasing).  
Spot weld diameter is 100 mm 
Tables 6.10 and 6.11 show the correlation indexes and the RSS errors for the 
second assembly configuration, respectively. SVA-FEA and TAA® mean displace-
ments are shown in Figures 6.25 and 6.26, respectively. 
Looking at Figures 6.21 and 6.25, 6.22 and 6.26, it can be pointed out that final 
results, both for SVA-FEA and TAA®, are strong different in the two analyzed assem-
bly configurations. In particular, when the multi-station configuration (I) is adopted, at 
the final releasing phase, part B and C are not aligned, due to deviations which occur in 
the previous stations. Instead, in the single-station assembly configuration (II), part B 
and C are joined in their nominal position, where parts are correctly aligned. The final 
spring-back is due to the initial deviations of part A and D. 
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Assembling phase 
Correlation 
(Mean) 
Correlation 
(Std Dev) 
RELEASE 0.985695 0.992584 
Table 6.10: correlation indexes.  
Second assembly configuration. d=100 mm 
 
Assembling phase 
RSS% 
(Mean) 
RSS% 
(Std Dev) 
RELEASE 0.328162 0.106620 
Table 6.11: RSS errors.  
Second assembly configuration. d=100 mm 
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6.8 Summary 
This Chapter presented a methodology, called SVA-FEA, for the statistical 
variation analysis of compliant parts in multi-station assembly processes.  
The method proposes a global sensitivity matrix, S, in order to simulate multi-
station processes and so the re-positioning phase from one station to another one.  “Lin-
ear contacts” are also included to avoid part-to-part intersecting and their effect on the 
sensitivity matrix was also described. 
Two linear static FEA runs are required for each assembly station in order 
evaluate the sensitivity matrix. The first run calculates the reaction forces at fixturing 
and fastening points; the second one evaluates the spring-back effect after releasing fas-
tening tools and re-positioning the assembly onto a new fixture frame. 
The proposed method was implemented in a MatLAB®-based user interface 
that drives the user to define fixturing, contact and fastening points, their variability and 
the assembly tree. Finally, the SVA-FEA interface allows post-processing results. 
SVA-FEA interface were used to analyze two case studies. In both case results 
were compared with ones coming from the TAA® module integrated into CATIA® 
CAD system. The first case study was a two-part assembly. Simulation results showed a 
good agreement between the two simulation software. Moreover, contact points 
strongly influence final assembly deviations. The second case study was a four-part as-
sembly. Two assembly configurations were analyzed: a three-station assembly com-
pared to a single-station one. In both cases, results showed high numerical correlation. 
Moreover, the high RSS error between SVA-FEA and TAA®, with respect to the final 
releasing phase, was due to different ways used to model fastening joints. In SVA-FEA, 
elastic beams may be used, whereas also rigid joints are implemented in TAA. The in-
fluence of the weld spot diameter, in SVA-FEA, was numerically outlined. When the 
beam element, used in SVA-FEA to model the spot weld joint, increases its stiffness by 
varying its diameter, the RSS error between SVA-FEA and TAA® results reduces dras-
tically. Moreover, numerical simulations highlighted that the assembly sequence 
strongly influences final assembly deviations. Selecting the best assembly configura-
tion, which allows to reduce assembly deviations, is not a trivial task. To do it, optimi-
zation procedures could be implemented in SVA-FEA. 
In the SVA-FEA method all sources of variation are assumed independent each-
other. This assumption permits to use the method of influence coefficient. However, this 
hypothesis does not allow to analyze the covariance effect among input statistical data. 
This limitation will be overcome in Chapter 7, where a morphing mesh approach will be 
described to simulate free shape errors. 
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Chapter 7. 
 
 
NON-LINEAR ANALSYIS OF COMPLIANT  
ASSEMBLIES1 
 
As observed in Chapter 2, despite many efforts made into the field of variational 
modeling, free shape errors are often neglected. However, for certain assembly proc-
esses, such as those involving sheet-metal parts, these kinds of errors may strongly af-
fect final assembly deviations. 
The present Chapter develops a numerical technique to model and simulate free 
shape errors to be used into statistical numerical simulations of compliant assemblies. 
The aim is to simulate variational shape of parts according to a small number of 
control points chosen on the part geometry. Starting from the nominal CAD geometry, a 
FE model is derived. Mesh nodes are moved by applying a morphing mesh procedure. 
The morphed parts are then used to accomplish the variational assembly analysis fol-
lowing the classical PCFR cycle. In order to achieve statistical results, Monte Carlo 
simulation is performed: a set of control points driving the perturbed parts is generated 
at each iteration; these parts are then assembled and results are stored. During each a 
Monte Carlo step, part geometry is updated following the local deformation related to 
that specific assembly sequence. All this makes the numerical simulation non-linear.  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 This Chapter is based on: Franciosa P., Gerbino S., Patalano S., Simulation of Variational Compliant 
Assemblies with Shape Errors Based on Morphing Mesh Approach, submitted to Int. Journal of Advanced 
Manufacturing Technology, 2009. 
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7.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 5, where only rigid part assembled where modeled and simulated, the 
variational model to generate variational features was presented. In that contest free 
shape error were neglected. Only rigid translational and rotational parameters were ac-
counted. 
In Chapter 6 a linear methodology to do tolerance analysis of compliant assem-
blies was presented. This methodology was based on the main assumption of independ-
ent input variations. This means that free shape errors were not considered into the nu-
merical simulation. The present Chapter overcomes this limit by introducing a morph-
ing mesh procedure to generate free shape features to be used into a non-linear simula-
tion involving compliant assemblies. In this way, input variations now become corre-
lated each other. 
Figure 7.1 shows the general work-flow proposed to perform the variational 
analysis of compliant assemblies with shape errors. 
Generating variational geometry 
Morphing Mesh Procedure 
MatLAB® 
 
Performing PCFR assembly simulation 
MatLAB®+Comsol Multiphysics® 
 
Storing results 
MatLAB® 
Generating FE model 
Comsol Multiphysics® 
 
Nominal CAD geometry 
 
Performing statistical assembly analysis 
MatLAB® 
 
Automatic Procedure 
Manual  Procedure 
Repeating from 1 to “NMC” 
 
Figure 7.1: general work-flow of the methodology 
The software architecture in based on MatLAB® environment, that controls the 
whole analysis, running in background mode all FEA simulations by using Comsol 
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Multiphysics®2 routines. Comsol Multiphysics® is a very powerful tool to solve for 
Partial Differential Equation (PDE) with a FEM approach. All this allows to easily 
manage expressions and functions, asking for numerically evaluating integrals or de-
rivatives defined on geometrical boundaries or sub-domains. 
FE model is generated from the nominal CAD geometry. Boundary conditions, 
contact and identity pairs (as surface-to-surface type) and material properties are de-
fined, accordingly.  
Once FE model is defined, it is imported into MatLAB® where the PCFR cycle 
is simulated. Typically, during assembly processes parts are positioned on fixturing 
frames. Then, they are clamped and fastened. Finally, fixturing frames are removed and 
assembled parts are released reaching their final configuration. In order to obtain statis-
tical results, Monte Carlo approach is adopted (NMC is the total number of Monte Carlo 
simulations). For each step, the nominal geometry is perturbed according to deviations 
occurring at control points (Morphing Mesh Procedure). Then, the PCRF cycle is per-
formed and the final assembly configuration is stored. Statistical results are calculated 
by taking into account all assembly configurations. 
 
 
7.2 Free Shape Feature Modeling 
In Chapter 5 variational features were modeled by using 4x4 transformation ma-
trices. Small rotational and translational parameters were introduced to simulate rigid 
motions of the feature within the tolerance range. Free shape errors were there ne-
glected. This Section focuses on how to model and simulate such kind of errors. 
Weighted functions, following a morphing mesh approach, are introduced in order to 
correlate points inside the feature. Then, a reject method (similar to that one introduced 
in Chapter 5) is adopted to statistically sample free form features.  
 
 
7.2.1 Morphing Mesh Procedure 
Morphing mesh is a well-know technique used in computer graphic applications 
as a powerful tool for shape modeling and designing (Borrel, 1994; Raffin, 2000). The 
user defines a set of control points, by giving a desired displacement and the relative 
radius of influence for each point. Control points directly influence the final shape of 
the morphed objects, and this shape can be fine-tuned by adjusting the influence radius 
or the position of each control point. 
                                                 
2 Comsol Multiphysics® is a trademark of Comsol AB. 
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Variational parts, to be used in the PCFR assembly simulation, are here gener-
ated through a Morphing Mesh Procedure (MMP). MMP works on a large amount of 
points describing the whole geometry. These points are directly derived from the FE 
model, used to perform computer simulation of the assembly process. 
Generally speaking, a FE model is made of nodes connected by elements. The 
number of nodes depends on the shape function of each element (Zienkiewicz, 2005). 
Let V and F be the matrix of nodes to be moved and the matrix of elements, respec-
tively; V is a Nnx3 rectangular matrix, where Nn is the total number of nodes; whereas, 
F is a Nex3 rectangular matrix, where Ne is the total number of elements.  Moreover, let 
Pc be the matrix of control points; Pc is an Ncpx3 rectangular matrix, where Ncp is the 
total number of control points (see Figure 7.2). Ri is the influence radius related to the i-
th control point. The region embedded within the influence radius is here called influ-
ence hull. 
Pc1 
Pci 
PcNcp 
Vj 
 Ri 
 
Figure 7.2: definition of control points and relative influence hulls 
The displacement, ΔVj, of any mesh node Vj, is calculated as a weighted mean 
of all control points Pc, as stated in equation (7.1). 
  cpiciji
j
N
1i zi,izj,
N
1i yi,iyj,
N
1i xi,ixj,
N1,2,..,i,R,,fW
---
MWΔV
MWΔV
MWΔV
cp
cp
cp














PV
MWΔV
 
 
 
 
(7.1) 
 
where W and M are the weighted and the morphing matrix, respectively. W is a 1xNcp 
row vector, while M is a Ncpx3 matrix. 
The i-th weighted element depends on: (I) the point Vj; (II) the control point Pci, 
and (III) its influence radius Ri, as expressed into the second equation in (7.1) The influ-
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ence radius defines the 3D region within which any node is influenced by the related 
control point.  
Wi 
 
d 
f(d) 
 
d=1 
 
Wi(d)=1 
 
 
Figure 7.3: definition of the basic function, f 
f is the so-called basic function. f may be assumed as a piecewise Bezier curve 
or a B-spline based function as proposed in (Raffin, 1998). However, in this disserta-
tion, in order to easily handle this function, a third degree polynomial function is 
adopted. Therefore, one can write: 
  cp32
i
cij
i N1,2,...,i,d2d3-1dfR
fW 


  PV  
 
(7.2) 
 
Relation (7.2) states that the function f is equal to 1 when Vj and Pci are coinci-
dent, and tends toward zero for points Vj whose distance from Pci is greater than zero. 
To assure smoothing shape, function f has zero slopes at the two end points (Figure 7.3). 
In equation (7.2) d is the a-dimensional distance from point Vj to the control point Pci. 
In order to evaluate the morphing matrix, M, equation (7.1) is specified with re-
spect to all control points Pc. Then, it has: 
 
 
 
  MPWΔP
MPWΔP
MPWΔP
MPWΔP







cc
cNcN
c2c2
c1c1
cpcp
...  
 
(7.3) 
 
where ΔPc is the Ncpx3 matrix of displacements related to control points, whereas 
W(Pc) is a NcpxNcp square matrix. Thus, morphing matrix M can be calculated by solv-
ing for the following linear system: 
  c1c ΔPPWM     (7.4)  
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It should be noted that matrix W(Pc) is singular when two control points are coincident. 
When this happens the system (7.4) has not a unique solution and morphing matrix M is 
un-determined. To solve this issue, the linear system in (7.4) may be solved with a least-
squares approach. To do it, the pseudo-inverse of the matrix W(Pc) must be evaluated 
(Strang, 2009). Commercial routines are based on the Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD). In this dissertation, the MatLAB®’s “pinv” function has been adopted (see also 
Annex B). 
Once morphing matrix M is known, displacements of any mesh node Vj can be 
calculated by applying the relationship (7.1). 
In order to get a more powerful control on the deformation of the nominal ge-
ometry, different influence hulls can be adopted. If the radius of influence is constant, 
the influence hull becomes a sphere. Instead, an ellipsoid can be derived by defining 
three principal radiuses (defined along the principal directions of the ellipsoid). More 
general influence hulls can be defined as proposed in (Raffin, 1998). However, in this 
dissertation only spheres and ellipsoids are considered since they offer a more intuitive 
control. 
For a sphere hull, the a-dimensional distance, ds, is: 
     
s
2
zci,zj,
2
yci,yj,
2
xci,xj,
s R
PVPVPV
d
  
 
 
(7.5) 
 
whereas, for an ellipsoid hull it becomes: 
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(7.6) 
where Rs is the radius of the sphere, while Re,1, Re,2 and Re,3 are the principal radiuses of 
the ellipsoid.  
 
 
7.2.2 Statistical Simulation 
Equation (7.1) allows to morph any point of the feature, once the morphing ma-
trix, M, is known. The aim is to statistically sample free shape features for a given tol-
erance range, T (supposed symmetrical). Generally speaking, taking into account equa-
tion (7.1), the following condition has to be satisfied: 
  
n
jjjj
N1,2,...,j
2
T
2
T

 MVWNΔVN
 
 
 
(7.7) 
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where Nj is the unit vector normal to the feature into point Vj. Equation (7.7) states that 
any point belonging to the morphed feature lies inside the tolerance range. 
Since the morphing matrix M may be expressed as into equation (7.4), relation-
ship (7.7) may be rearranged as into (7.8). 
    
n
ηc1cjj
N1,2,...,j
2
T

  ΔPPWVWN
 
 
(7.8)
The matrix of displacements related to control points, ΔPcη, is randomly gener-
ated. Therefore, one can write: 
cp
Pciciiηc
N1,2,...,i
η

 ΔPΔP
 (7.9)
where ηPc=[ηPc1, ηPc2,…, ηPcNcp] is the vector of independent random values. 
Finally, having constraints defined in (7.8), features are sampled by using a 
Monte Carlo approach. Depending on the adopted statistical law, each Monte Carlo step 
calculates a specific matrix ΔPc (see equation 7.9). If all constraints in (7.8) are satisfied 
then the result is stored. This procedure is stopped when the number of sampled features 
becomes equal to the number of Monte Carlo simulations. 
 
MMP may now generate variational parts. User has to set the position of control 
points, their influence radius and relative displacements. 
 
 
 
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


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R,,fV
R,,fU
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PV
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(7.10) 
 
Then, with respect to the Global Coordinate Frame (GCF), directly derived 
from the CAD model and here called (X0, Y0, Z0), any geometrical point Vj with com-
ponents (x, y, z) is transformed by means of the MMP as in equation (7.10). (Um, Vm, 
Wm) are the displacements of the point Vj with respect to the GCF. 
 
 
7.3 PCFR Simulation 
A typical PCFR cycle starts with placing parts on a fixturing frame, followed by 
clamping parts in the fixture, then joining them together, and finally releasing fixtures 
and clamps.  
A critical aspect is related to the joining and the releasing phases. In fact, fasten-
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ing tools force mating surfaces together at the joining area. Compliant parts tend to de-
form locally during these operations, and this changes contact conditions: surfaces ini-
tially in contact may move apart producing gaps or overlappings. Moreover, depending 
on the joint method, multiphysics phenomena may occur in the contact zones, such as 
material plastic deformation, thermo-structure interaction, thermo-electrical-structure 
interaction, friction phenomena. A non-linear methodology, aiming to numerically 
simulate the whole PCFR cycle, taking into account contact area among parts being as-
sembled, is here proposed. To do it a FEM approach is adopted. Figure 7.4 shows the 
general work-flow used to perform the PCFR cycle. 
Morphing Mesh 
P d  
Morphing Geometry Frame 
(Xm, Ym, Zm) 
Positioning Phase 
 
Positioning Geometry Frame 
(Xpos, Ypos, Zpos) 
Fastening Geometry Frame 
(Xfas, Yfas, Zfas) 
Releasing Phase 
 
Releasing Geometry Frame 
(Xrel, Yrel, Zrel) 
Um, Vm, Wm 
Upos, Vpos, Wpos 
Ufas, Vfas, Wfas 
Urel, Vrel, Wrel 
Closing gap Geometry Frame 
(Xclose, Yclose, Zclose) 
Fastening Phase 
 
Figure 7.4: work-flow of the non-linear methodology  
proposed for PCFR cycle simulation 
Generally speaking, three consecutive FEA runs are required to perform the 
whole PCFR simulation. For instance, the first FEA run solves the positioning and 
clamping phase (phase I), considering initial variational parts, derived from the MMP. 
Fastening phase (phase II) is achieved into the second FEA simulation, taking into ac-
count the deformed geometry derived from the first FEA run. Finally, the releasing 
phase (phase III) is solved in the third FEA run, by applying the residual stresses (initial 
stresses) generated during previous phases.  
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(7.11) 
 
After the i-th phase (i=I, II, III), the geometrical domain is updated according to 
the displacement field, (Ui, Vi, Wi). In this way, an updated geometry frame, here called 
Deformed Geometry Frame (DGF) is calculated. For the i-th phase, the DGFi is defined 
as in (7.11). For example, the “fastening phase” is performed with respect to the Posi-
tioning Geometry Frame. This frame is defined as: 






posm0pos
posm0pos
posm0pos
pos
WWZZ
VVYY
UUXX
:DGF  
 
(7.12) 
 
In particular, DGF0 corresponds to the nominal CAD geometry.  
PCFR cycle calculation has to be iterated for each Monte Carlo step. For each 
step, non-linear equations have to be solved for. Convergence problems may addition-
ally arise from iterative solution of non-linear tasks. Furthermore, all this may become 
very difficult to automate3. Due to the above mentioned reasons, an original and effi-
cient methodology to solve for the contact problem between parts being joined will be 
showed in the following. 
In addition, the proposed methodology assumes the following hypotheses: 
 friction among parts is neglected; 
 only spot weld joints are considered; and, 
 local thermal effects are not accounted. 
 
 
7.3.1 Positioning/Clamping Phase 
First FEA run aims to simulate the location of parts onto fixturing frames. Gen-
erally speaking, fixturing frames are designed to determine location (mate or locator 
constraint) of a part and to keep the effect of the location (contact or effector constraint) 
(Whitney, 2004). In the contest of the present dissertation, the positioning phase deter-
mines location of parts, while the clamping phase keeps such constraints. Changing the 
order in the positioning and clamping phases influences final results.  
                                                 
3 In order to make the numerical model as much as possible closer to real assembly processes, fastening 
tools, such as welding guns, should be modeled. However, all this requires the definition of other contact 
pairs at the interface between parts being joined and fastening tools. Such model does not assure the con-
vergence of the solution, especially when an automatic approach - as in this dissertation - is required. 
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DGF0 DGFpos 
fixturing frame  
Figure 7.5: positioning modeling 
However, positioning and clamping fixturing frames are assumed acting simul-
taneously. Then, in the next the positioning/clamping phase will be simply named posi-
tioning phase briefly.    
Let DGF0 and DGFm be the nominal geometry frame and the morphing geome-
try frame, respectively. Looking at Figure 7.5, it can be highlighted that parts, after ap-
plying MMP, may not fit boundaries corresponding to fixturing frames (defined on 
DGF0). 
First FEA run is performed on the DGFm. Contact pairs are introduced to avoid 
part-to-part penetration. Furthermore, boundary constraints are added in order to fit the 
actual boundary on the fixturing frame. To do this, Boundary Conditions (BCs) are de-
fined as follows: 






fixtz,fixtbnd,m,Zm
fixty,fixtbnd,m,Ym
fixtx,fixtbnd,m,Xm
εWBC
εVBC
εUBC
 
 
 
 
(7.13) 
 
where (Um,bdn,fixt, Vm,bdn,fixt, Wm,bdn,fixt) are the displacement fields calculated with MMP 
and related to boundaries to be fit on the fixturing frame. Fixturing errors may be ac-
counted, when necessary, as (εx,fixt, εy,fixt, εz,fixt). The parameter εfixt may be assumed as 
an input statistical variable and generated during each Monte Carlo step. 
 
 
7.3.2 Fastening Phase 
Fastening phase is performed with respect to the DGFpos. When two parts are 
fastened with weld joints, firstly, tools force mating surfaces to close their gap, and then 
parts are joined together. Fastening phase is made of two consecutive sub-steps: closing 
gap phase and joining phase. 
It can be pointed out that in the DGFpos mating surfaces do not penetrate each 
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other. In fact, during the positioning phase, penetrations among parts have been already 
avoided, by assigning contact pairs.  
 
 
Fastening Phase: Closing Gap 
A spot weld is characterized by its radius, Rweld, the nominal position of its cen-
tre, Pweld, and the direction, Nweld, along which fastening tool acts. Moreover, the source 
boundary (bnds, in Figure 7.6) and the destination boundary (bndd, in Figure 7.6) are 
defined. In addition, a local coordinate frame (Xweld, Yweld, Zweld) is assigned having the 
local Zweld axis directed along the Nweld vector. 
 
bnds,0 
bnds,pos 
bndd,pos 
bndd,0 
Pd,pos 
Rweld 
Pd,0 
Ps,0 
Ps,pos 
Pweld 
Nweld 
Nweld 
DGF0 DGFpos 
X0 
Y0 
Xweld 
Zweld 
 
Figure 7.6: closing gap phase 
Looking at Figure 7.6, the aim is to close the gap, defined as: 





d,0posd,d
s,0poss,s
PPg
PPg
 
 
(7.14) 
 
Pairs (Ps,pos, Ps,0) and (Pd,pos, Pd,0) depend on the initial deformation field related to the 
DGFpos. Point Ps,pos is calculated as intersection of the line, having direction Nweld and 
passing through point Pweld, with the mesh belonging to the boundary bnds,pos. The same 
procedure may be adopted for the opposite point. In the following only triangular mesh 
are considered. However, the same approach may be easily extended to quadrilateral or 
mixed meshes. As described above, the mesh is characterized by means of nodes and 
elements. 
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Pweld 
Z0 
X0 
Y0 
Nweld 
πi 
πj 
Fj 
Fi 
Pint,i 
Pint,j 
 
Figure 7.7: line-mesh intersection procedure 
Here, the matrix of nodes is updated according to the DGFpos. Therefore, point 
Ps,pos  is calculated by evaluating, on the so-updated mesh, point Pint, which is the closest 
to point Pweld (see also Figure 7.7). To do it, for the i-th triangular element, the intersec-
tion point Pint,i between the line (Nweld, Pweld) and the plane πi, whose element Fi belongs 
to, is evaluated. Then, if point Pint,i belongs to the planar face Fi (“inpolygon” function 
available in MatLAB® has been used to check this condition) it can be written:  
 
weldiint,i
eiiintposs,
d
N1,..,i,dmin
PP
PP


 
 
 
(7.15) 
 
Once gaps gs and gd have been evaluated, BCs may be assigned with respect to 
the local coordinate frame (Xweld, Yweld, Zweld). Then, it can be written: 
 
 
ds,i,Δ
otherwise nt,displaceme  free
RΔ if ,-
BC
otherwise nt,displaceme  free
 RΔ if ,-
BC
posi,posi
welddfastd
Zweldd,
weldsfasts
Zwelds,



 

 
PP
εg
εg
 
 
 
 
 
(7.16) 
 
where Ppos is any point defined into the DGFpos. The parameter εfast has been introduced 
in (7.16) to take into account also an error, if any, in the nominal closure point of the 
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weld guns. It should be considered that in the local coordinate frame, (Xweld, Yweld, 
Zweld), BCs are not assigned along local Xweld and Yweld directions: displacements are 
free along those directions. 
Finally, in the second FEA run a constrained displacement as in equation (7.16) 
is assigned at any point Ppos, belonging to the sphere of radius Rweld and centre Pi,pos and 
belonging to boundary bndi. Equations stated in (7.16) may be easily implemented in 
Comsol Multiphysics® by using boundary expressions and boundary constraints. 
 
 
Fastening Phase: Joining Parts 
During joining phase, bnds and bndd are constrained to move together (coupling 
constraint condition). Now, the geometry frame has to be updated taking into account 
the displacement field derived from the closing gap phase (DGFclose). 
A Multi Point Constraint (MPC) condition is defined in order to couple bnds and 
bndd. Let us be the displacement field of bnds, available during joining phase. Coupling 
constraint condition may be written as in relationship (7.17), where μus is the mean dis-
placement related to points belonging to the spot weld sphere and belonging to the 
boundary bnds; Ωs is the volume of spot weld sphere (see Annex F for more mathemati-
cal details). 
ds,i,Δ
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otherwise0,
RΔ if 1,Δ
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Ω ssΩ
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s
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
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
 


 



PP
 
 
(7.17) 
 
Relationship (7.17) states that any point of bndd belonging to the sphere of radius Rweld 
and centre Pd,0 (see Figure 7.6), is constrained with a displacement equal to the mean 
displacement, μus, related to bnds. In equation (7.17) all integrals are surface integrals, 
where dΩ is the differential operator.  
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7.3.3 Releasing Phase 
Third FEA run aims to simulate the final elastic spring-back taking into account 
MPC conditions as defined in the previous Section. 
In this phase, the geometry frame is updated with respect to the displacement 
field derived from fastening phase (DGFfas - note that DGFfas corresponds to DGFclose). 
Final displacements, (Urel, Vrel, Wrel), are calculated by applying to any part of the as-
sembly the initial stress field calculated during previous steps (positioning and fastening 
phases). Then, it can be written: 
pifast,ipos,irel, N1,...,i,σσσ   (7.18)  
where Np is the total number of assembled parts, while σpos and σfast are the stress fields 
related to the positioning and fastening phases, respectively, and calculated in the previ-
ous runs. 
 
 
7.4 Implementation 
The proposed methodology was implemented into a GUI developed in Mat-
LAB® environment, linked to Comsol Multiphysics® working in background mode 
(Figure 7.8). FE model can be imported as structured array data directly from Comsol 
Multiphysics®.  
 
Figure 7.8: Graphical User Interface 
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MMP may be controlled from the VARIABILITY menu, where user can set con-
trol points and their variability, in terms of mean and standard deviation (statistical 
normal distribution is here assumed). Control points may be easily set by picking any 
point from the VIEW MODEL interface, or giving in input its coordinates in terms (x, y, 
z). In addition, the sphere or ellipsoid influence hull may be interactively defined by 
setting its orientation and its size. 
JOINT menu allows user to define welding joints, setting radius (Rweld), direc-
tion (Nweld), nominal position (Pweld), source and destination boundaries. 
Boundary constraints with their variability (εfixt) are set from the BOUNDARY 
menu.  
Final assembly shape, in terms of mean and standard deviation displacements, 
can be shown directly in the Comsol Multiphysics® GUI, where user can easily set 
post-processing options. To understand what happens at point level through the whole 
assembly simulation, from INSPECTION menu, monitoring points can be selected and 
their displacements, in terms of mean and standard deviations, may be exported into 
EXCEL® format.  
Comsol Multiphysics® solves contact problems by using an augmented lagran-
gian method. This means that the software solves for equations in a segregated way 
(augmentation components are introduced for the contact pressure). A good alternative 
to augmented lagrangian method is the penalty method. However, the latter is more sta-
ble but less accurate than the augmented lagrangian method (Wriggers, 2002). To im-
plement penalty method within Comsol Multiphysics®, a contact normal penalty factor 
expression has to be defined as k/h, where k is a stiffness constant with the same order 
of the material stiffness, while h is the mean dimension of the mesh. 
The proposed methodology requires that different assembly configuration simu-
lations (depending on the number of Monte Carlo simulations) are solved in automatic 
way (user sets only initial solver parameters). In order to achieve this, a stable non-
linear solution is required. Therefore, in this dissertation, the penalty method was 
adopted, despite it is less accurate than augmented lagrangian method. 
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7.5 Examples 
7.5.1 Free Shape Feature Modeling 
This example shows how the proposed procedure works, to statistically generate 
free shape features. Figure 7.9.a draws the nominal CAD geometry. A profile surface 
tolerance error of 1.0 mm is assigned. The derived FE model, made of 447 nodes and 
432 elements, is drawn into Figure 7.9.b.  
analyzed feature 
Ω0
X0 Y0 
Z0 
 
 
(a) nominal CAD model (b) nominal FEM model 
Figure 7.9: free shape feature modeling. Nominal model and influence hulls 
In addition, in Figure 7.10 the adopted spherical influence hulls are depicted, related to 
three control points. 
 
Figure 7.10: free shape feature modeling. Influence hulls 
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Figure 7.11 shows six sampled features inside the tolerance range (natural toler-
ance range equal to 3). It should be noted that any point of the sampled features belongs 
to the 3D tolerance zone (shaded features). 
 
(I) (II) (III) 
 
(IV) (V) (VI) 
Figure 7.11: free shape feature modeling. Six sampled features. 
Variation scale factor = 10 
 
 
7.5.2 Free Shape Part Modeling 
This example shows how MMP may be applied to generate also free shape 
parts. FE model was made of 3059 nodes with tetrahedral mesh elements4.  
Statistical input values (gaussian statistical distribution assumed) were assigned 
at control points, Pc, along the global Y0 axis (Figure 7.12).  
Two kinds of MMPs were performed. In the first one (MMPI), each control 
point influences the whole geometry (global influence). This means that each influence 
radius is equal to the maximum distance between any control point and the points of the 
part. A local influence, instead, was assigned into the second simulation (MMPII). In 
both cases, 1000 Monte Carlo sampling were generated. 
                                                 
4 3D elements are here required, even for a model usually described with shell elements, as in the actual 
release, Comsol Multiphysics® does not allow to define contact pairs for shell models. That is why all 
FEA simulations were performed with tetrahedral elements. 
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Pc2 
Pc1 
Pc3 
Pc4 
Pc5 
Y0 
Z0 
X0 
Ω0 
 Mean (mm) Std Dev (mm) 
Pc1 4.0 1.0 
Pc2 -3.0 0.8 
Pc3 -2.5 0.5 
Pc4 2.0 0.4 
Pc5 1.0 0.2 
Figure 7.12: free shape part modeling. 
Input statistical values 
Figures 7.13.a and 7.13.b show contour plots related to mean and standard de-
viations, respectively (in the following the euclidean norm is adopted). Looking at Fig-
ure 7.13.a, a twist effect due to deviations of control points Pc1 and Pc2, which are oppo-
site each other, can be pointed out. 
(mm)  (mm) 
(a) mean contour plot (b) standard deviation contour plot 
Figure 7.13: free shape part modeling. MMPI results  
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Figure 7.14 depicts influence hulls adopted in the MMPII simulation. Results, in 
terms of mean and standard deviations are, instead, shown in Figures 15.  
 
Figure 7.14: free shape part modeling. MMPII - influence hulls assigned at  
control points for the local influence of the geometry 
Looking at Figure 7.15, it can be pointed out a local deformation of the geome-
try according to the adopted influence hulls. 
(mm)  (mm) 
(a) mean contour plot (b) standard deviation contour plot 
Figure 7.15: free shape part modeling. MMPII results  
 
 
7.5.3 PCFR Cycle Simulation 
The proposed PCFR assembly methodology was applied to a two-part assembly 
(Young’s Modulus E=210.000 N/mm2; Poisson’s ratio ν=0.30; uniform thickness T=2.0 
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mm), shown in Figure 7.16. Overall dimensions of the assembly are about 800x600x500 
mm.  
 
Pc3,A 
fixed boundary 
SP2 
Part A 
Part B 
SP1 
fixed boundary 
Pc1,A 
MS1 
MS6 
MS7 
MS15 
MS11 
MS11 MS10 
Pc2,A 
Pc2,B 
Pc1,B 
 
Figure 7.16: PCFR case study. Nminal geometry, control points (Pci,j),  
spot welds (SPi) and monitoring points (MSi) 
FE model was made of 2889 nodes with tetrahedral mesh elements. The total 
number of unknowns in the simulation was 43947. Two spot welds were assigned (SP1 
and SP2 in Figure 7.16), with 20 mm radius. A fixed fixturing frame was assigned for 
both parts (“fixed boundary” in Figure 7.16). Contact pairs were defined at boundary 
interface between “Part A” and “Part B”. 
Table 7.1 shows statistical values assigned at control points. NMC = 500 Monte 
Carlo simulations were performed in about two hours on a notebook with Core Duo 
1.83 GHz, 2 GB RAM, Win XP 32 bit.  
 Pc Mean (mm) Std Dev (mm) 
Pc1 (Y) 0.3 0.1 
Pc2 (Y) 2.0 0.3 
 
Part A 
Pc3 (Y) 1.0 0.6 
Pc1 (X) 2.0 0.5 
Pc2 (X) -1.0 0.1 
 
Part B 
Pc2 (Z) -1.0 0.1 
Table 7.1: statistical values assigned at control points. 
Gaussian distribution assumed 
Figure 7.17 depicts mean contour plots for each phase of the PCFR cycle. The 
initial gap existing between “Part A” and “Part B” is then closed in the fastening phase. 
To understand what happens when contact pairs are not assigned, a new simula-
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tion was performed (run-time about 20 minutes). Related results are shown into Figures 
7.18 with respect to monitoring points (MS in Figure 7.16), in terms of mean and stan-
dard deviations. 
(mm) (mm)  
(a) MMP phase 
Generating variational parts 
(b) cumulative contour plot 
Displacements at positioning phase 
(mm)  
(mm)  
(c) cumulative contour plot 
Displacements at fastening phase 
(d) cumulative contour plot 
Displacements at releasing phase 
Figure 7.17: PCFR case study. results  
In order to evaluate the error between the two assembly simulations (with and 
without contact pairs), RSS (Root Sum Square) index was calculated. Results are shown 
in Table 7.2. RRS index is quite low for “MMP” and “positioning” phases (if the num-
ber of Monte Carlo simulations increases it can be expected an RSS index toward to 
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zero). Moreover, RSS index becomes higher for “fastening” and “releasing” phases. 
This is due to the high influence that contact pairs assume both in the closing gap phase 
and in the final releasing phase.  
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(b) standard deviation 
Figure 7.18: mean and standard deviation results 
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Phase RRS (Mean) RSS (Std Dev) 
MMP 0.1460 0.0619 
POSITIONING 0.1232 0.0819 
FASTENING 0.2445 0.1091 
RELEASING 0.2844 0.1132 
Table 7.2: contact pair vs no-contact pair 
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7.6 Summary 
In this Chapter, a methodology to perform statistical variational analysis of 
compliant parts, mainly based on a non-linear FEA approach, was proposed. Statistical 
evaluation is performed via Monte Carlo simulations to generate variational parts to be 
assembled and then released. 
The variational shape of parts being assembled was generated by using a morph-
ing based-mesh approach, borrowed by computer graphics field. User can manage and 
control the input shape by handling a small set of control points, assigning their position 
and the influence radius.  
Variational parts are, then, assembled following the classical PCFR cycle. The 
geometry domain is updated for each step of the PCFR cycle. The attention focused on 
spot weld joints. To improve the solution convergence, an efficient method, aiming to 
simulate fastening and releasing phases, was proposed. To do it, scalar and integral ex-
pressions, defined at boundary level, were defined. 
The proposed methodology was implemented into a friendly MatLAB®’s GUI, 
linked to Comsol Multiphysics® run into background mode. The GUI drives user load-
ing the initial FE model, assigning input parameters, running Monte Carlo simulations 
and, finally, exporting result data.  
The proposed morphing based-mesh procedure was applied to a single sheet-
metal part, highlighting how, by managing control points and their influence hulls, dif-
ferent shape can be generated.  
Finally, a two-part assembly was simulated following the PCFR cycle. Results 
pointed out that contact pairs highly influence final results. Contacts allow to reach 
more realistic results but, on the other hand, a very time consuming simulation is re-
quired. Selecting the right balance between simulation time and goodness of numerical 
results is not a trivial task. Solving this issue requires more investigation. More attention 
should be addressed also to different fastening joints such as rivets and bolts, and to 
multi-station assembly processes. 
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Chapter 8. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
In this Chapter the main contributions and the overall findings derived from the 
present research are outlined. Furthermore, future perspectives of research in the toler-
ance field are discussed.   
 
 
8.1 Conclusions 
The research in tolerance analysis was motivated by the actual need to analyze 
how variations propagate in real manufacturing systems and what is their impact on de-
livering specific key characteristics. Often, in real industrial applications, failures of as-
sembly processes are related to dimensional or geometrical variations caused by weak-
ness of technology or knowledge for accurate prediction of process variation during the 
early design stage. 
Since its origin, tolerance analysis has covered several key topics, focusing on 
specific methodologies and procedures to predict the amount of variation due to part or 
process variability. Literature on tolerance analysis provides many and many methods 
about specification, modeling and analysis of tolerances, and they mainly treat two 
categories of assemblies: ideal-rigid assemblies and compliant assemblies. In the first 
category parts being assembled are assumed rigid, so no variation occurs for part de-
formation; in the second case, instead, parts are assumed flexible and the additional ef-
fect due to part deformation during the assembly process is considered in the simula-
tion. 
This dissertation covered the following two main topics: tolerance analysis of 
rigid and compliant assemblies. The main goal was to develop automatic alghoritms 
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able to numerically simulate real assembly processes involving both rigid and compliant 
parts. Some specific mathematical tools, such as Graph Theory and Screw Theory, were 
widely adopted in the present dissertation to model functional key characteristics and 
kinematic constraints among parts. In particular, Graph Theory was used since it pro-
vides a very efficient way to handle mechanical assembly from a functional point of 
view. Thus, automatic procedures to detect the global consistency can be easily imple-
mented starting from the edge or incidence matrix. Screw Theory is a well-known 
methodology in Robotics and mechanical fields to analyze the motion and the constraint 
state for a given set of kinematic joints. Screw Theory was adopted in this dissertation 
to automatically calculate the degrees of freedom of parts being assembled during the 
assembly process simulation. 
 In summary, the present dissertation gave a contribution to the following fea-
tures: 
 
 
Variational Feature Modeling 
The objective of variational feature modeling is to provide a mathematical rep-
resentation of tolerance specification according to International Standards. Features are 
randomly generated inside every specific tolerance zone. 
When free shape errors may be neglected, variational features were modeled 
through rigid small rotational and translational parameters. To assure that any point, be-
longing to the analyzed feature, is inside the tolerance zone, parameters constraints were 
calculated. This dissertation gave a solution for two particular features: planar and cy-
lindrical. In particular, planar feature was modeled through a vector and a point, the 
length and the width of the same feature. An axis, instead, was associated to cylindrical 
features. Once the statistical law is assigned, variational features are generated by using 
a Monte Carlo approach: a reject method was applied to sample only those features fal-
ling inside the specified tolerance zone. This dissertation did not focus on the efficiency 
of the reject method, which may be expensive when many Monte Carlo simulations are 
required.  
Variational features were then used to simulate assembly processes involving 
rigid part assembly, as reported in Chapter 5. 
This dissertation provided also an innovative methodology to model free shape 
errors, accounting a small set of control points, defined on the nominal geometry. Start-
ing from a FE model, created by using the nominal CAD model, mesh nodes are moved. 
To assure that each node is inside the specified tolerance zone, a morphing mesh ap-
proach, combined with a constrained deformation, was adopted. In particular, the de-
signer defines a set of control points, by giving a desired displacement and the relative 
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radius of influence for each point. Control points directly influence the final shape of 
the morphed feature, and this shape can be fine-tuned by adjusting the influence radius 
or the position of each control point. The reject method was then adopted to statistically 
sample free shape feature inside the specified tolerance zone. 
Case studies in Chapter 7 showed that the morphing mesh approach can be suc-
cessfully used to simulate free shape features: only few control points, with their radius 
of influence, and the related weighted function are given in input. Results pointed out 
that the position and radius of influence can be managed in order to generate different 
free shape features. Free shape features were then adopted to simulate assembly proc-
esses involving compliant parts. 
 
 
Tolerance Analysis of Rigid Part Assembly 
The objective of this research was to develop a general methodology able to do 
tolerance analysis of rigid part assemblies. The proposed methodology, called SVA-
TOL (Statistical Variation Analysis for Tolerancing), aims to simulate 3D assembly 
joints acting between variational features. The focusing was on mating joints between 
planar and cylindrical features. Two solvers were proposed: the sequential solver and 
the least squares solver.  
The sequential solver solves one-by-one assembly joints. All this allows to 
simulate different assembly sequences. Homogeneous transformations, in the small dis-
placement hypotheses, were adopted to model assembly constraints. The aim was to 
move an object part in order to fit target part constraints: small rotational and transla-
tional motion parameters were then calculated. With respect to mating joints among pla-
nar features, an optimization alghoritm was adopted: target and object planes are best 
aligned when the angle between the related unit normal vectors becomes minimum. In 
addition, a linear contact procedure was implemented in order to prevent plane-to-plane 
intersection. Fit joints among cylindrical features were solved by minimizing the rela-
tive angle between the two cylindrical axes. When a new constraint joint is added, the 
list of DoFs is automatically updated following a Screw Theory approach. DoFs are cal-
culated with respect to a local coordinate frame attached to the previous joint. There-
fore, this approach allows to keep the effect of all previous joints, into a sequential fash-
ion.  
The least squares solver, instead, solves all assembly constraints simultaneously. 
Feature-to-feature intersections are not avoided in this approach. However, this solver is 
able to simulate also over-constraint configurations, in which the number of constraint 
equations is greater than the number of unknown assembly parameters. 
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Case studied illustrated in Chapter 5 highlighted the applicability of the pro-
posed approach to simulate both sequential assembly processes (the classical 3-2-1 as-
sembly scheme) and simultaneously fitting conditions. Moreover, in order get more re-
alistic results, flexibility of part should be considered. All this is especially true when 
over-constraint configurations are considered. Chapter 6 focused just on this last topic. 
 
 
Tolerance Analysis of Compliant Part Assembly 
When parts have a wide flexibility the main hypothesis of ideal-rigid assembly 
is inadequate. In some specific industrial contests, involving highly deformable parts, 
dedicated methodologies are then needed to predict the amount of variation on the final 
assembly product. 
This dissertation focused on the modeling and simulation of sheet-metal assem-
bly processes, performed both in single- and multi-station configurations. The method-
ology was based on linear assumptions. All assembly phases were assumed linear: small 
displacement hypotheses, linear materials, friction among parts neglected. Local plastic 
deformations, which may happen locally at fastening area, were not taken into account.  
The assembly process was based on the Place, Clamp, Fasten and Release 
(PCFR) cycle. Four sets of key points were introduced: fixturing, fastening, contact and 
inspection points. Fixturing points can be used to model fixturing frames to locate and 
hold part during the assembly process. Real fastening operations, such as welding, bolt-
ing, riveting and gluing, are modeled through fastening points. In order to avoid part-to-
part penetration “linear contact points” are also available. The final elastic spring-back 
of the assembly is then reached on a specific fixturing frame, the so-called inspection 
frame, used in real assembly process to do measurement and inspection. 
The general methodology, able to do linear tolerance analysis of single- and 
multi-station assembly and named SVA-FEA (Statistical Variation Analysis & Finite 
Element Analysis), was based on a linear relationship linking input deviations at part 
(fastening variability) or process (fixturing variability) level to assembly deviations. The 
Global Sensitivity Matrix was then introduced. Once statistical data are available, statis-
tical output data can be easily obtained by managing the global sensitivity matrix. In 
this contest, all input sources of variation were assumed as random independent vari-
ables. In this way no statistical covariance effect was considered.  
In order to numerically evaluate the global sensitivity matrix, two linear static 
FEA runs were required for each sub-station assembly. The first run calculates the reac-
tion forces at fixturing and fastening points; the second one evaluates the spring-back 
effect after releasing fastening tools and re-positioning the assembly onto a new fixture 
frame. 
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The SVA-FEA methodology was implemented into a MatLAB®’s GUI, linked 
into background mode to MSC NASTRAN®, which solves FE analyses. GUI drives the 
user to import the input FE model into MSC NASTRAN® format (bdf format). Fixtur-
ing, fastening and contact points can be easily set by using the friendly GUI. A graph 
representation is also available to define the whole assembly process (assembly tree) 
and to set, for each sub-station, fixturing frames and fastening tools. Finally, SVA-FEA 
interface allows post-processing results in terms of mean and standard deviations.  
In the SVA-FEA method all sources of variation are assumed independent each-
other. This means that each deviation may influence just itself. No coupling effect may 
be taken into account. Therefore, in SVA-FEA approach the covariance effect among 
input statistical data is neglected. To overcome this limitation, in Chapter 7 free shape 
errors were modeled by means of the morphing mesh approach. In this way the geomet-
ric covariance among neighborhood points was introduced. Starting from this, a non-
linear assembly process methodology was then presented. Statistical input geometries 
were generated through a Monte Carlo simulation. Each simulation generates varia-
tional parts, which are then assembled following the PCFR cycle. During each step of 
the assembly process, the geometry domain is updated, accordingly to the local defor-
mation of parts.  
This new methodology allows to take into account also non-linear effect such as 
surface-to-surface contact pairs or plastic deformation phenomena. However, a more 
expensive simulation is needed with respect to SVA-FEA linear approach.  
In order to easily perform simulation analyses, a MatLAB®’s GUI, similar to 
SVA-FEA but with less interactivity, was developed. The interface allows to generate 
free shape geometry and to simulate the non-linear assembly process. FE analyses are 
performed in Comsol Multiphysics®, run into background mode. 
 
 
8.2 Future Works 
This dissertation described a general framework to do tolerance analysis of 
rigid- and compliant-part assembly. However, starting from the current research, many 
topics need to be improved and investigated. They may be summarized as follows: 
 
 
Variational Feature Modeling 
Tolerance analysis process begins with the definition and the assignment of 
variational features. This dissertation focuses only on planar and cylindrical features. 
Much more features, as proposed into the TTRS Theory, should be integrated into the 
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general framework proposed in this dissertation. 
With respect to rigid assembly, variational features were modeled with small 
rigid translational and rotational displacements: free shape errors were there neglected. 
The morphing mesh procedure, adopted to generate free shape features and already used 
to simulate compliant assembly, may be integrated into the general frame-work for rigid 
part assembly.      
 
 
Methodology Integration 
In the last decade, rigid and compliant assembly methodologies have been de-
veloped in parallel. However, real assembly systems involve both rigid and compliant 
parts. This need is not covered by the actual technical literature. More investigations are 
then needed to develop an integrated methodology able to take into account both phe-
nomena simultaneously. 
 
 
Tolerance Synthesis 
One actual need in real industrial contests is the optimum allocation, typically 
based on cost criteria, of tolerance specifications. In the field or rigid-part assembly 
many and many methods have been suggested. Linear and non-linear programming 
techniques are successfully used to calculate the amount of variation on each source of 
variation, for a given key characteristic assignment. In the field of compliant-part as-
sembly this task may be much more complicated, especially when non-linear effects are 
considered. The technical literature does not provide a valid solution to this urgent need. 
More investigations are so welcome. By using the linear approach proposed in this dis-
sertation, based on the global sensitivity matrix, an optimization framework could be 
developed.    
 
 
Linear vs Non-Linear Simulation 
As widely pointed out in this dissertation, in order to reach much more accurate 
results, a non-linear approach is needed when compliant parts are considered. However, 
whether on one hand closer results to real assembly processes can be reached when non-
linear contact pairs or plastic phenomena are considered, on the other hand, a very time 
consuming simulation is required. In addition, thousand and thousand Monte Carlo 
simulations are needed to get statistical output. The technical literature has been ad-
dressing the attention to non-linear simulation of compliant-part assembly. However, no 
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comparative study with the linear approach has been proposed. Therefore, a comprehen-
sive comparative analysis is necessary in order to explore the weaknesses of the linear 
and non-linear approaches and to understand the limit of their applicability. 
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Annex A. 
 
 
4X4 TRANSFORMATION MATRIX 
 
The aim of this Annex is to provide a general point of view on 4x4 transforma-
tion matrix, showing how to easily calculate it, starting from geometrical data available 
from any CAD modeler. 
x 
y 
z d qy 
qz 
qx 
S 
u 
v 
w 
Ω1 
Ω2 
 
Figure A.1: frame definition 
 
 
A.1 Transformation Matrix 
Looking at Figure A.1, frame Ω1, (x, y, z), and frame Ω2, (u, v, w) are assigned. 
Let d and (u, v, w) be the position and the unit vectors of the frame Ω2 with respect the 
frame Ω1, respectively. This geometrical information may be derived (by scripting or 
manually) from any CAD modeler.  
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Let P be the vector defining the point S into the frame Ω1: 
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(A.1) 
while Q is the same point defined into frame Ω2. 
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(A.2) 
Based on geometrical consideration, one can write the following vectorial equa-
tion: 
zyx qqq  wvudP   (A.3) 
which may be arranged as into equation (A.4): 
 wvuR
QRdP
,,

 
 
(A.4) 
where R is the 3x3 rotation matrix defining the orientation of Ω2 with respect to Ω1 one. 
As it is, each column of R has the cosine directions of the axes of the frame Ω2 with re-
spect to Ω1 one (see also (Asada, 1986)). 
Therefore, equation (A.4) stated that to transform a point Q, defined into frame 
Ω2, to Ω1, one must firstly apply a rotation, R, and then set a translation, d. Equation 
(A.4) may be then re-written by using the 4x4 homogeneous notation: 
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(A.5) 
or: 
QTPQ
0
dR
P 

 1,21  
 
(A.6) 
T1,2 is finally the 4x4 transformation matrix which expresses frame Ω2 within Ω1 one. 
May be of interest evaluating the inverse transformation of T1,2. To do it, looking at 
equation (A.4), one can write: 
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 (A.7)
thus, by using 4x4 notation: 
PTQP
0
dRRQ 


  2,1
TT
1
-  (A.8)
T2,1 is the inverse transformation, representing the frame Ω1 into Ω2 one. 
When the frame Ω2 has the same origin of Ω1 one, then, one can write the basic 
rotation matrices, with respect to the reference axes, x, y, z, as into equation (A.9). 
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A.2 Composition of Transformations 
The main use of 4x4 transformation matrix is to chain together a series of 
frames (typically, into Robotics applications, one is aimed to describe the position of the 
end-effector of the robot with respect to a global reference frame, taking into account all 
joint transformations).  
Looking at Figure A.2, the scope is evaluating the transformation T1,3. Thinking 
the point S as initially defined into the frame Ω3, one can write: 
32,31,221,21
32,32
STTSTS
STS


 (A.10)
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Thus: 
2,31,21,3 TTT    (A.11) 
Equation (A.11) may be extended to a chain of n frame as into equation (A.12). 
n1,-ni1,-i2,31,2n1, ...... TTTTT    (A.12) 
 
x 
y 
z T1,2 
Ω1 
Ω2 
Ω3 
S 
T1,3 
T2,3 
Figure A.2: composition of transformations 
Looking at equation (A.12), the order of transformations is preserved into the 
subscripting. To easily understand this result, one should read the equation from the 
right side toward the left one. For example, into equation (A.11) there is a first trans-
formation from frame Ω3 to frame Ω2, and then a transformation from frame Ω2 to frame 
Ω1.
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Annex B. 
 
 
LINEAR ALGEBRA OVERVIEW 
 
This Annex provides an overview on the key features of linear algebra, used 
overall in the dissertation. First of all, system of linear equations are introduced, high-
lighting some critical aspects to be accounted when solving such as problems. Then, the 
eigenvalue and the singular value decomposition are drawn. 
Nowadays, many valid source codes and commercial tools to perform linear 
numerical analyses are available. In this Annex, the built-in MatLAB® functions are 
adopted as reference. 
 
 
B.1 System of Linear Equations 
System of Linear Equations (SLE) are the milestone for any numerical analysis, 
from the mechanical field to the chemical or fluid dynamic applications. 
The general form of a SLE is: 










mnmnimi22m11m
jnjniji22j11j
1nn1ii1212111
bxa,...xa,...xaxa
...
bxa,...xa,...xaxa
...
bxa,...xa,...xaxa
 
 
(B.1)
or in a more compact form: 
bxA   (B.2)
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where A is the mxn matrix of coefficient, b is the vector of constants, while x is the vec-
tor of unknowns. 
The numerical solution to equation (B.2) depends on how the A matrix appears. 
The following cases are possible: 
 b is not null (A·x=b) 
 A is a nxn square matrix 
 A is a mxn rectangular matrix 
 b is null (A·x=0) 
 A is a nxn square matrix 
 A is a mxn rectangular matrix 
Next, each case will be analyzed in detail. 
 
 
b is not null - A is a nxn square matrix 
If A is a nxn square matrix and its rank equals n, then, the general equation (B.2) 
has a unique solution, given by: 
bAx  1   (B.3) 
From a numerical point of view, calculating the inverse of a matrix is a very 
huge task. In literature many methods are available. The general idea is to find out an 
equivalent SLE and then solve that one. The LU (Lower-Upper) decomposition method 
is a well-known numerical method which decomposes the matrix A into a product of 
two matrices, L and U. The first one is an n by n lower triangular matrix, while U is an 
n by n upper triangular matrix. So, one can write: 
ULA
U
L




















nn
2n22
1n1211
nn,
2n1n
21
n,n
u...00
............
u...u0
u...uu
1...
............
0...1
0...01
ll
l
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B.4) 
By using the decomposition into (B.4), the solution to the SLA in (B.2) is 
achieved into two consecutive steps. Assuming U·x=c, one can write: 
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



cxU
bcL
 (B.5)
Once c is derived from the first SLE by forward elimination, then x (which is 
the solution vector of the original SLE) is calculated from the second SLE by back sub-
stitution. 
The MatLAB® routine to perform the LU decomposition is the “lu” function. 
  
 
b is not null - A is a mxn rectangular matrix 
When the A matrix is rectangular (its range may be different from m), then, 
from a mathematical point of view, the SLE has no solution. This means that the num-
ber of unknowns is different from the number of equations. A numerical solution may 
be achieved by imposing that the error ε, stated into equation (B.6), is minimum (least-
squares approximation).  
   2minεmin xAb   (B.6)
It could be shown that the condition in (B.6) is satisfied when: 
  bAbAAAxbAxAA  LST-1TTT  (B.7)
The nxm matrix, ALS, is called pseudo-inverse of A. As for the inverse matrix, stated 
into equation (B.2), also the pseudo-inverse is not usually calculated through its defini-
tion. An efficient way is based on the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) technique 
(see Section B.3 for details).  
 The MatLAB® routine to numerically evaluate the pseudo-inverse ALS is 
“pinv”. Moreover, an other efficient way to perform this calculation is the backslash “/” 
operator.  
 
 
 b is null - A is a nxn square matrix 
In this case, the SLE reduces to: 
0xA   (B.8)
If the rank of A matrix equals n, then the SLE in (B.8) has only the trivial solution x=0. 
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  b is null - A is a mxn rectangular matrix 
When A is a rectangular matrix, the solution to the homogeneous equation in 
(B.8) is not unique, but it is described by a subspace of Rn, called nullspace of A, N(A). 
The nullspace contains any solution x of the SLE in (B.8). The size of the nullspace is 
equal to the number of columns of A (the number of unknowns) minus its rank1. Then, 
for example, if the rank of A is r, then the solution space is described by an nx(n-r) ma-
trix. It should be notated that columns of N(A) are orthogonal among them (for in-
stance, they define the subspace N(A)).  
Obviously, the nullspace is empty only when the rank of A equals the number of 
unknowns. In that case, the SLE has only the trivial solution x=0. 
From a numerical point of view the nullspace is solved for by elimination on A 
matrix. Typically, numerical alghoritms try to reduce A to an upper triangular matrix. 
The MatLAB® routine to evaluate the nullspace of an homogeneous SLE is the “null” 
function. 
 
 
B.2 Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors 
Let E be an nxn square matrix. In addition, let λ and v be a scalar value and a 
vector of Rn. λ is an eigenvalue of E if and only if: 
vvE  λ   (B.9) 
In addition, if v≠0 then it is the eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue λ. 
It may be shown that eigenvectors corresponding to different eigenvalues are 
linearly independent. Let V and Ω be the matrix of linearly independent eigenvectors 
and the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues, respectively, defined into equation (B.10): 
 



















n
1
n1
nn1n
n111
λ...0
.........
0...λ
...
v...v
.........
v...v
Ω
vvV
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(B.10) 
equation (B.9) may be generalized as in (B.11). 
TVΩVEΩVVE    (B.11) 
                                                 
1 If A is a mxn matrix, the rank of A is less or equal to min(m, n). 
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Equation (B.11) is the general formulation of the eigenvector decomposition. It 
should be noted that the V matrix is orthogonal. 
The MatLAB® routine to accomplish the eigenvector decomposition of a square 
matrix is the “eig” function. 
 
 
B.3 Singular Value Decomposition 
SVD aims to decompose a rectangular mxn matrix, S, into a product of three 
matrices, two orthogonal and one diagonal. The general form of the SVD may be writ-
ten as into equation (B.12): 
 TΔ QPS   (B.12)
where P and Q are the orthogonal matrices of singular vectors, while Δ is the diagonal 
matrix of singular values. 
Assuming E a square matrix, defined as E=ST·S (such as matrix is usually called 
semi-definite matrix), then, from equation (B.12), it has: 
T2TTT ΔΔΔ QQEQPPQSS   (B.13)
which is formally equal to the eigenvector decomposition in (B.11). Finally, one can say 
that the SVD decomposition for a semi-definite matrix corresponds to the eigenvector 
decomposition. Moreover, the eigenvalues correspond to the squared singular values. It 
should be pointed out that SVD is widely used into numerical algebra analysis since it 
exists for any matrix. 
The MatLAB® routine to perform the SVD on a general rectangular matrix is 
the “svd” function. 
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Annex C. 
 
 
MEX FILE IN MATLAB® 
 
All numerical procedures and alghoritms proposed in this dissertation have been 
tested and implemented by using the MatLAB® computer programming language.  
However, when large data sets are allocated and accessed within loops, MatLAB® is 
not too much efficient. One manner to optimize and speed-up MatLAB® accessing data 
is by using compiled source codes, written in fortran or c++ language.  
This Annex describes how to write and compile a MEX dll function, written in 
c++ language, for MatLAB®. 
 
 
C.1 Introduction 
Assume to create an array1, A, whose entries are all integer from 1 to 107. From 
MatLAB® script one can write: 
 
%- create sample array 
N=10^7; 
 
%- initialize array 
N=zeros(1,N);  
 
%- start loop 
for I=1:N 
    A(1,I)=int(I); %-allocate “int” array 
end 
 
                                                 
1 Obviously, such as array may be easily defined as “x=1:10^7”. This example should show how loops 
are not efficient into MatLAB®. 
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The run-time on a Core Duo 1.83 GHz, 2 GB RAM, Win Xp SP2 is 0.10650 s. The 
same array will be created by using a MEX compiled function, as described in the next 
Section. 
 
 
C.2 Write and Compile MEX File 
The source code for a MEX file consists of two main distinct parts: 
 computational routine: it contains the code performing the needed computations.   
 gateway routine: it is the main function which links with MatLAB®. 
The general form of a source MEX file is shown below: 
 
// include mex header 
#include "mex.h" 
  
// COMPUTATIONAL ROUTINE SECTION 
void userfnc#1(…) 
{ 
   //… routine code… 
} 
 
double userfnc#2(…) 
{ 
//… routine code… 
} 
 
// GATEWAY ROUTINE SECTION 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], int nrhs, 
                 const mxArray *prhs[]) 
// nlhs = number of output items 
// nrhs = number of input items 
// plhs = output pointer 
// prhs = input pointer 
                  
{ 
// get pointer from MatLAB® input 
A = mxGetPr(plhs[…]);  
 
// create MatLAB® variable 
  plhs[…] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(…);  
 
// allocate output variable 
userfnc(…); 
} 
 
The name of the gateway function is always “mexFunction”. This function 
parses all MatLAB® inputs into pointers variables (“mxGetPr”) and create the output 
MatLAB® variables (“mxCreateDoubleMatrix”). Assuming testmex.c is the source 
code file, the following line should be written to compile from MatLAB®: 
%- link and compile mex source code 
mex testmex.c 
 
Therefore, one can now write a MEX file which creates the A array. The source 
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c++ code is like this: 
 
#include "mex.h" 
  
// computational routine 
void allocateArray(double A[], int nr) 
{ 
int i; // locale variable 
for (i=0; i<nr; i++){ 
          A[i]=i+1; // fill array 
        } 
} 
 
// gateway routine 
void mexFunction(int nlhs, mxArray *plhs[], int nrhs, 
                 const mxArray *prhs[]) 
                  
{    
  int *A; // pointer to “int” type 
  int nr; // define “int” variable 
  
  // get “int” value from the pointer 
  nr = (int)*mxGetPr(prhs0]);  
  
  // allocate MatLAB® double matrix     
  plhs[0] = mxCreateDoubleMatrix(nr,1, mxREAL); 
  // get the pointer 
  A = mxGetPr(plhs[0]);  
// allocate the output array by using the computational routine 
  allocateArray(A,nr);  
 } 
 
The compiled function may be easily called from MatLAB®, typing: 
 
%- use compiled function 
A=testmex(N); 
 
The elapsed run-time is 0.00010 s. Then, by using compiled MEX function the Mat-
LAB® code speeds-up of a factor equals to 103.  
Finally, when large data set are managed or nested loops are required to perform 
any calculation, using MEX compiled functions is a good manner to speed-up Mat-
LAB® execution. 
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Annex D. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION TO GRAPH THEORY 
 
Graphs are a very powerful tool used in many fields, from electrical applications 
to image processing and mesh data analysis. Graphs are widely used in this dissertation 
as a support to model and analyze mechanical assembly, perform motion and over-
constraint analysis and to manipulate mesh data for computer graphics purposes. 
This Annex provides an overview on the main concept of Graph Theory, high-
lighting the key features needed for the implementation of numerical alghoritms pro-
posed in the present dissertation.  
3 
2 
1 
4 
5 
 
3 
2 
1 
4 
5 
 
Figure D.1.a: graph representation. 
Non-oriented graph 
Figure D.1.b: graph representation. 
Oriented graph 
 
 
D.1 Edge Matrix and Incidence Matrix 
A graph G is usually defined by means of the vector list of vertices, V, and the 
edge matrix, E. V is a vector of integer ranging from 1 to Nv, where Nv is the total num-
ber of vertices. E is an Nex2 matrix, in which the i-th row has the indices of vertices 
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connected by that edge. Let (i, j) be the couple of entries on the i-th row. For non-
oriented graphs (see Figure D.1.a) the couple (i, j) corresponds to (j, i). Instead, for ori-
ented graphs, the couple (i, j) does not match (j, i) one. Moreover, the same couple of 
vertices may be connected with more than one edge (in Figure D.1, vertices 1 and 3 are 
connected with 2 edges)1. Looking at Figure D.1, edge matrices, ENO and EO, for non-
oriented and oriented graphs, respectively, are:  













































54
53
43
42
13
31
21
            ,
45
35
34
24
31
13
12
54
53
43
42
13
31
21
ONO EE  
 
 
 
 
 
 
An useful representation of graphs, based on the edge matrix, may be achieved 
with the incidence matrix, I. This matrix is a rectangular NvxNe matrix and it is defined 
as follows: 
eN1,2,...,i     
otherwise 0
oriented-non1   
oriented1
i)(i,2),(
1i)(i,1),(










EI
EI
 
 
 
 
(D.1) 
 



























1100000
1011000
0110110
0001001
0000111
1100000
1011000
0110110
0001001
0000111
O
NO
I
I
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Multi-edge graphs are typically used to handle mesh or tessellated format into computer graphics or 
CAD applications. 
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For example, the incidence matrices, INO and IO, for non-oriented and oriented graphs, 
respectively, in Figure D.1, are listed above. 
 
 
D.2 Graph Matrix 
Similar to incidence matrix is the graph matrix, G. This matrix is symmetric and 
squared. The number of rows or columns corresponds to the number of vertices, Nv. It is 
defined as follows: 
v
Ne
1k
k N1,2,...,ji,     
otherwise 0
ji,edgej)(i, 




 

G
 (D.2)
The entry (i, j) in G counts all edges connecting the vertex Vi to Vj. For exam-
ple, looking at Figure D.1.a, it has: 











01100
10110
11002
01001
00210
G  
 
This kind of matrix is often used into computer graphics and reverse engineering 
applications to easily manage mesh data format. 
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Annex E. 
 
 
TOLERANCE ZONES 
 
This Annex provides a mathematical representation of tolerance zones, related 
to planar and cylindrical features. Parameter constraints are derived for each tolerance 
zone and a graphical representation of the corresponding hyper-domain is provided. 
 
 
E.1 Introduction 
Into TTRS Theory, features are classified according to their respective degree of 
freedom, also called Degree of Invariance, referring to the fact that their geometry and  
position remain mathematically unchanged when subjected to displacement along or 
around these directions. Basically, seven main features are identified: planar feature, 
cylindrical feature, revolution feature, spherical feature, prismatic feature, helicoidal 
feature and complex feature (Desrochers, 1999). 
 Each main feature is described by means of a combination of elementary geo-
metrical entities, point, line and plane. These elements define the so-called Minimal 
Geometrical Reference Element (MGRE). 
This dissertation focuses on planar and cylindrical features. The MGRE associ-
ated to a planar feature is the plane itself, while the MGRE associated to the cylindrical 
feature is its axis1. TTRS Theory proposes five tolerance zones for the planar and the 
cylindrical features: one related to the plane and four related to the axis. It should note 
that this classification accounts all ISO or ANSI tolerance specification rules, such as 
datum precedence, multi-tolerance representation, application of material modifiers. 
                                                 
1 In the next cylindrical features and axis will be confused, since they have the same meaning. 
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As stated into Chapter 5, for each feature an attached local frame is built. In the 
next, the five tolerance zones will be analyzed, taking into account the specific coordi-
nate frame. 
Generally speaking, the displacement of any point Pj, belonging to the derived 
feature is calculated by applying the relationship (5.11), which is here re-written for 
brevity. 
jFFPj PΘΔD    (5.11) 
 
 
E.2 Tolerance Zone Representation 
Planar Feature: Two Parallel Planes 
For planar features, translational and rotational small displacement parameters 
become ΔF=(ΔxF, 0, 0) and ΘF=(0, βF, γF), respectively. 
 
 
 
Tolerance Zone Derived Plane 
y z 
x 
BP 
AP 
T 
 
 
 
ΔxF 
βF γF 
 
(a) Geometrical representation (b) Hyper-domain representation 
Figure E.1: tolerance zone. Planar feature-two parallel planes 
After writing equation (5.11) for the four vertices of the rectangular planar geometry, 
variational parameter constraints are: 
2
T2Bβ2AγΔx PFPFF    
 
(E.1) 
Inequalities (E.1) assure that any point belonging to the derived feature is inside the 
specified tolerance zone, T, supposed symmetrical. 
Variational parameter intervals may be evaluated by calculating the minimum 
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and maximum extends along the parameter space axes, as stated into relationships (E.2). 














pp
F
pp
F
F
A
T;
A
Tγ ;
B
T;
B
Tβ
2
T;
2
TΔx
 (E.2)
Figure E.1.b shows the hyper-domain corresponding the inequalities (E.1). It 
can be note that each face of the hyper-domain is a triangular planar face. 
 
 
Cylindrical Feature: Cylindrical Zone 
For cylindrical features, translational and rotational small displacement parame-
ters become ΔF=(0, ΔyF, ΔzF) and ΘF=(0, βF, γF), respectively.  
Tolerance Zone Derived Axis 
y 
z 
x 
Lc 
T 
ΔzF 
βF γF 
 
(a) Geometrical representation (b) Hyper-domain representation (ΔyF=0) 
Figure E.2: tolerance zone. Cylindrical feature-cylindrical zone 
In this case, equation (5.11) must be written for the two end points of the cylin-
drical feature’s axis, as into equation (E.3). Variational parameter intervals are stated 
into relationship (E.4). 
   
2
T/2LβΔz/2LγΔy 2cFF2cFF    (E.3)













cc
F
cc
F
FF
L
T;
L
Tγ ;
L
T;
L
Tβ
2
T;
2
TΔz ;
2
T;
2
TΔy
 (E.4)
Figure E.2.b shows the hyper-domain corresponding the inequalities (E.3). It 
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can be noted that the hyper-domain (assuming ΔyF=0 - the same may be said when 
ΔzF=0) becomes an ellipse into the plane (ΔzF, γF ), a circle into the plane (βF, γF ), and a 
rhombus into the plane (βF, ΔzF ). 
 
 
Cylindrical Feature: Two Coaxial Cylinders 
Looking at Figure E.3.a and relationship (E.3), hyper-domain inequalities may 
be written as follows: 
   
2
T/2LβΔz/2LγΔy
2
T 22
cFF
2
cFF
1    
 
 
(E.5) 
This means that any point of the cylindrical feature’s axis lies inside the geometrical 
space obtained as difference between the cylinder of diameter T2 and the cylinder of di-
ameter T1.  
Variational parameter intervals become, accordingly: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





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





c1c2
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c1c2
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F
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F
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F
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(E.6) 
Figure E.3.b shows the hyper-domain corresponding to the inequalities (E.5). 
Tolerance Zone Derived Axis 
y 
z 
x 
Lc 
T1 
T2 
 
ΔzF 
βF γF 
 
(a) Geometrical representation (b) Hyper-domain representation (ΔyF=0) 
Figure E.3: tolerance zone. Cylindrical feature-two coaxial cylinders 
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Cylindrical Feature: Two Parallel Planes 
Looking at Figure E.4.a, translational and rotational small displacement parame-
ters become ΔF=(0, ΔyF, 0) and ΘF=(0, 0, γF), respectively. 
 Tolerance Zone Derived Axis 
z x 
y 
Lc 
T 
 ΔyF 
γF 
 
(a) Geometrical representation (b) Hyper-domain representation 
Figure E.4: tolerance zone. Cylindrical feature-two parallel planes 
Writing equation (5.11) for the two end points of the cylindrical feature’s axis, 
and imposing that the relative displacement lies within the tolerance range, T, it has: 
2
T2LγΔy cFF   (E.7)
Variational parameter intervals become, accordingly: 
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 (E.8)
It can be noted that the hyper-domain reduces to a rhombus belonging to the 
plane (ΔyF, γF ). 
 
 
Cylindrical Feature: Parallelepiped Zone 
Looking at Figure E.5.a, translational and rotational small displacement parame-
ters become ΔF=(0, ΔyF, ΔzF) and ΘF=(0, βF, γF), respectively.  
Moreover, translations along feature coordinate frame y and z are independent 
each other. Thus, one can write: 
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(E.9) 
This means that the couples (ΔzF, βF ) and (ΔyF, γF ) are independent each-other. 
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(a) Geometrical representation (b) Hyper-domain representation (ΔyF=0) 
Figure E.5: tolerance zone. Cylindrical feature-parallelepiped zone 
Variational parameter intervals become, accordingly: 
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(E.10) 
Figure E.5.b shows the relative hyper-domain. It can be noted that in parametric 
space (βF , γF , ΔzF) the hyper-domain reduces to the union of a rhombus and a line: the 
line is normal to the plane (βF , ΔzF). 
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E.3 Summary 
Table E.1 depicts the interval ranges, related to each analyzed tolerance zone. 
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Table E.1: tolerance zones-summary 
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Annex F. 
 
 
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL DEFINITION 
 
F.1 Integral Definition 
This Annex gives more mathematical details to the integral expression defined 
in equation (7.17). 
 
Let Ω be a domain. The aim is to define an integral on a sub-domain, Ωs. Let Ωs 
be a spherical sub-domain. A point P belongs to Ωs if the following condition is satis-
fied: 
      RRzzyyxx 0202020  PP  (F.1)
where P0 is the center of the sphere, while R is its radius. A step-wise function, ΔΩ, may 
be defined to account all points belonging to domain Ω. Then, it has: 

 
otherwise0,
R if 1,Δ 0Ω
PP
 (F.2)
Let now λ be a physical variable aiming to be integrated on the sub-domain Ωs. One can 
write: 
  Ω Ωint dΩλΔλ  (F.3)
Taking in account equation (A.2), λint becomes: 
 
ss Ω sΩΩΩ sint dΩλΔdΩλ0dΩλ1λ  (F.4)
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The average value of the physical variable λ may be achieved by applying the 
definition of mean for a continuous function. Finally, one can write: 
 
sΩ sΩs
μ dΩλΔΩ
1λ  
 
(F.5) 
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Annex G. 
 
 
BULK DATA FILE 
 
This Annex provides a systematic overview of the MSC NASTRAN®’s Bulk 
Data File (bdf), widely used in this dissertation to implement the SVA-FEA software. 
 
 
G.1 Introduction 
The bdf file is an ASCII formatted file containing all input information needed 
to do the numerical analysis in MSC NASTRAN®. The main structure is made of three 
sub-sections: 
 executive control statement: includes solver options and diagnosis operations; 
 case control section: includes sub-case entries and output queries; and,  
 bulk data section: includes the FE model (nodes, elements and boundary condi-
tions).  
The general structure of a bdf file is listed below. 
 
$- executive control statement 
SOL 101 $- solver option 
CEND 
 
$- case control section 
SUBCASE 1 $- sub-case entries 
… 
 
$- beginning bulk data section 
BEGIN BULK 
… 
CQUAD4, 104, 1, 122, 123, 134, 133 
… 
GRID, 1, , 0.00, 0.0, 0.0, 5 
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… 
SPC, 1, 176, 1, 0.00 
… 
PWELD, 1, 3, 5.00 
… 
CWELD, 1, 1, , ALIGN, 125, 9 
…. 
FORCE, 1, 9, 2, 10.54, 0.00, 0.00, 1.00 
… 
CORD2R, 1, , 80.00, 0.00, 4.00, 80.00, 0.00, 5.00, 79.00, 0.00, 4.00 
… 
ENDDATA 
$- ending bulk data file 
 
The solver adopted in this dissertation is the linear static solver. The related call 
into the executive control statement is SOL 101. 
In the following, some specific entries of the bdf file will be analyzed in detail. 
 
 
G.2 BDF Structure 
This dissertation focuses on shell elements with four (CQUAD4) or three 
(CTRIA3) nodes. Therefore, in following only these elements will be accounted. 
 
 
Material and Shell Property Entry 
The bdf syntax to define an isotropic material is: 
MAT1, IDMAT, E, , ν, ρ 
where MAT1 is the bdf statement, IDMAT is the identification integer, E, ν and ρ are 
the Young’s modulus, the Poisson’s ratio and the density, respectively. An example is 
listed below. 
 
$- creating an isotropic material 
MAT1, 1, 210000.0, , 0.30, 7900.0 
 
Once the material is correctly defined, the shell property entry is: 
PSHELL, IDSH, IDMAT, TH 
where PSHELL is the bdf statement, IDSH is the identification integer, TH is the input 
thickness. A bdf example, using the material “1” and setting the thickness equal to 2.4, 
is listed below. 
 
$- creating a pshell property 
PSHELL, 1, 1, 2.4 
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Element Entry 
CQUAD4 and CTRIA3 elements may be defined with the following syntax: 
CQUAD4, IDEL, IDSH, IDG1, IDG2, IDG3, IDG4 
CTRIA3, IDEL, IDSH, IDG1, IDG2, IDG3 
where QUAD4 and CTRIA are the bdf statements, IDEL is the identification integer of 
the element, while IDGi is the identification integer for the node i-th, connected by the 
element. An example is listed below. 
 
$- creating a CQUAD4 element 
CQUAD4, 48, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4 
$- creating a CTRIA3 element 
CTRIA3, 23, 1, 3, 4, 5 
 
 
Coordinate Frame Entry 
Cartesian coordinate frames may be easily assigned by defining three not 
aligned points, P1, P2 and P3. The syntax is: 
CORD2R, IDUCS, IDUCS0 , X/Y/Z-P1, X/Y/Z-P2, X/Y/Z-P3 
where CORD2R is the bdf statement, IDUCS is the identification integer, while 
IDUCS0 is the coordinate frame in which the three points are defined. An example is 
listed below. 
 
$- creating a cartesian coordinate frame 
CORD2R, 1 , , 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1.0, 0.0 
$- using frame “1” to define a new coordinate frame 
CORD2R, 4, 1, 80.00, 0.00, 4.00, 80.00, 0.00, 5.00, 79.00, 0.00, 4.00 
 
 
Node Entry 
Nodes may be defined with the following syntax: 
GRID, IDG, IDUCSg, X, Y, Z, IDUCSdof 
where GRID is the bdf statement, IDG is the identification integer, X, Y and Z are the 
coordinates defined into frame IDUCSg. IDUCSdof is the coordinate frame used to de-
fine the DoFs and the output results for that node. 
An example is listed below. In should be noted that the geometric frame and the 
DoF frame are different among them. 
 
$- creating a GRID entry 
GRID, 33, 1, 10.4, 8.4, 0.0, 4 
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Single Point Constraint (SPC) Entry 
SPC may be defined with the following syntax: 
SPC, IDSPC, IDG , DoF, SPCvalue 
where SPC is the bdf statement, IDSPC is the identification integer, DoF is the list of 
constrained DoFs and SPCvalue is the assigned value. An example is listed below. 
 
$- creating an SPC  
SPC, 3, 1, 123456, -5.00 $- (“123456” all 6 DoFs are constrained and are con-
strained to “-5.00”) 
SPC, 4, 1, 16, 0.00 $- (“16” only X translation and Z rotation are constrained 
to “0.00”) 
 
 
Multi Point Constraint (MPC) Entry 
MPCs define linear coupling conditions among DoFs of different nodes (master 
and slave nodes). The general mathematical formulation is: 
0uRj jj    (G.1) 
where Rj is a constant, uj is the j-th DoF. MPC may be defined with the following syn-
tax: 
MPC, IDMPC, IDGms, DoFms, Rjms, IDGsl, DoFsl, Rjsl 
where MPC is the bdf statement, IDMPC is the identification integer, IDGms and IDGsl 
are the identification integers for the master and the slave nodes, whereas DoFms and 
the DoFsl are the related DoFs. An example, in which the translation along X, Y and Z 
and the rotation around Y for node “232” and “116” are set equal each-other, is listed 
below. 
 
$- creating MPC  
MPC, 1, 232, 1, 1.00, 116, 1, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 232, 2, 1.00, 116, 2, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 232, 3, 1.00, 116, 3, -1.00 
MPC, 1, 232, 5, 1.00, 116, 5, -1.00 
 
 
Linear Contact Entry 
In MSC NASTRAN® contacts among surfaces may be analyzed also in a linear 
static (SOL 101) solution. The general MPC equation is: 
0uuuS  gslms   (G.2) 
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which corresponds to the canonical form of the MPC condition (see equation (G.1)).  
An example is listed below. 
 
$- creating a linear gap between nodes “4” and “5” along the Z direction  
$- definition of scalar points (SPOINT) 
SPOINT, 243, 244  
$- setting the variable “S” 
SUPORT, 243, 0  
$- setting the initial gap equal to 3 “ug=3” 
SPC, 1, 244, 0, 3.00  
$- MPC entry 
MPC, 1, 4, 3, 1.00, 5, 3, -1.00, , , 244, 0, 1.00, 243, 0, -1.00 
 
 
PWELD/CWELD Entry 
Connectors elements may be defined in three different way: (I) point-to-point, 
(II) point-to-patch, (III) patch-to-patch. This dissertation focuses on the first one 
(CWELD). CWELDs may be defined as follows: 
PWELD, IDMATpw, IDMAT, DIA 
CWELD, IDCw, IDMATpw, ALIGN, IDGms, IDGsl 
where PWELD and CWELD are the bdf statements. In particular, PWELD defines the 
material property for the connector: the diameter DIA has to be assigned. The flag 
ALIGN declares nodes IDGms and IDGsl are connected. 
An example is listed below. PWELD uses the material “3” and sets the diameter 
equal to “5.0”. CWELD connects nodes “125” and “9”. 
 
$- pweld entry 
PWELD, 1, 3, 5.0 
$- cweld entry 
CWELD, 1, 1, , ALIGN, 125, 9 
 
 
FORCE/MOMENT Entry 
Forces/moments may be defined by assigning a unit vector, the magnitude and 
the coordinate frame, in which forces/moments are declared. The syntax is: 
FORCE/MOMENT, IDFM, IDGfm, IDUCSfm, FMl, Xfm, Yfm, Zfm 
where FORCE/MOMENT are the bdf statements, IDFM is the identification integer, 
FMl defines the magnitude, and Xfm, Yfm and Zfm define the unit vector.  
An example is listed below. A force of “13.45” is applied to node “9” along the Z direc-
tion, with respect to frame “3”. Moreover, a moment of “4.22” is set to node “10” 
around the X direction, with respect to the frame “4”. 
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$- force entry into z direction 
FORCE,1,9,3,13.45,0.00,0.00,1.00 
$- moment entry into x direction 
MOMENT,1,10,4,4.22,1.00,0.00,0.00 
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G.3 Examples 
In order to clarify all above bdf entries, this Section shows a complete bdf code 
to define a SOL 101 analysis (this code may be copied and pasted into any word editor 
and run into MSC NASTRAN®). 
 
$- solver input 
SOL 101 
CEND 
$- sub-case entry 
SUBCASE 1 
SPC = 1 
LOAD = 2 
DISPLACEMENT(SORT1,REAL)=ALL $- store in output only node displacement 
 
$- beginning bulk section 
BEGIN BULK 
PARAM, POST, 0 $- set output file (post-processing file) 
$- pshell entry 
PSHELL, 1, 1, 2.0000, 1, , 1 
$- material entry 
MAT1, 1, 210000.00, , 0.30 
$- elements entry 
CQUAD4,  1, 1, 1, 2, 3, 4 
CTRIA3,  2, 1, 3, 4, 5 
$- grids entry (DoFs are defined into frame “1”) 
GRID, 1 , , 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1 
GRID, 2 , , 0.0, 100.0, 0.0, 1 
GRID, 3 , , 100.0, 100.0, 0.0, 1 
GRID, 4 , , 100.0, 0.0, 0.0, 1 
GRID, 5 , , 150.0, 50.0, 0.0, 1 
$- spc entry 
SPC, 1, 1, 3, -1.00 
SPC, 1, 2, 123456, 0.00 
$- coordinate frame entry 
CORD2R, 1, , 100.00, 0.00, 0.00, 150.00, 50.00, 0.00, 100.00, 100.00, 0.00 
$- force entry (force is defined into frame “1”) 
FORCE, 2, 5, 1, 1000.00, 0.00, 1.00, 0.00 
ENDDATA 
$- ending bulk section 
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